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MUELLER'S DEEP STATE RELATIONSHIPS WILL POLITICIZE THE FBI
YET AGAIN
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Bookmark: #stand-with-roger-stone

ROGER STONE SPEAKS: On Nov.
18, 2017, Twitter censored New York Times bestselling author Roger Stone completely. Every
red-blooded American should be outraged,
Republican, Democrat and Independent alike. If
Roger's voice is silenced today, yours is next. We
must break this embargo. Click here to read and
share Roger's latest perspectives on the Battle
for our Republic, including his responses to his
critics (who have not been censored).

Updated May 26, 2018.

CLICK HERE TO SEE
COMBINED TIMELINE OF THE
HIJACKING OF THE INTERNET
PAY-to-PLAY NEW WORLD ORDER
This timeline shows how insiders sell access
& manipulate politicians, police, intelligence,
judges and media to keep their secrets

FIG. 1 – ROBERT S. MUELLER. FBI director for 12 years from 2001 to 2013 under George Bush (Republican) and
Barack Obama (Democrat). His 2011 financial disclosure revealed investments in two hedge funds with assets
held in 55 other hedge funds valued at $106.2 billion. One third of those funds are headquartered in the
Cayman Islands. Mueller did not disclose the components of those exclusive, invitation-only funds as financial
disclosure ethics law requires. A director of one of his funds, Mellon Optima L/S Strategy Fund, LLC, is
Harvard Professor Benjamin M. Friedman. Friedman was chair of Lawrence "Larry" H. Summers' dissertation
committee. This relationship to Summers is a massive conflict of interest since banks in which Mueller is
invested were beneficiaries of the 2008 TARP bank bailout that Summers directed. None of those bankers has
ever been prosecuted for the toxic mortgage criminality.

Clintons, Obamas, Summers were paid in cash for
outlandish speaking fees and Foundation donations.
Sycophant judges, politicians, academics, bureaucrats
and media were fed tips to mutual funds tied to insider
stocks like Facebook. Risk of public exposure,
blackmail, pedophilia, “snuff parties” (ritual child sexual
abuse and murder) and Satanism have ensured silence
among pay-to-play beneficiaries. The U.S. Patent Office
is their toy box from which to steal new ideas.

Photo: Jason Reed / Reuters (2011 Senate Intelligence Committee Hearing) / AFI Graphic.

Bookmarks: #google-censorship #bilderberg-2017

CENSORSHIP NOTICES, JUN. 03, 2017:
Our previous Jun. 12, 2013 post that analyzed the substantial holdings of Facebook
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financial interests by OBAMA-APPOINTED JUDGE LEONARD P. STARK in the Leader v. Facebook
patent infringement trial disappeared! We have now restored it for your review in how
the Deep State shadow government corrupts our federal judges. AFI. (Dec. 06, 2012).
Leonard P. Stark failed to disclose conflicts in Leader v. Facebook. Americans for
Innovation. (Note: We used the posting slot from an earlier post, hence the new earlier
date now.) Remember to download the PDF version of the article linked in the
author/date header. This helps defeat web censoring by making many copies of the
article that can be reposted and sent around by email.

BILDERBERG GLOBALISTS
A "forum" of 131 self-styled "elites" from 21
countries is meeting in Chantilly, Virginia at the
Westfields Marriott hotel behind a heavily
guarded, fenced-off compound—despite the fact
that many of them support open borders!
Strangely, this collusion among bankers, politicians, spies, money launderers, drug
dealers, technology providers, pedophiles, human traffikers, satanists, arms dealers and
eugenicists has received almost no mainstream media coverage in the U.S. outside the
patriot real news media and the British press—even though it is arguably a much more
significant meeting of world leaders than the G8. Thankfully, Infowars' David Knight and
Owen Shroyer are there, as is Canadian Dan Dicks from Press for Truth. Watch as the
Bilderberg participants arrive at Dulles Airport and systematically refuse to answer basic
Dan Dicks questions about the proceedings that include public officials, includng Sen.
Lindsey Graham and Sen. Tom Cotton, in likely violation of the Logan Act (unauthorized
citizens who negotiate with foreign governments).
The Bilderberg participants include at
least 3 companies and individuals who
were major beneficiaries in the May 18,
2012 Facebook intitial public offering—
very evidently the funding kick off event
for the New World Order run by the Deep
State shadow government and policed by
a rogue C.I.A. Facebook relies on the
social networking invention of Columbus
innovator Leader Technologies from whom
the C.I.A. stole it in 2001-2003. See
Timeline.
Larry Summers was at Bilderberg 2017.
Consistent with the stream of lies and
deceptions of the Bilderberg globalists,
Harvard's Lawrence "Larry" H. Summers
attended Bilderberg and refused to
answer even simple questions from the
public by Press the Truth as he departed
Lawrence H. "Larry" Summers - Bilderberg
from Dulles Airport. Summers has been at
2017 participant; Harvard, World Bank,
the center of the New World Order
Clinton, Bush, Obama NSA / C.I.A,
globalist plan since George H.W. Bush
Facebook/Instagram, Google/Alphabet, Open
Society Foundations; Clinton Foundation Spy
days. He forced the ill-fated privitization
State organizer; leading globalist organizing
vouchers on the Soviets at the World
the George Soros-funded, unelected "New
Bank, He was Bill Clinton's former
World Order" international corporate combine
Treasury Secretary, Obama's bailout
collective.
director, Russia's Mail.ru Yuri Milner's
banking coach, Facebook's Sheryl K.
Sandberg's mentor, and Silicon Valley's Instagram director where his former chief of staff
Marne L. Levine (Deutch) is the chief operating officer. Watch "no comment" Summers
squirm when Press the Truth asked him about his participation at Bilderberg.
Normally, Summers is all too eager for publicity and attention. Yet tellingly, even though
he was just sitting in Dulles Airport waiting for his plane following his Bilderberg
participation, he was uncharacteristically tight-lipped. Public figures do not have the
presumption of privacy. They are required to speak about matters affecting the welfare
of the public.

Bookmark: #rosenstein-conflict

NEWS UPDATE! MAY 22, 2017
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ROSENSTEIN'S WIFE REPRESENTED BILL CLINTON
IN 1998—COURT RECORDS ARE MISSING—ETHICS
RULES REQUIRED HIS RECUSAL
Rod J. Rosenstein has no business being
involved at all in the Hillary Clinton/DNCtriggered Russia investigation, much less
the selection of his mentor Robert S.
Mueller, III as special counsel. This is
because Rosenstein's wife, Lisa
H.Barsoomian (no photo available),
represented Bill Clinton in 1998 with her
boss, R. Craig Lawrence (6,459 cases, 321
pgs. 10 MB) . Lawrence also represented
Mueller (3 times), Comey (5 times),
Obama (45 times), Kathleen Sebellius (56
times), Bill (40 times) and Hillary (17
times) between 1991-2017. Barsoomian
has herself represented the FBI (at least 5
times). Barsoomian's loyalties are clearly
tainted. How could such "pillow talk" not
have influenced Rosenstein? This clearly
violates the "appearance of impropriety"
lawyer rules. It is obvious they owe their
Lisa H. Barsoomian, U.S. Attorney, wife of Assistant
careers as U.S. Attorneys to Comey,
Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein. Graduated from
Georgetown Law. Protégé of James B. Comey and
Mueller, Obama, Bush and the Clintons,
Robert S. Mueller. Represented Bill Clinton in 1998.
and CANNOT therefore be impartial. The
Researchers say the Internet has been cleansed of
other odd situation is Barsoomian's NIH
information about Barsoomian which is a telltale
sign of a protected rogue Deep State C.I.A.
(National Institute of Health) email
operative. She has specialized in opposing Freedom
address even though she has been
of Information Act requests on behalf of the
involved in 100's of cases representing the
intelligence community.
D.C. Office of the U.S. Attorney. Is she on
loan from the C.I.A.? The C.I.A. often
uses another organization as "cover" for their activities.

JUDICIAL CORRUPTION ALERT! All Barsoomian court documents for her Clinton
representation in Hamburg v. Clinton 98-cv-01459-TPJ (DC District Court) and its
appeal Hamburg, Al v. Clinton, William J., Case No. 99-5053 (DC Circuit Court) have
been removed from the D.C. District and Appeals Court dockets.
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UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:
1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW

RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.
2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?
3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.
4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.
5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION
Bookmark: #russia-false-flag

NEWS UPDATE! MAY 20, 2017
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FALSE FLAG ALERT! ROSENSTEIN & DEEP STATE
SENT MUELLER BACK TO DESTROY EVIDENCE OF
THE 9/11 INSIDE JOB?
Robert S. Mueller, III became FBI Director
on Sep. 04, 2001. Tellingly, he stepped
out of the spotlight twelve years later,
just months after NSA director James
Clapper lied to Congress about NSA
surveillance on Mar. 12, 2013, and
Edward Snowden's disclosure of that
PRISM program on Jun. 06, 2013.
Snowden also revealed the profound
collusion among Google, Facebook,
Microsoft, Yahoo, AT&T, Verizon, Skype,
Apple, AOL, Instagram, WhatsApp, Flickr,
Tumblr, YouTube, Google+, Reddit and
hundreds of others with this rogue C.I.A.
/ NSA group. These men, women and
companies have a lot to hide. So far, they
have all, including Mueller, Comey and
Rosenstein, escaped accountability.
Mueller knew that Clapper lied to
Congress, and yet he did not investigate
him. He failed the American people.
This material omission alone disqualifies
him and proves his evident culpability.
His silence is criminal. No one could be
FBI director and not have condoned the
illegal surveillance activity. His predecessor J. Edgar Hoover used salacious illegal
surveillance to blackmail his opponents. Likewise, Mueller has been doing the same
thing for the Deep State, according to many whistleblowers. Mueller is not credible,
despite ignorant, complicit or blackmailed politicians who say his "reputation for
integrity and honesty is above reproach." Mueller also did not investigate Silicon
Valley and Wall Street's collusion with Clapper either. And yet, Mueller made sure his
net worth increased dramatically from $1.8 million (2001) to up to $7.0 million (2011) in
ten years while pulling down his FBI salary. See previous post.
Rod J. Rosenstein, Deputy Attorney General, chose
his mentor and fellow former U.S. Attorney Robert
S. Mueller to lead the Russian investigation based on
breathless MSM vaguaries. Rosenstein is yet another
Harvard Law insider—the most popular law school
for the sedition of the Deep State.

Click to enlarge

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL
DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK
POOLS"

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges
and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat
themselves to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE
INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

MUELLER, ROSENSTEIN, COMEY AND DEEP STATE NEED
TO DESTROY 9/11 EVIDENCE
Numerous whistleblowers, like former FBI superstar Agent In Charge Ted L. Gunderson,
say that 9/11 was an "inside job." They say 9/11 was fabricated to scare Americans into
The Patriot Act—as the pretext for dubious new laws and executive orders allowing the
state to seize property and privacy. In other words, their plan was to undermine The Bill
of Rights. Gunderson called them a "rogue outfit" and "a covert military criminal
government enterprise."
The return of Mueller begs the question: "What's their real goal?" Knowledgeable insiders
all say there is no evidence to support the allegations—including civil libertarian Harvard
Law professor Alan Dershowitz—and yet, the MSM pumps out breathless calls for
impeachment hourly!
So, what are Mueller and the Deep State
up to? What activity are they hiding
behind this smokescreen? Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein could
have picked anybody, and yet he picked
his old colleague—the man with 9/11
blood on his hands. In fact, since
Mueller, Rosenstein and Comey were all
close U.S. Attorney colleagues inside the
intelligence apparatus, the 9/11 Deep
State inside job and cover-up could
bring them all down. Now, that is

LISA BARSOOMIAN: FOIA
OBSTRUCTER IN CHIEF
Rosenstein is married to Lisa Barsoomian.
Barsoomian represented the FBI against
Judicial Watch and many other FOIA
requesters to block disclosure requests.
See Judicial Watch v. FBI, 01-cv-00248-RMU
among her 165 cases as U.S. Attorney (with
Mueller, Comey & Rosenstein).

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF
optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster.
America should not be in the business of cheating its
entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters
buy off judges with the money gained from their theft.
Such permissiveness is obscene.
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understandable motive to appoint
Mueller.

She even represented the C.I.A. in opposing
FOIA requesters.

Readers are encouraged to study the 2001 TIMELINE closely. (Please be patient to let
the timeline load, it will then take you automatically to the 2001 bookmark.) The
collusion within the intelligence community is obvious when seen in context. Mueller
was appointed director of the FBI just seven days before 9/11, which C.I.A.
whistleblower Susan Lindauer said was a widely known plan inside the agency from at
least Apr. 2001—at least six months earlier.
Mueller knew about 9/11. He and his FBI / C.I.A. colleagues allowed it to happen. They
even aided the "terrorists" with training, manpower, materiel and intelligence. It is now
public that Mohammed Atta was a C.I.A. asset (ref. Abel Danger—the Wikipedia write up
is an evident cover-up given all the whistleblower testimony). Lindauer and other
whistleblowers say the FBI also provided the explosives for the first World Trade Center
bombing. Mueller failed to prosecute a single complicit insider. In fact, Gunderson said
the FBI and C.I.A. have been behind every major false flag act of terror since Clinton
when globalist new world order operatives inside the US government began to
consolidate power via technology and the Internet (ref. Jun. 07, 1993 FBI encryption
backdoor key conference). To cover up for the Deep State, Mueller helped persecute
whistleblowers.
Mueller's appointment is an insult to common sense and decency. It is also a flagrant
breach of ethics laws. He deserves jail, or worse, in our opinion, not a microphone. No
doubt the FBI shredders are busy this weekend. Spread the word.

ORIGINAL POST

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, postScribd censorship).
Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using the
flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years and
some had almost 20,000 reads.
George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.
All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08-cv-862-JJFLPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)
2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

(MAY 18, 2017)—It is a huge surprise that former FBI Director Robert S.

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

Mueller, III has been chosen to lead the FBI Russia investigation, because
there seem to be direct ties between him and the Deep State.

4. Backgrounder
5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
6. Instagram-scam

MUELLER IS INVESTED IN 20 CLINTON / OBAMA
CORPORATE FUNDERS

7. USPTO-reexam Sham
8. Zynga-gate
9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading
10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover-up

This is a remarkable decision since Mueller holds financial investments in
twelve (12) investors/donors to Bill & Hillary Clinton and eight (8) members
of Barack Obama’s technology inner circle who supported Hillary for
President. See Obama’s Technology CEO Council and Obama’s Silicon Valley
Dinner (After you click on the link, please be patient for timeline to
download and go to the bookmarks).

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption
13. Prominent Americans Speak Out
14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

Mueller investments in Clinton / Obama political collaborators: AT&T,
Autodesk, Bank of America, Cisco, IBM, JPMorgan Chase, Microsoft, NetApp,
Qualcomm, State Street, Vanguard, Wells Fargo.

MUELLER INVESTED IN UNTRACEABLE FUNDS IN THE
CAYMAN ISLANDS
One can hardly imagine a more biased individual to run the Russia
investigation. In addition, Mueller has two financial holdings of specialized
hedge funds (Mellon Optima L/S Strategy Fd LLC and Defenders MultiStrategy Hedge Fund LLC where they manage $106.2 billion with secretive
reporting rules) with 36% headquartered in the Cayman Islands where HSBC,
whose directors included former FBI Director Comey, managed money
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch - "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump
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laundering operations. Mueller's Harvard political economy professor
Benjamin M. Friedman was a director in the dubious Mellon fund.

27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook
scandal

For a full analysis of Mueller’s financial relationships, see our previous post:
Betrayal: Former FBI director [Robert S. Mueller] colluded with Cartel
offshore money laundering havens (AFI, Mar. 25, 2016).

28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

Acting FBI Director Rod Rosenstein, yet another Harvard Law insider,
appears to have either: (a) thrown his new boss, Donald Trump, under the
bus in one of Rosenstein's first official acts, or (b) expects Mueller to hang
himself in this very public arena.
Rosenstein’s appointment raises the question as to whether Deep State
operatives like him and former Goldman Sachs executives, like Steve
Mnuchin, can change their allegiances once they have been so tightly
enmeshed in the Deep State’s secret society of drugs, sex, pedophilia and
blackmail. See FBI Agent In Charge Ted L. Gunderson statement.

MUELLER AND ROSENSTEIN HAVE BEEN DEEP STATE
LAW COLLEAGUES FOR DECADES
Rosenstein has worked closely with Mueller at the Justice Department since
1990. Both Rosenstein and Mueller worked with then Assistant Attorney
General Eric H. Holder, Jr. during the Bush presidency.

MUELLER FAILED TO PROSECUTE OBVIOUS
CRIMINALITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEEP STATE
TAKEOVER
During their Justice Department employment, numerous major scandals
were not prosecuted like the 9/11 cover-up, NSA warrantless surveillance of
Americans, encryption backdoor for the C.I.A. and FBI in 1993, the seditious
2008 bank "bailout" raid of the Federal Reserve and TARP, theft of social
networking invention by the Deep State, energy stimulus, Obamacare
robbing of Fannie and Freddie, The Clinton Foundation pay-to-play, Clinton
Haiti fraud, global pedophilia rings, IRS political targeting of the Tea Party,
BLM land redistribution, America Invents Act, Fast and Furious, Hillary email
scandal, etc.
Given Rosenstein’s decades of ties to the Deep State, one wonders why
President Donald Trump appointed him. The Deep State is now engaged in
brazen acts of treason apparently to bring down Donald Trump’s dulyelected administration. For example, GQ news commenter Keith Olbermann
just called for foreign intelligence agencies to help the Deep State bring
down Mr. Trump’s administration—the definition of sedition.

HOW CAN MUELLER BE IMPARTIAL?

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one
of the most corrupt law rms in
America
Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why not
a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail
since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:
"Skillful

manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."
This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry in
the rule of law and the judicial system. These
promises appear to be meaningless. Click
here for a PDF version of Julie Davis' article.

POPULAR POSTS
OBAMA HIRED THEM. TRUMP
CANNOT FIRE THEM. SO
THEY SAY.
Senior Executive Service
(SES) is ~10,000 Deep State
shadow government
employees who are sabotaging the
American Republic for the globali...
LEADER TECHNOLOGIES
FILES TRILLION DOLLAR
BOND LIEN ON THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT
President Trump is asked to
compensate Leader for the
theft of their inventions by the Deep State
shadow government Leader’s social net...
OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
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ONE WOULD EXPECT MUELLER WILL POLITICIZE THE
FBI INVESTIGATION, YET AGAIN.
In conclusion, the facts are unavoidable. Robert S. Mueller has substantial
conflicts of interest and should recuse himself as Special Counsel, before
the public demands he be fired.
The temptation for Mueller to politicize this investigation to benefit his
Deep State handlers seems just too high.
Why is the President of the United States being investigated when the
Clintons, Huma Abedin and Anthony Weiner are still at large and most
certainly should have had a special prosecutor investigating them? And,
what about all those calls for special counsel to look into Justice Scalia’s
wiretapping and suspicious death.
The irony is, the Clinton matters were then FBI Director Mueller’s
decisions to make, and he refused. What does that tell you?

***
Bookmark: #mark-twain-on-fear

LEADER PROPOSES TRILLION
DOLLAR FED REVENUE
WHILE LOWERING TAXES
User fee on social
networking will generate
$300+ billion a year to fund
major initiatives Surcharge on social
networking will pay for 17...
PROOF: ROBERT MUELLER
CANNOT BE IMPARTIAL IN
THE RUSSIA INVESTIGATION
Mueller's Deep State
relationships will politicize
the FBI yet again
Contributing Writers | Opinion |
AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | ...
AMERICAN MORAL
UNDERPINNINGS ARE UNDER
SIEGE BY GODLESS DEEP
STATE CORPORATE
GLOBALISTS
Trump under surveillance
for many years MSM fake news is INTENDED
to degrade our Republic Judeo-Christian
moral values of our Founde...
MEET THE PERSON WHO
CAN REMOTELY CRASH
PLANES AND CAN READ
YOUR MIND
Monstrous Patent calls
people “wet ware”
Implanted devices deliver electric shock,
poisons, dopamine, adrenaline, emit mind
control freq...
OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3, 2014
, 10:05am OSU Trustee
President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...
SES SERCO “WET-WARE”
SOFT KILL PLAN IS
HAPPENING, BUT CAN BE
STOPPED: DEFUND THEM,
NOW!
Contributing Writers |
Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION |
May 16, 2018, Updated May 28 2018 | PDF
| https://tinyurl.com/yav75x2c ...
JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE
C.I.A.
Many NSA and C.I.A.
whistleblowers confirm
JFK's warning Will we
choose accountability to
God or enslavement to bullies? Contribut...

EDITORIALS
1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook Unwillingness of DC attorneys to selfpolice may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012

Notices: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a doctored
interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of
question shout for attention, Dec. 27,
2012
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COMMENT

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.

Posted by K. Craine at 10:26 AM

218 comments:
K. Craine

OUR MISSION
American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property,
rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal,
truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and
judicial faithfulness,

May 18, 2017 at 10:37 AM

Email comment by CM:
Just a thought... Is it possble? Given the incredible number of things that Mueller DIDN'T
investigate during the Bush, Clinton, Obama eras. And, given that Trump ABSOLUTELY
KNOWS HE IS INNOCENT... that Trump let this happen because he knows that Mueller is now
going to find the leakers and find all kinds of extremely unattractive information about the
Clintons and the Obamas and publish it?

. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

Reply

K. Craine

May 18, 2017 at 10:51 AM

Email comment by GH:
Cody Derespina. (May 18, 2017). Mueller, Comey have had long, close relationship. Fox
News.
Robert Mueller, Comey’s predecessor at FBI from 2001-2013, has a lengthy, close and
somewhat controversial history with the man suddenly at the center of investigations
swirling around Trump. Mueller on Wednesday evening was appointed by Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein as special counsel to oversee the Justice Department’s investigation
into alleged Russian meddling in the U.S. presidential election and related issues.
Trump’s critics contend several of his top campaign aides – including onetime campaign
chair Paul Manafort, adviser Carter Page and former National Security Adviser Michael Flynn
– had suspicious, if not illicit, contacts with Kremlin-linked officials. Trump has denied any
collusion with the Russian government and no evidence has been publicly presented to show
such collusion.
Trump fired Comey May 9, in part, Trump said later, because the Russian investigation was
dragging on. Press leaks, including to Fox News, later established that Comey had written a
memo to himself detailing at least one encounter with Trump where the president had
suggested he would like to see any investigation of Flynn ended.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/18/mueller-comey-have-had-long-closerelationship.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 18, 2017 at 11:52 AM

Sean Hannity. (May 18, 2017). KUCINICH: ‘DEEP STATE’ TRYING TO ‘DESTROY THE TRUMP
PRESIDENCY’ He said there is a "politicization" of intentionally nonpartisan agencies that
has resulted in leaks to the press and a "threat to our republic". Infowars / Fox News.
Former Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio) said Americans must put party politics aside and
acknowledge that the federal government is “under attack from within.”
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/kucinich-deep-state-trying-to-destroy-the-trump-presidency/

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice and
respect for private property, democracy has
no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning that
the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District
Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on-sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.
The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore,
holding Facebook stock that they did not
disclose to the litigants, and later tried to
excuse through a quick motion slipped in at
the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not
licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)
The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives
of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious than
infringement). In addition, Facebook's appeal
attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn
LLP, has close personal ties to just about
every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
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and analysis of intellectual property abuse in
other cases as well.
Reply

K. Craine

May 18, 2017 at 11:58 AM

Email comment by HT:

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW!
READERS!
AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).

Kit Daniels. (May 18, 2017). BREAKING: COMEY CAUGHT COMMITTING PERJURY TO
CONGRESS? Comey's May 3 Senate testimony contradicts reported February memo.
Infowars.
Former FBI Director James Comey said he was never told to stop an investigation due to
political reasons during testimony to the Senate Judiciary Committee on May 3, 2017, which
contradicts his new claim that Trump pressured him to stop the Flynn investigation in
February.
Comey now claims President Trump asked him to to shut down the federal investigation into
former national security adviser, Michael T. Flynn, in an Oval Office meeting in February,
according to a reported memo Mr. Comey says he wrote after the meeting.
The New York Times claims this February memo is the “smoking gun,” but in fact it
contradicts Comey’s sworn testimony on May 3.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/breaking-comey-caught-committing-perjury-to-congress/

Reply

K. Craine

Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more
posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at NEW
Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with
your post. Once the moderator verifies that
your email address is real, your comment will
be posted using your real name or handle,
whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

May 18, 2017 at 1:40 PM

Email comment by GH:
Dr. Jerome Corsi. (May 18, 2017). DEFEATING THE DEEP STATE COUP D’ÉTAT – COUNTERINTELLIGENCE STEP #1: CHANGE THE SUBJECT - Here's how Trump can force his enemies on
the defensive. Infowars.
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The coup d’état plan being implemented by New World Order
elements within the Deep State in concert with the corporate-controlled mainstream media
depends on successfully perpetrating the disinformation “Russian Collusion” big lie as the
pretext upon which to impeach President Trump this year.
President Trump’s Counter-Intelligence Step #1 is a function of President Trump’s power as
U.S.A. chief executive to change the subject, forcing the Deep State and the Mainstream
Media to focus their time, attention, and message not on the “Russian Collusion” meme,
but on a theme of President Trump’s choosing.
Never forget, among the massive powers of the presidency under the Constitution, the
president in foreign affairs is Commander in Chief, and in domestic affairs the counterpart
of Chief Executive Officer.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/defeating-the-deep-state-coup-detat-counter-intelligence-step1-change-the-subject/

Reply

K. Craine

May 18, 2017 at 2:41 PM

Email by Dave Hodges:
Dave Hodges. (May 18, 2017). Will There Be a Civil War if Trump Is Impeached? Before It's
News.
Never before have we seen such a collection of mainstream media outlets to conspire to
take a sitting President out of office. The Washington Post (a proven front for the CIA), ABC
News, CNN (another CIA controlled operation) and the New York Times have presented a
uniform front of falsified evidence against Donald Trump with absolutely no concrete
evidence that Trump has violated the law and should be impeached and criminally
convicted and sentenced.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES
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If Trump is impeached will there be a civil war?

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

Allegations and Evidence Against Trump
Trump is accused of conspiring with the Russians to fix the results of the election. He is also
accused of leaking intelligence information to the Russians. Further, it is alleged that Trump
obstructed justice.

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT

Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2017/05/will-there-be-a-civil-war-trump-isimpeached-2466616.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 5:43 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Garth Kant. (May 19, 2017). LEAKED TRUMP MEMO COULD BACKFIRE BIG-TIME ON FORMER
FBI DIRECTOR - 'No evidence Comey alerted the Justice Department, as he is duty-bound to
do'. WND.
WASHINGTON – The leak of the infamous Comey memo to the press might severely
boomerang on the former FBI director, according to legal experts.
Democrats are hoping newly appointed special prosecutor Robert Mueller will find President
Trump committed obstruction of justice by allegedly telling former FBI Director James
Comey to drop the investigation into former national security adviser Mike Flynn.
Those hopes are based on a New York Times report that Comey drafted a memo after a
meeting with Trump in February that said the president had asked the director to “let this
go,” in reference to the Flynn investigation.
Everything hangs on the accuracy of that account, but a number of factors put its
credibility into question.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/leaked-trump-memo-could-backfire-big-time-on-formerfbi-director/

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 6:18 AM

Patrick J. Buchanan. (May 18, 2017). THE SWAMP IS WINNING, ROSENSTEIN JOINS THE POSSE
- Pat Buchanan on deputy AG's move: 'It is difficult to exaggerate the damage he has done'.
WND.
“With the stroke of a pen, Rod Rosenstein redeemed his reputation,” writes Dana Milbank
of the Washington Post.
What had Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein done to be welcomed home by the Post like
the prodigal son?

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on-sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on-sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed the
claims despite Leader's prophetic
argument that the action would
confuse the jury and prejudice
Leader. He also permitted the jury
to ignore the Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale
bar, even after instructing the jury
to use it. (See that
Jury Instruction
No. 4.7 here.) He
also contradicted
his own instruction
to Leader to
answer Interrogatory No. 9 in the
present tense (2009), then
permitted the jury to interpret it
as a 2002 admission as well.
Facebook's entire on-sale bar case
is based upon this interrogatory.
(Editorial: Hardly sufficient to
meet the "heavy burden" of the
clear and convincing evidence
standard.)

Without consulting the White House, he sandbagged President Trump, naming a special
counsel to take over the investigation of the Russia connection that could prove ruinous to
this presidency.
Rod has reinvigorated a tired 10-month investigation that failed to find any collusion
between Trump and Russian hacking of the DNC. Not a single indictment had come out of
the FBI investigation.
Yet, now a new special counsel, Robert Mueller, former director of the FBI, will slow-walk
his way through this same terrain again, searching for clues leading to potentially
impeachable offenses. What seemed to be winding down for Trump is now only just
beginning to gear up.
Also to be investigated is whether the president tried to curtail the FBI investigation with
his phone calls and Oval Office meetings with FBI Director James Comey, before abruptly
firing Comey last week.
Full story:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from undisclosed
holdings in Facebook. See analysis
of Judge Lourie's T. Rowe Price
holdings re. the Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also failed to apply
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http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/rosenstein-joins-the-posse/
Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 6:23 AM

Email comment by GH:
Martha MacCallum. (May 18, 2017). REP. PETER KING: SPECIAL PROSECUTOR APPOINTMENT
'CAN BE REALLY DANGEROUS'. Fox News.
Rep. Peter King, R-N.Y. told Fox News' "The Story with Martha MacCallum" that the
appointment of former FBI Director Robert Mueller as a special counsel to oversee the
ongoing Russia investigation "can be really dangerous."

his own law-test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence.
After debunking all
of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on-sale
bar verdict from being overturned—
a clear breach of constitutional due
process.

"I think if you go back to Lawrence Walsh and the Iran-Contra investigation [or] Ken Starr
and the Whitewater investigation, there’s so many innocent people along the way who get
hurt by this," King told host Martha MacCallum. "These investigations, they start off on one
issue and they go off."
King, a member of the House intelligence committee, also told MacCallum that he has "real
doubts" about fired FBI Director Jim Comey's claim that President Trump pressured him in
February to end the FBI investigation into former National Security Adviser Michael Flynn.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/18/rep-peter-king-special-prosecutorappointment-can-be-really-dangerous.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 6:25 AM

Email comment by GH:
Alex Jones. (May 18, 2017). FEDERAL PROSECUTOR: COMEY OBSTRUCTED JUSTEICE NOT
BRINGING MEMO TO CONGRESS. Infowars.
Doug Hagmann breaks down the ongoing war between Donald Trump and the deep state and
how it's all about trying to manipulate the optics so that the American people turn on
President Trump.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/SpXl8mlW-hk

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and Facebookrelated stocks.
Judge Moore failed
to follow the longheld precedent for
testing on-sale bar
evidence in Pfaff
v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an
evident and intentional omission
coming from a former patent law
professor. After debunking all of
Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Moore created new argument
in the secrecy of chambers to
support Facebook and prevent the
on-sale bar verdict from being
overturned—a clear breach of
constitutional due process.

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 6:58 AM

Email comment by Julian Assange:
Athena
19 May, 2017
Today, May 19th 2017, WikiLeaks publishes documents from the "Athena" project of the CIA.
"Athena" - like the related "Hera" system - provides remote beacon and loader capabilities
on target computers running the Microsoft Windows operating system (from Windows XP to
Windows 10). Once installed, the malware provides a beaconing capability (including
configuration and task handling), the memory loading/unloading of malicious payloads for
specific tasks and the delivery and retrieval of files to/from a specified directory on the
target system. It allows the operator to configure settings during runtime (while the
implant is on target) to customize it to an operation.
According to the documentation (see Athena Technology Overview), the malware was
developed by the CIA in cooperation with Siege Technologies, a self-proclaimed cyber
security company based in New Hampshire, US. On their website, Siege Technologies states
that the company "... focuses on leveraging offensive cyberwar technologies and
methodologies to develop predictive cyber security solutions for insurance, government and
other targeted markets.". On November 15th, 2016 Nehemiah Security announced the
acquisition of Siege Technologies.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three-judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist to
perform brain surgery? The Federal
Circuit was specially formed to
appoint patent-knowledgeable
judges to patent cases. There is no
evidence so far in the judicial
disclosures that Judge Wallach
holds stock in Facebook, although
when he was asked on a motion to
disclose potential Facebook
holdings and other conflicts of
interest, he refused along with the
other judges. See Motion to
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In an email from HackingTeam (published by WikiLeaks here), Jason Syversen, founder of
Siege Technologies with a background in cryptography and hacking, "... said he set out to
create the equivalent of the military’s so-called probability of kill metric, a statistical
analysis of whether an attack is likely to succeed. 'I feel more comfortable working on
electronic warfare,' he said. 'It’s a little different than bombs and nuclear weapons -- that’s
a morally complex field to be in. Now instead of bombing things and having collateral
damage, you can really reduce civilian casualties, which is a win for everybody.'"
Full story:
https://wikileaks.org/vault7/#Athena

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 7:03 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
David McCabe. (May 18, 2017). FCC moves ahead with plan to scrap net neutrality rules.
Axios.
The long-anticipated rollback of net neutrality rules has officially begun. The FCC voted
along party lines on Thursday to formally consider Chairman Ajit Pai's plan to scrap the
legal foundation for the rules and to ask the public for comments on the future of
prohibitions on blocking, throttling and paid prioritization.
Why it matters: This is the next step in the decade-long political fight over how to regulate
the networks that have redefined politics, culture and the economy. Silicon Valley and
telecom giants have opposing views of how web traffic should be treated on the way to
reaching consumers — an increasing issue now that digital content is supplanting nearly
every other format. The FCC has already been flooded with heated comments from both
sides of the battle.
Full story:
https://www.axios.com/fcc-moves-forward-with-plan-to-scrap-net-neutrality-rules2412899099.html

Disclose Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment constitutional
right to due process when he
participated in the fabrication of
new arguments and evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of judge's
chambers after he had just
invalidated Facebook’s sole
remaining item of evidence (using
disbelieved testimony as ostensible
evidence of an opposite). Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court when he failed to apply the
Supreme Court's Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale
bar evidence, which included even
the Federal Circuit’s own Group
One v. Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a
test which Judge Lourie should
have advised Judge Wallach to
follow since Judge Lourie helped
write that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 7:05 AM

Email comment by GH:
Kit Daniels (@KitDaniels1776) tweeted at 6:37 PM on Thu, May 18, 2017:
Just as I predicted Wednesday... Soros fuels anti-#Trump rage that leads to Wall St. turmoil:
https://t.co/16imEqG3rh
#tcot #WallStreet
https://t.co/a6zq0Tle94

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 10:58 AM

Alex Jones. (May 18, 2017). FEDERAL PROSECUTOR: COMEY OBSTRUCTED JUSTICE NOT
BRINGING MEMO TO CONGRESS - Comey has put himself in a serious legal situation.
Infowars.
Doug Hagmann breaks down the ongoing war between Donald Trump and the deep state and
how it’s all about trying to manipulate the optics so that the American people turn on
President Trump.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/federal-prosecutor-comey-obstructed-justice-not-bringingmemo-to-congress/

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an amicus
curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations with
numerous Facebook attorneys and
law firms, as well
as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
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Reply

K. Craine

throw of the White House? A selfgoverning state?]
May 19, 2017 at 12:47 PM

Email comment by KL:
Jeff Poor. (May 18, 2017). DERSHOWITZ QUESTIONS PURPOSE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL - 'WHAT
IS THE CRIME?'. Breitbart.
Thursday on CNN’s “Anderson Cooper 360,” Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz called
into question the purpose of the Department of Justice naming Robert Mueller as a special
counsel to investigate Russian involvement in the 2016 presidential election.
Dershowitz argued Mueller’s appointment would benefit Trump given that “collaborating
with the Russians” to get elected wasn’t illegal and Mueller’s role would be to investigate
illegalities.
“[I] think he will be the beneficiary of the special prosecutor,” Dershowitz said. “A special
prosecutor is supposed to investigate a crime and most of the things that have been leveled
at the Trump administration are not criminal acts. Collaborating with the Russians to get
yourself elected — not a criminal act. Terrible, morally wrong, but not criminal. The same
thing is true with the leaking of the information to the Russians.”
Full story:
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2017/05/18/dershowitz-questions-purpose-of-specialcounsel-what-is-the-crime/

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 12:51 PM

Email comment by KL:
Reuters. (Mary 19, 2017). Anthony Weiner Pleads Guilty in Sexting Case. Newsmax.
Former U.S. Rep. Anthony Weiner, whose penchant for sexting strangers online ended his
political career and led to an investigation that upended the presidential race, pleaded
guilty Friday to criminal charges in connection with his online communications with a 15year-old girl.
Weiner pleaded guilty to a charge of transmitting sexual material to a minor and could get
years in prison. He agreed not to appeal any sentence between 21 and 27 months in prison.
He was already in federal custody ahead of the court hearing.
The judge told him he would have to register as a sex offender.

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had debunked
all of Facebook's evidence on
appeal, which is a clear breach of
constitutional due process.

He shed tears as he apologized in court.

Updated May 22, 2015

Full story:

Click here to view a Federal Circuit
Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of
Interest Map.

http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/weiner-abedia-sexting/2017/05/19/id/791122/

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 2:47 PM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 19, 2017). HARVARD STUDY REVEALS HUGH EXTENT OF ANTI-TRUMP BIAS.
Heatstreet.
A major new study out of Harvard University has revealed the true extent of the
mainstream media’s bias against Donald Trump.
Academics at the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy analyzed coverage
from Trump’s first 100 days in office across 10 major TV and print outlets.

See "Cover-up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.
Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

They found that the tone of some outlets was negative in as many as 98% of reports,
significantly more hostile than the first 100 days of the three previous administrations:
https://i4.s.heat.st/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/tone1.jpg?w=619

NOTICE: Opinion

n America they analyzed CNN, NBC, CBS, Fox News, the New York Times, the Washington

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html
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Post and the Wall Street Journal.
They also took into account the BBC, the UK’s Financial Times and the German public
broadcaster ARD.
Every outlet was negative more often than positive.
Only Fox News, which features some of Trump’s most enthusiastic supporters and is often
given special access to the President, even came close to positivity.
Full story:
https://heatst.com/culture-wars/harvard-study-reveals-huge-extent-of-anti-trump-mediabias/

Reply

K. Craine

May 19, 2017 at 2:50 PM

Email comment by Dave Hodges:
Dave Hodges. (May 19, 2017). DEEP STATE AMERIKA AND THE IMPEACHMENT OF PRESIDENT
TRUMP - Trump-All Hell Is Breaking Loose. Before It's News.

This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution and other local, state, national
and international laws. Therefore, as with all
opinion, such opinion should not be relied
upon without independent verification.
This site is a not-for-profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in the
public interest, and research, and relies on
fair use copyright exemptions under 17 U.S.C.
106(a)-117 of the United States Copyright
Act, in addition to any and all other related
and relevant privileges to which a fair and
reasonable person would attribute to this
grassroots effort to root out corruption and
promote justice. No rights whatsoever to
third party content are claimed or implied.

AFI LOGO (with text)

I am being forced to answer a very fundamental question. Which America do I want to live
in?
Do I want to live under the rule of law as governed by a Constitutional Republic? Or, do I
want to live under a system of secret governance in which graft, greed, corruption,
victimization of the vulnerable and murder are the tools of governance.
Donald Trump is may not survive the summer. That means America has been disenfranchised
. This means that we are being told that you will live in an America that is solely controlled
by the Deep State as opposed to a Constitutional Republic.
Special Prosecutor Appointed to Investigate Imaginary Violations of Law with NO PROOF of
Any Wrongdoing
In response to the announcement that President Trump was going to be the source of a
special prosecutor’s investigation, he released a number of tweets. Trump labeled the
investigation into his campaign’s close ties with Russia “the single greatest witch hunt of a
politician in American history!”

AFI LOGO (no text)

Trump followed up with more expressions of outrage as he posted, “With all of the illegal
acts that took place in the Clinton campaign & Obama Administration, there was never a
special “counsel” appointed!” Trump’s furious response contradicted the White House’s
effort in which they claimed that he was reacting calmly to the announcement of a special
counsel.
The New York Times reported early Thursday a detailed description of an account of
Trump’s initial response to the media. Just who is leaking to the NYT? Just 30 minutes
before the country knew, the White House was informed the Justice Department would be
appointing a special counsel.
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/police-state/2017/05/deep-state-amerika-and-theimpeachment-of-president-trump-all-hell-ready-to-break-loose-4249.html

CORRUPTION WATCH LIST

Reply

K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 5:23 PM

Email comment by JM:
Patrick J. Buchanan. (May 20, 2017). ROSENSTEIN JOINS THE POSSE. Lew Rockwell.
“With the stroke of a pen, Rod Rosenstein redeemed his reputation,” writes Dana Milbank
of The Washington Post.
What had Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein done to be welcomed home by the Post like
the prodigal son?
Without consulting the White House, he sandbagged President Trump, naming a special
counsel to take over the investigation of the Russia connection that could prove ruinous to
this presidency.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Faces of the Facebook
Corruption (PDF)
(currently being updated
after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014
Scribd censorship of this
document:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
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Rod has reinvigorated a tired 10-month investigation that failed to find any collusion
between Trump and Russian hacking of the DNC. Not a single indictment had come out of
the FBI investigation.

tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently being
updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

Full story:

A. Facebook's law firms:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2017/05/patrick-j-buchanan/rosenstein-joins-lynch-mob/

Reply

K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 5:26 PM

Email comment by GH:
Jason Kopp. (May 19, 2017). GEORGE SOROS BOOSTS ANOTHER DA CANDIDATE, IN
PHILADELPHIA RACE. Fox News.
Big bucks from George Soros helped turn a Pennsylvania district attorney election on its
head, in the latest example of the liberal billionaire’s influence in local U.S. politics.
On April 28, Soros poured nearly $1.5 million into the Philadelphia Justice and Public Safety
PAC, which supported candidate Larry Krasner in the Democratic primary. Krasner won on
Tuesday, and by a wide margin.
He is expected to win the general election this fall, as Philadelphia is a Democratic
stronghold. How much of a difference the PAC money made is unclear, but the cash infusion
helped pay for TV commercials, campaign literature, and online ads to promote the
candidacy of the civil rights attorney who has never worked as a prosecutor.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/19/george-soros-boosts-another-da-candidatein-philadelphia-race.html

May 20, 2017 at 5:32 PM

Email comment by Glenn Greenwald:
Ryan Devereaux, Trevor Aaronson. (May 16, 2017). AMERICA RELOADED - The Bizarre Story
Behind the FBI's Fake Documentary About the Bundy Family. The Intercept.
RYAN BUNDY SEEMED uneasy as he settled into a white leather chair in a private suite at the
Bellagio in Las Vegas. As the eldest son of Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy, who had become a
national figure for his armed standoff with U.S. government agents in April 2014, Ryan had
quite a story to tell.
Eight months had passed since Cliven and hundreds of supporters, including heavily armed
militia members, faced off against the federal government in a sandy wash under a highway
overpass in the Mojave Desert. Now, here in the comforts of the Bellagio, six documentary
filmmakers trained bright lights and high-definition cameras on Ryan. They wanted to ask
about the standoff. Wearing a cowboy hat, Ryan fidgeted before the cameras. He had told
this story before; that wasn’t the reason for his nerves. After all, the Bundy confrontation
made national news after armed agents with the Bureau of Land Management seized the
Bundy family’s cattle following a trespassing dispute and the accumulation of more than $1
million in unpaid grazing fees. But the Bundys, aided by their armed supporters, beat back
the government, forcing agents to release the cattle and retreat.
Full story:
https://theintercept.com/2017/05/16/the-bizarre-story-behind-the-fbis-fakedocumentary-about-the-bundy-family/

Reply

K. Craine

2. Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)
3. Blank & Rome LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)
4. White & Case LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader v. Facebook)
5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg))
6. Orrick Herrington LLP
(longtime Facebook law firm and
destroyer of evidence for the cabal in
Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and
ConnectU v. Facebook)

Reply

K. Craine

1. Fenwick & West LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)
8. Latham & Watkins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)
9. Federal Circuit Bar Association
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)
10. DC Bar Association

May 20, 2017 at 5:34 PM

Email comment by GH:
Ali (@ali) tweeted at 6:29 PM on Fri, May 19, 2017:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

11. Perkins Coie LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of Robert
F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer
was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as
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This story is former Obama officials speaking with another former Obama official who now
works at CNN speculating on hearsay conversations.
Full tweet:
https://t.co/KSw9iIXeAr

Reply

K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 5:36 PM

Email comment by GH:
James B. Comey. (May 18, 2017). JAMES COMEY SAID UNDER OATH THAT HE WAS NEVER
PRESSURED TO END AN INVESTIGATION!! USA For Trump.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/Jd-BfTMPeFE

12. Stroz Friedberg (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")
13. Chandler Law Firm Chartered
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B. Facebook
attorneys &
cooperating judges:
14. Gordon K. Davidson (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)

Reply

K. Craine

having directed the IRS targeting of
the Tea Party)

May 20, 2017 at 5:38 PM

Email comment by GH:

15. Christopher P. King ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)

Mikael Thalen. (May 19, 2017). VAULT 7: WIKILEAKS PUBLISHES NEW CIA DOCUMENTS ON
WINDOWS MALWARE - Athena malware targets Microsoft operating systems from Windows XP
to Windows. Infowars / WikiLeaks.

16. Theodore B. Olson (Gibson
Dunn)

Full story:

18. Eric H. Holder, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

https://www.infowars.com/vault-7-wikileaks-publishes-cia-documents-on-windowsmalware/

19. James Cole (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
20. Tony West (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)

Reply

K. Craine

17. Thomas G. Hungar (Gibson
Dunn)

May 20, 2017 at 5:40 PM

Email comment by GH:
Paul Bedard. (May 19, 2017). FEC BOSS WHO TRIED TO MUZZLE DRUDGE NOW ON SOROS
PAYROLL. Washington Examiner.
The former chairwoman of the Federal Election Commission, who famously eyed regulating
the politics of conservative outlets like the Drudge Report, has joined an advocacy group
funded by George Soros and run by his son.
Ann Ravel is the first fellow listed with the California advocacy group New America.
Her fellowship began in March and pays a $30,000 stipend.
"We want to help amplify the work of each of our fellows, both to help them better
articulate and reach their target audience, and to raise their profiles as change-makers,"
according to the group.
Since leaving the FEC, Ravel has continued to speak out for more election regulation,
especially on the internet where she sees political advertising shifting to in the next
presidential contest.
Full story:

21. Robert F. Bauer (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)
22. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")
23. Mary L. Schapiro (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)
24. James "Jamie" Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)
25. Joseph P. Cutler (Perkins Coie)

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/fec-boss-who-tried-to-muzzle-drudge-now-on-sorospayroll/article/2623638

26. David P. Chiappetta (Perkins
Coie)
27. James R. McCullagh (Perkins
Coie)
28. Ramsey M. Al-Salam (Perkins
Coie)

Reply

29. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)
K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 5:49 PM

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

30. Reeve T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)
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Email comment by GH/JM:
Gregg Jarrett. (May 19, 2017). WHY ROBERT MUELLER SHOULD RESIGN AS SPECIAL COUNSEL.
Fox News.

31. Heidi Keefe (Cooley)
32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)
33. Elizabeth Stameshkin (Cooley)

Robert Mueller has a serious conflict of interest that should disqualify him from serving as
special counsel.

34. Donald K. Stern (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)

He has had a long and close relationship with someone who will surely become a pivotal
witness –James Comey.

36. Jeffrey Norberg (Cooley)

No one doubts Mueller’s sterling credentials. That is not the issue. He is eminently
qualified. The problem arises in his duty to fairly and objectively evaluate the evidence he
gathers.

38. Craig W. Clark (Blank Rome)

35. Mark R. Weinstein (Cooley)

How can Americans have confidence in the results if they know the special counsel may
harbor a conspicuous bias? They cannot. The conflict inevitably discredits whatever
conclusion is reached. It renders the entire investigatory exercise suspect, and it only
elevates the controversy surrounding it.
Full story:

37. Ronald Lemieux (Cooley)
39. Tom Amis (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)
40. Erich Veitenheimer (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)
41. Roel Campos (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)
42. Lisa T. Simpson (Orrick)

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/05/19/gregg-jarrett-why-robert-mueller-shouldresign-as-special-counsel.html

43. Indra Neel Chatterjee (Orrick)
44. Samuel O'Rourke (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

Reply

45. Theodore W. Ullyot (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

K. Craine

46. Amber H. Rover, aka Amber L.
Hagy aka Amber Hatfield (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)

May 20, 2017 at 5:52 PM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Alex Jones. (May 20, 2017). SPECIAL REPORT: ANTHONY WEINER PIZZAGATE DOMINO FALLS,
ADMITS PREYING ON CHILD - What the media isn't telling you about Anthony Weiner.
Infowars.
Alex Jones discusses Anthony Weiner pleading guilty to “sexting” an underage girl and what
the media isn’t telling you about the bigger picture.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/live-anthony-weiner-pizzagate-domino-falls-admits-preying-onchild/

Reply

47. Edward R. Reines (Weil Gotschal)
48. Trish Harris (DC Bar Association)
49. Elizabeth A. Herman (DC Bar
Association)
50. Elizabeth J. Branda (DC Bar
Association)
51. David J. Kappos (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)
52. Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia v. Zuckerberg;
formerly of Gibson & Dunn LLP;
protects Zuckerberg)
53. Thomas J. Kim (SEC Chief
Counsel)

K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 5:55 PM

54. Anne Krauskopf (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

Email comment by Alex Jones:

55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

Alex Jones. (May 20, 2017). STEVEN COLBERT, TUCK BUCKFORD AND ALEX JONES TALK
CHOBANI LAWSUIT - Infowars exposes Colbert disinformation campaign. Infowars.

56. Jan Horbaly (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)

Alex Jones discusses Steven Colbert’s latest disinformation piece and breaking news on the
Chobani lawsuit.

57. Kimberly A. Moore (Judge,
Federal Circuit)

Full story [VIDEO]:

58. Matthew J. Moore (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

https://www.infowars.com/steven-colbert-tuck-buckford-and-alex-jones-talk-chobanilawsuit/

59. Kathryn "Kathy" Ruemmler
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)
60. Evan J. Wallach (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lourie (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

Reply

62. Randall R. Rader (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)

Replies
K. Craine

May 20, 2017 at 6:02 PM

Sarah Zielinski. (Dec. 16, 2015). AIRPLANE CONTRAILS MAY BE CREATING
ACCIDENTAL GEOENGINEERING - Dissipating haze from plane exhaust alters how
sunlight reaches the Earth and may be unintentionally affecting our climate.
Smithsonian.
If you go outside on a clear day and look up toward the sun—being careful to
block out the bright disk with your thumb—you might see a hazy white region

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

63. Terence P. Stewart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)
64. Leonard P. Stark (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)
65. Richard J. Arcara (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia v. Holder et
al)
66. Allen R. MacDonald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
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surrounding our star.
No One Trusts Geoengineering—But Pretty Soon It's Not Going To Be a Choice
This haze is caused by airplanes, and it is gradually whitening blue skies, says
Charles Long of NOAA’s Earth System Research Laboratory in Boulder, Colorado.
“We might be actually conducting some unintentional geoengineering here,”
Long said at a press conference this week at the American Geophysical Union
Fall Meeting in San Francisco.
Geoengineering involves the manipulation of an environmental process in such a
way, usually deliberate, that it affects the Earth’s climate. For instance,
previous researchers have proposed combating global warming by intentionally
seeding the atmosphere with small particles, or aerosols, to scatter some
sunlight and reduce the amount of heat trapped by greenhouse gases.
Full story:
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/airplane-contrails-may-becreating-accidental-geoengineering-180957561/

Office)
67. Stephen C. Siu (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
68. Meredith C. Petravick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)
69. James T. Moore (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
70. Pinchus M. Laufer (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
71. Kimberly Jordan (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
72. Daniel J. Ryman (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
73. William J. Stoffel (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
74. James C. Payne (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. Deandra M. Hughes (Examiner,
Leader v. Facebook reexamination)

Reply

K. Craine

76. Kathryn Walsh Siehndel (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)
May 21, 2017 at 5:16 AM

Tucker Carlson. (May 19, 2017). DERSHOWITZ QUESTIONS RUSSIA COUNSEL: WHERE'S THE
CRIME? Fox News.
May. 19, 2017 - 5:43 - Some Dems think the appointment of a special counsel in the Russia
probe is a step toward's Trump's impeachment. But legal expert Alan Dershowitz wonders
what's the basis for special counsel and believes it will vindicate the president #Tucker
Full story:
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5441776600001/?#sp=show-clips

Reply

K. Craine

May 21, 2017 at 9:09 AM

Email comment by JM:
After reading this article, the 'war' the little hypothetical war that Trump needs to wage is
'internal'. He needs to turn the telescope of foreign affairs to a microscope on internal
affairs and clean house. I don't see that he has anything to lose. Simply clean house, take
the spy state tool away, and create a new media channel. It would change everything.
Think of a world where the liberal media was 'silenced'.
Eric Margolis. (May 20, 2017). Toil and Trouble for President Trump. LewRockwell.
`Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn and cauldron bubble.’ The witches in Macbeth.
President Trump’s administration is now at a high boil as he faces intense heat from all
sides. The Republican Party has backed away from their embattled president. US
intelligence agencies are baying for his blood. The US media plays the role of the witches in
‘Macbeth’ as it plots against Trump.
One increasingly hears whispers about impeachment or the wonderful 1964 film about a
military coup in Washington, ‘Seven Days in May.’
As in Shakespeare’s King Lear, Trump stands almost alone on a blasted heath, howling that
he has been betrayed. The world watches on in dismay and shock.
Full story:
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2017/05/eric-margolis/double-double-toil-trouble-2/

Reply

K. Craine

77. Dennis C. Blair (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)
79. James E. Boasberg (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)
80. James P. Chandler, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook puppet
masters:
81. President Barack Obama
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after Stark's
court allowed Facebook to get away
with jury and court manipulation of
an on-sale bar verdict which was
attained without a single piece of
hard evidence; Barack and Michelle
Obama were evidently protecting
their 47 million "likes" on Facebook)
82. Lawrence "Larry" Summers
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; cocreator of the current Russian
robber baron economy; close 20year relationships with protégés
Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner;
aided in recommendations that
created the Russian robber baron
economy—and Yuri
Milner/DST/Asmanov's money used
to purchase Facebook stock)

May 21, 2017 at 9:13 AM

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html
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SETH RICH SURVIVED THE SHOOTING; WAS TAKEN DOWN BY A SECRET INTELLIGENCE
OPERATION IN HIS HOSPITAL WHILE HE WAS RECOVERING, SAYS INTERN WHO TREATED HIM.
N. Morgan. (May 21, 2017). ER Doc Who Operated on Seth Rich Said He Should’ve SurvivedExposes Murder? (Video). Before It's News.
(N.Morgan) A resident doctor who was working in the Emergency Room the night Seth Rich
was brought in with gunshot wounds, has come forward alleging that Seth Rich should have
survived his injuries and his death was extremely “fishy”.
Listen to the video below to hear the testimony of a doctor who had to expose the truth
about Seth Rich’s assassination.
Full story [VIDEO]:

83. James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)
84. David Plouffe; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a selfdescribed "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee

Reply

85. McBee Strategic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)

K. Craine

86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)

http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2017/05/er-doc-who-operated-on-seth-richsaid-he-shouldve-survived-exposes-murder-video-2481557.html

May 21, 2017 at 9:18 AM

Harley Schlanger. (May 20, 2017). X22 Report Spotlight: Trump’s Secret Plan for America
and Why the Deep State Is Trying to Stop It : Harley Schlanger. Before It's News.
Full story [VIDEO]:
http://beforeitsnews.com/blogging-citizen-journalism/2017/05/trumps-secret-plan-foramerica-why-the-deep-state-is-trying-to-stop-it-harley-schlanger-2567263.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 21, 2017 at 9:20 AM

Dave Hodges. (May 20, 2017). Scientific Proof that Americans Are the Most Brainwashed
People on the Planet – Must Listen. Before It's News.
If you ever needed proof that our country is the most brainwashed country in the world,
then you need to watch the following video. This info about the MSM needs to go viral……..
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/police-state/2017/05/scientific-proof-that-americans-are-themost-brainwashed-people-on-the-planet-must-listen-4254.html

Reply

K. Craine

87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)
88. Harry Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)
89. Thomas J. Kim (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)
90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)

May 21, 2017 at 9:23 AM

Email comment by Dave Hodges:
Björn Seelmann. (May 19, 2017). The War against ‘Fake News’: The Rise of the Orwellian
Ministry of Truth. Before It's News.
The battle-lines in the information war are drawn. The mainstream media, which the
people increasingly see as unreliable, believes that the free flow of ideas and information
on the Internet is a threat to our well-being.
The war on ‘fake news’ began in earnest in November 2016. The Washington Post then
released a blacklist, compiled by anonymous source PropOrNot, on which 200 sites were
accused of “Russian propaganda efforts to undermine American democracy and interests.”
Among those blacklisted are former Republican delegates, former presidential candidate
Ron Paul, former US Assistant Secretary of Finance Paul Craig Roberts, The Corbett Report,
Natural News and SOTT.
Evidence for why these 200 websites are guilty as charged has still not been delivered. With
no proof, the mainstream media simply declares these websites and the people behind
them as a danger to society.
Full story:

91. Jim Swartz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)
92. Sheryl K. Sandberg (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)
93. Yuri Milner (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)
94. Alisher Asmanov (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)
95. Marc L. Andreessen (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)
96. Peter Thiel (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook
director; CEO, Clarion Capital)
97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html
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http://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2017/05/the-war-against-fake-news-the-rise-of-theorwellian-ministry-of-truth-2623976.html

98. Reid G. Hoffman (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)
99. Richard Wolpert (Accel Partners)
100. Robert Ketterson (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)

Reply

K. Craine

May 21, 2017 at 9:27 AM

Max Igan. (May 05, 2017). Surviving the Matrix - Episode 292 - The Controlled Demolition of
the Independent Media. American Voice Radio / Before It's News.
Universal Law/sovereign law trumps all others.
1. No man or woman, in or out of government shall initiate force, threat of force or fraud
against my life and property and, any and all contracts Im a party to not giving full
disclosure to me whether signed by me or not are void at my discretion.
2. I may use force in self-defense against anyone that violates Law
3. There shall be no exceptions to Law 1 and 2.
When the tyrant has disposed of foreign enemies by conquest or treaty and there is nothing
to fear from them, then he is always stirring up some war or other, in order that the people
may require a leader. – Plato
“I would rather have questions that can’t be answered than answers that can’t be
questioned.” – Richard Feynman
“I have lived on the lip of insanity, wanting to know reasons, knocking on a door. It opens.
I’ve been knocking from the inside.” – Rumi
Full story [RADIO SHOW]:
http://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2017/05/the-controlled-demolition-of-the-independentmedia-2623980.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 21, 2017 at 9:36 AM

FIRE EVERYONE NOW AND START WITH A CLEAN SLATE MR. TRUMP.
MESSAGE TO PRESIDENT TRUMP: CLEAN HOUSE NOW, NO EXCEPTIONS, AT LEAST 2 LAYERS
DOWN IN THE BUREACRACY... OTHERWISE, THE OBAMA HOLDOVERS WILL JUST KEEP
SABOTAGING YOU. THEIR OLD NETWORKS ARE STILL IN PLACE. BREAK THEM. NOW!!!!
Ginni Thomas. (May 21, 2016). OBAMA HOLDOUTS IN TRUMP ADMINISTRATION HIDING
HILLARY EMAILS FOR YEARS - "We should be waiting just a few months for them to get their
act together". Daily Caller / Infowars.
Judicial Watch’s President Tom Fitton is astounded: The Trump officials he finds working on
Freedom of Information cases he files are still, typically, Obama holdovers.
Those holdovers, he told The Daily Caller News Foundation, are telling Judicial Watch it will
be years before it can get former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s emails. “Frankly,”
Fitton told TheDCNF, “we should be waiting just a few months for them to get their act
together.”
Trump should take the point of view that the government belongs to Americans– and its
agencies need to tell the people what they are up to, Fitton said. “If there is no good
reason for withholding information, give it to them and give it to them quickly.”

101. David Kilpatrick (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)
102. Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Squ
are/Instagram ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)
103. Tesla Motors (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)
104. Solyndra (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
105. BrightSource (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the CooleyMcBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)
106. John P. Breyer (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations
107. IDG Capital Partners (China)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)
108. Goldman Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)
109. Morgan Stanley (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)
110. State Street Corporation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally
111. JP Morgan Chase (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)

Trump should embrace “extreme transparency,” for his administration — as well as for
former President Barack Obama’s administration. Americans would benefit by knowing more
about what Obama did and what he obstructed from the public while in government. Fitton
is especially interested in Obama’s alleged spying on candidate Trump and other political
opponents.

112. Lloyd Blankfein (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

Full story:

113. Jamie Dimon (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

https://www.infowars.com/obama-holdouts-in-trump-administration-hiding-hillary-emailsfor-years/

Reply
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114. Steve Cutler (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)
115. Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)
116. U.S. Securities & Exchange
Commission (granted Fenwick &
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K. Craine

May 21, 2017 at 10:08 AM

GOOD NEWS! TEX IS BACK!
Email comment by TEX:
>
> I listened to a speech this morning that could change the world. Trump is in Riyadh ,
Saudi Arabia. If you did not hear it, I encourage you to do so.
>
> As he spoke to leaders of 50 Arab majority leaders in the Middle East, he was REALLY
clear. He didn't lecture anyone. He didn't bow or obfuscate his desires. He is going to attack
and destroy Islamic terrorists. Period.
>
> His comment that terrorists don't worship god, they worship death , was spot on and it hit
home. They don't care who they kill. They kill more Muslims than Christians and Jews
combined. I am confident that each and everyone of these leaders has a fear of ISIS. They
worry about their future generations just like we do. They didn't know how to proceed
because America was so weak and wishy washy. Those days are over. American Muslims
have to be relieved. Hopefully they want peace. Trump is ready to use the might of the
greatest country in mans brief stay on earth to fix this mess.
>
> Barack Obama lit the Arab Spring fire. He supported Iran and Syria. He gave ISIS room to
grow. Trump inherited a powder keg including N Korea and Russia. Russia chose to support
Syria and Iran. He will squeeze these miscreants until they implode. Trump just cut Russia
off in the Middle East. Putin is cornered unless he equivocates on Syria and Iran. If he
continues to support them, he will fail. These countries are about to isolated and
marginalized.
>
> Trump's speech was well written and well delivered. The beauty is that he meant it and it
will come to pass. The Democrats are hanging on to this "Trump is a Russian spy" conspiracy
but this is prima facie evidence that he is for America and world peace. After honest
evaluation, this speech will be considered a seminal turning point in world history.
>
> Have a great day, TEX
Reply

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:03 AM

Email comment by TEX:
This came from a friend of mine. May or may not be true, but seems logical.
Have a great day, TEX
There are very few crime/mystery novels that approach this true story for compelling
drama, intrigue and brinkmanship (with the nation in the balance).
Don’t believe the fake-media story that Trump made a mistake or huge gaffe by firing
Comey.
Don’t believe the media narrative from the left that it was an attempt to silence Comey
from some investigation into Trump.
Don’t believe the RINO narrative that Comey is a good guy just trying to do his job in
terrible circumstances and the timing was bad.
Don’t believe the lie that Comey was admired and respected by career FBI investigators and
agents.
Don’t believe the lie that Trump’s “tweets" are not professional and have no strategic
purpose. His tweets are weaponized and deadly.
James Comey is a poisonous snake of the highest order… a deep-water Swamp Denizen who
has been highly paid to deliberately provide cover for high-level corruption by the Clintons
and Obama. He is has been central to trying to destroy the Trump campaign and then the
Trump administration from the start. He is as dirty as they come in DC. He had highest-level
cover (the FBI no less) and was deep into an effort to eliminate Trump. Trump had to move
hard, fast, and at exactly the right time to cut the head off the snake without getting
bitten by the snake or being finished by the other swamp denizens.
Begin by noticing how the President fired Comey when Comey was 3,000 miles away from
his office, that Comey had no inkling he was being cut, that all his files, computers, and
everything in his office were seized by his boss Sessions and the justice department. This
was not a violation of protocol, it was tactical. Notice how Prez Trump compartmentalized
the strike and did not inform any of his White House “staff” to prevent leaks. Notice how
he emasculated Comey and the swamp denizens by letting them know in a tweet that the
Attorney General got information (surveillance “tapes” from the seizure of Comey’s office)
to let Comey and his handlers know that Trump’s DOJ has the goods on them. This was a
brilliant, strategic and totally imperative move at exactly the right time against horrible,
evil and corrupt powers infesting our government.
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West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)
117. Jeff Markey (McBee Strategic LLC;
allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
118. Steve McBee (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)
119. Michael F. McGowan (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)
120. Bryan J. Rose (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and
Harvard Email accounts)
121. Dr. Saul Greenberg (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be "wild
guessing" about the purpose of a
Java "sessionstate" import statement
(even Java newbies know it is used
for tracking a user while in a web
session); in short, Dr. Greeberg lied
to the jury, thus discrediting his
testimony)
122. Toni Townes-Whitley (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)
123. CGI Federal (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)
124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)
125. Todd Y. Park (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
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The swamp is on notice that the President is on to them, they are sweating bullets because
their criminal games of corruption are being pursued and they know it. They are screaming
and ranting because they are desperate denizens of the swamp who are beginning to
realize they are roadkill.
THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE COMEY SCAM. Taken from credible public
sources (readily available if you want to look or want me to sent them to you), with a few
reasonable “fill in the blank” conclusions of my own.
***END, TEX comment, Part I***
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:05 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part II***
The Highlights:
Comey was a minor assistant US attorney in the late 90’s. He only gained power
and money by being the DOJ official who “investigated” and cleared Bill Clinton
of any wrong-doing in Clinton's totally corrupt pardon (for huge payoffs) of
criminal financier Marc Rich as Clinton was leaving the Presidency. This is how
Comey began his career as a creature of the “swamp” years ago, as a servant of
the Clintons.
Comey provided “cover” for the Clintons in their gaining incredible power and
wealth after leaving office through pardoning a billionaire money-launderer,
arms dealer and criminal. Comey was a key piece in how the Clintons upped
their corruption game and gained incredible wealth through their foundation
after leaving the White House. A huge part of the scheme was giving Marc Rich a
free pass when he should have spent life in prison, and that is what Comey
covered-up for the Clintons. This set up Comey to be part of the corruption
machine, making him powerful and wealthy.
Immediately after doing the Clinton’s dirty work as a DOJ official, Comey
resigned from the DOJ and took a position as the head attorney (Counsel) of the
Lockheed Martin company, a huge military contractor. While he was in that
position Lockheed became a major contributor (millions) to the Clinton
Foundation and its fake charity spin-offs. In return for these payment to Clinton
Inc., Lockheed received huge contracts with Hillary’s state department. Comey
was the chief legal officer of Lockheed throughout this period of contributions
to Clinton Inc. in return for State Dept. contracts.
In late 2012, after overseeing Lockheed’s successful relationship with the Hillary
State Department and the resulting profits, Comey stepped down from Lockheed
and received a $6 million dollar payout for his services.
In 2013, the largest bank of England, HSBC Holdings, was deep into a scandal.
Investigations by federal authorities and law-enforcement had revealed that for
years HSBC had been laundering billions of dollars for Mexican Drug Cartels,
channeling money for Saudi banks who were financing terror, moving money for
Iran in violation of the sanctions, and other major criminal activity. HSBC’s
criminality was pervasive and deliberate by the Bank and its officials. HSBC was
a huge Clinton Foundation contributor (many millions) throughout the
“investigation” and Bill Clinton was being paid large personal fees for speaking
at HSBC events (while Hillary was Sec of State). Eric Holder and the Obama
Justice Department did what they were paid to do, and let HSBC off of the hook
for a paltry 1.2 Billion dollar fine (paid by its stockholders), and not one
Director, officer or management member at HSBC was fired or charged with any
criminal. Exactly when everyone involved with HSBC Bank (including the Clintons
and all of their “donors”) were being let off without penalty, and cover had to
be provided to HSBC, Comey was appointed as a Director and Member of the
Board of HSBC (in the middle of the fallout from the scandal). He was part of
the effort to cover up the scandal and make HSBC “respectable” again.
***END, TEX comment, Part II***

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:07 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part III***
After about a year as HSBC director, despite his lack of any law enforcement
experience, no DOJ leadership experience, and no qualifications for the job,
Comey was appointed FBI director by Obama. The only qualification Comey had
was that the Clinton’s and their cronies knew Comey was in bed with them, was
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director, CEO, Castlight Health,
Inc.)
126. Frank M. Sands, Sr. / Frank M.
Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)
127. Robin "Handsome Reward"
Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; Robin Y. Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel
Partners LLC in 2002-2003 and had
Leader's source code in their files.)
128. Parker Zhang ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)
129. Penny S. Pritzker (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)
130. Rebecca M. Blank (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)
131. Mary L. Schapiro (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools"
stocks which held stock in Facebook,
Baidu and more than a dozen
Facebook crony companies; failed to
regulate the "dark pools;" failed to
disclose her substantial conflict of
interest in regulating the run up to
the Facebook IPO)
132. Robert C. Hancock (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
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compromised and was willing to do their dirty work. Comey was appointed to
the FBI right when Hillary was leaving the State Department, and was vulnerable
to the FBI because she had been using a private-server, mis-handling classified
information, selling access to favors/contracts from the State Department to
Clinton Foundation Donors (including Comey’s Lockheed Martin), and much
more. Remember that this was about the time the Inspector General of the
State Department found over 2 billion “missing” from the State Department
finances during Hillary's tenure.
The obvious conclusion is that Comey was appointed to the FBI (along with other
reliable Clinton-Obama cronies) to run interference for the Clinton’s and
Obama’s at the nation’s federal law enforcement agency(in conjunction with a
corrupt Department of Justice). Comey was and is owned by the Clintons. He
owed all of his power and wealth to being part of their machine and providing
them with cover.
In late 2015 and early 2016, information began to come out about the Clinton
Foundation and its use by the Clinton’s as a multi-billion dollar slush fund for
corruption and political favors. (even Chelsea’s wedding had been paid for by
the “charity) This was right as Hillary was beginning her campaign for President.
It was revealed that the Foundation had never completed required reports or
had an audit. Supposedly the FBI, under Comey, began an “investigation” of the
Clinton Funds. A “professional” accounting firm was brought in by the Clintons
to do a review, file some reports, make recommendations to the Clinton
Foundation Board, and provide a veneer of legitimacy to the Clinton Fund
operations. Predictably, one of the partners in the firm that was chosen (and
paid lots of money) is the brother of James Comey (FBI Director). This brother
owes James Comey $700,000 for a loan James gave him to buy a house, and
presumably some of the money from the Clinton Fund was used to make
payments to James on the loan. Over 2 years later and nothing has happened as
a result of the FBI “investigating” the Clinton Funds under Comey.
No one in congress or federal law enforcement was intending to actually pursue
the Clintons, but Judicial Watch and other independent sources obtained
information proving that Hillary had been running her own server, sending out
classified information, etc. This information began to come out right in the
middle of her campaign to be coronated as President. A “show” investigation
had to be performed to appear to look into it and clear her. Who to use?...the
reliable shill James Comey.
***END, TEX comment, Part III***

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:09 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part IV***
As head of the FBI, Comey (and his lackeys in key positions) deliberately
screwed up the investigation into Hillary’s use of a private server and her plain
violation of national security law on classified information. The investigation
was deliberately mis-handled in every aspect. Comey gave immunity to all of
Hillary’s lackeys, did not use subpoenas or warrants, lost evidence, allowed the
destruction of evidence, failed to do any searches or seizures of evidence, did
not use a grand-jury, did not swear witnesses, did not record testimony, allowed
attorneys to represent multiple suspects (corrupting the testimony). Everything
that could be done to ruin the FBI investigation and to cover for Hillary was
done. A “slam-dunk” case became a mess. Immunity was given every witness
even though they provided no help. Maybe more importantly, by focusing the FBI
on the email scandal, attention was drawn away from the much bigger scandal
of the Clinton Foundation that could bring down a huge number of corrupt
politicians, lobbyists, and even governments.
Originally, Comey’s job was simply to totally botch the Hillary investigation and
ruin the case against her and her minions within the FBI regarding he emails. At
the same time Comey also started work on a parallel assignment to illegally
“wiretap” and surveil Donald Trump and every other person involved in the
Republican campaign. He was tasked with digging up any dirt or fact that could
be used to hurt the Trump campaign later. This included using a fake “dossier”
paid for by the Clinton campaign to obtain authorization for the surveillance and
to try to associate Trump’s campaign with the Russians. Under Comey’s direction
the Trump/republican campaign was monitored and surveilled and all
information was provided to the Obama Whitehouse and the Clinton camp all
during the campaign.
Lorretta Lynch was supposed to complete the coverup for Hillary as Attorney
General by issuing a finding that the deliberately botched FBI “investigation” did
not justify prosecution of Hillary. But someone screwed up and Bill Clinton was
video’d meeting with Loretta Lynch in Arizona shortly before she was supposed
to make her decision on Hillary (interference with a federal investigation), and
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during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)
133. Jonathan Goodman (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)
134. Trip Adler ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
135. Jared Friedman ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader v. Facebook judicial
corruption)
136. Jeffrey Wadsworth (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)
137. Michael V. Drake (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)
138. Woodrow A. Myers (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)
139. Alex R. Fischer (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)
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Lynch could no longer credibly squash the Hillary scandal. The solution, give the
job to James. The Clinton’s owned him and he would have to do whatever is
necessary to provide cover.
Comey goes on national TV and violates every rule of the FBI, the Justice
Department and American law enforcement by revealing some of the FBI’s
“evidence” of what Hillary did (enough to make it look like the FBI and Comey
did some investigation), then declaring that there was no “intent” and clearing
Hillary. He did what he was ordered to do. The Justice Department and Obama
backed Comey’s coverup and it looked like Hillary had survived the scandal.
Then, right before the election, the NYPD obtained pervert Anthony Wiener’s
laptop and found classified emails from Hillary on the laptop. The NYPD began
leaking details to new-media outlets, and the story was about to explode.
Comey once again stepped in to cover Hillary. He short-circuited the NYPD leaks
by publicly acknowledging the laptop and the emails, but then claimed just days
later that hundreds of thousands of emails had all been reviewed and “nothing
new” was on the laptop. Once again, he had done his job. Providing cover and
FBI “protection” for Hillary on the newest scandal when it broke.
If Hillary had won, Comey would have kept right on providing cover for the
corruption of the Clinton machine. He would have kept the FBI paralyzed,
prevented the Clinton Fund from being investigated, and continued to do his job
as the Clinton’s personal scandal eraser at the FBI.
***END, TEX comment, Part IV***

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:11 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part V***
BUT TRUMP WON.
The Swamp and its bottom-dwelling denizens realize they are at risk from this
political outsider who is not connected to the uni-party machines. Before Trump
takes office, a “failsafe” plan is implemented to ruin Trump’s administration and
try to force him out of the Presidency. The key players committed to the plan
are the democrat politicians, the RINO establishment, the media, the ObamaClinton operatives imbedded throughout the intelligence agencies and the entire
bureaucracy, and most importantly, the Obama DOJ and JAMES COMEY. The
scheme is to smear Trump with Russian “connections,” through a fake FBI
“investigation” and more importantly, to trap him into a charge of criminal
interference with the FBI. COMEY IS THE CENTRAL FIGURE IN THE SCHEME TO
TAKE DOWN TRUMP.
The surveillance of the Trump campaign is continued after he is elected, all
participants are “unmasked” illegally, and the transcripts are leaked throughout
the government and to the media. When General Flynn appropriately calls
Russian officials on behalf of Trump, they brush off the old fake “dossier” and all
of the surveillance of the campaign, and Comey creates the “Russian
Conspiracy” investigation. With help by RINO swamp kingpin and warmonger
sell-out McCain, the fake "Russian pee dossier” is leaked to the press. There is
no actual evidence of any collusion or connection between Trump or his
campaign with Russia, but that does not prevent Comey from initiating an
“investigation” at the FBI. This provides Comey with protection from Trump
firing him immediately. Comey (or his minions) constantly leak news of the
“Russia Investigation” to the media, and the media does its scripted part by
screaming constantly about “Russia.” The Democrats fill their role and
constantly scream about “Russia.” McCain and the RINO establishment do their
part by promising to “investigate” how the Russians influenced the campaign.
Immediately after Trump is sworn in, the DOJ Hillary/Obama operatives and
Comey start the direct attack. This is before Sessions has been appointed to the
Department of Justice and the DOJ is still controlled by Obama operatives. DOJ
Obama appointee Sally Yates approaches the Whitehouse with news that General
Flynn had been in contact with Russia and alleges that he might be
compromised. She reveals that there is an FBI “investigation” into the Russia
ties (which they are constantly leaking to the media themselves). The White
House Counsel (who Yates talks to, not Trump) asks for some more information.
The day before the promised additional information is to be provided by Yates to
the Whitehouse, Comey sets up a dinner with Trump. If he can get Trump to ask
about Flynn or try to intervene regarding Flynn or Russia then Trump can be
charged with “interfering with an FBI investigation.” MY OPINION IS THAT COMEY
SURVEILLED AND “TAPED” THIS MEETING IN HIS ATTEMPT TO SET UP TRUMP.
This is a two-pronged attack. It protects Comey and DOJ democrat holdovers
from being terminated by the new administration because they are involved in
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140. Chris Glaros (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)
141. Lori Barreras (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)
142. David Vaughn (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)
143. Betty Montgomery (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)
144. Joseph A. Steinmetz (Provost,
The Ohio State University; author of
Psychological Science article on
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) that triggered the discovery
of massive double-dealing and fraud
within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook boypuppets:
145. Mark E. Zuckerberg
146. Chris Hughes
147. Dustin Moskowitz
148. Eduardo Saverin
149. Matthew R. Cohler
150. Elon Musk

E. Corruption Watch
—Patent Office
Judges:
151. Anderson, Gregg
152. Best, George
153. Bonilla, Jackie W.
154. Boucher, Patrick
155. Braden, Georgianna W.
156. Branch, Gene
157. Bisk, Jennifer Bresson
158. Bui, Hung H.
159. Busch, Justin
160. Clements, Matt
161. Crumbley, Kit
162. Droesch, Kristen
163. Elluru, Rama
164. Fitzpatrick, Michael
165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.
166. Giannetti, Thomas L.
167. Guest, Rae Lynn
168. Hastings, Karen M.
169. Hoff, Marc
170. Horner, Linda
171. Hughes, James R.
172. Hume, Larry
173. James, Housel
174. Jung, Hung J.
175. Kamholz, Scott
176. Katz, Deborah
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an “ongoing investigation” that they control the timetable on(albeit one with
absolutely no evidence). If Trump fires Comey then he is “interfering with the
investigation” which is itself a federal crime that the FBI could then
“investigate.” Alternatively, if they can get Trump to question Comey about
Flynn or try to get him to back off of Flynn or the “Russia” investigation, then
they again have him “interfering.”
***END, TEX comment, Part V***

177. Lucas, Jay
178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio
unavailable) – Leader 3rd reexam
judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
179. Mahaney, Alexandra
180. Martin, Brett
181. McKone, Dave
182. McNamara, Brian
183. Medley, Sally

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:12 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part Vi***
Trump knows it is a set up by Comey and that he is probably being recorded (tips
from FBI or DOJ who are not part of the corruption?) Maybe because his phone
calls in the Whitehouse as President have already been bugged and released to
the media. (FBI is in the best position to do this) Maybe because he was used to
the Mafia in NY trying to shake him down every time he built a hotel.

184. Moore, Bryan
185. Moore, James T – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
186. Morgan, Jason V.
187. Morrison, John
188. Pak, Chung K.
189. Perry, Glenn J.

Comey tells Trump that Trump is not under investigation regarding Russia, but
that others involved with the campaign are being investigated. Trump does not
take the bait and attempt to intervene about Flynn or the Russia scam. Later,
Flynn is cut loose because he is being used by Comey and the Obama-holdover
Justice to try to damage Trump. He did not thing wrong, but if he stayed the
charge of “interfering with an investigation” might seem to have teeth. Comey
verbally tells Trump on two more occasions that he is not being investigated, but
refuses to state this fact publicly or when testifying in Congress.

190. Petravick, Meredith C. (bio and
conflicts log concealed by FOIA) –
Leader 3rd reexam judge

Trump knows everything I have gone through above about Comey. But he has to
move carefully. He has to get his Attorney General and Deputy AG in place, get
enough leverage on the Russia narrative, and ideally get rid of Comey in a way
that allows him to obtain all the information that Comey has been accumulating
(if he is taping Trump he is taping others). Comey, and others testify in Congress.
Under oath, both Sally Yates and Intelligence officials from the Obama
administration state that there has been no actual evidence of any collusion
between the Trump campaign and Russia. More importantly, Comey, while
refusing to say that Trump is not under investigation, testifies that he has
informed the Senate Intelligence Committee heads who exactly is under
investigation regarding Russia.

196. Scanlon, Patrick

Trump tells almost no one at the White House that he is moving against Comey
(so no leaks… no listening in on his conversations) Trump somehow contacts Sen.
Grassley (the Chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee) and confirms that
Comey told the Senator that Trump was not under investigation personally.
Trump gets both the Attorney General and the new Deputy Attorney General to
legitimately review Comey’s unprofessional actions at the FBI and to recommend
in writing that Trump terminate Comey. Somehow Comey goes to California (at
the request of AG Sessions or already scheduled and someone at FBI telling
Trump?).
Trump seizes the moment and acts. While Comey is in California, 3000 miles
away and 7 hours from his office, Trump prepares a letter firing him (with
Sessions and the Deputy AG recommendations attached). In the letter Trump
states that he had been told 3 times by Comey that he (Trump) was not under
investigation. The letter is hand-delivered to the FBI headquarters by DOJ
officials to lock-down and seize everything in Comey’s office, including all
surveillance files (“tapes”) of Trump and others. All of Comey’s files, docs,
computers and “tapes” are taken to Sessions at DOJ. They are not taken to the
Whitehouse or Trump, but to Sessions, who has every right to have them.
Sessions can tell Trump that Comey had surveillance tapes of Trump that
contradict what Comey has been telling Trump, and perhaps tapes of
conversations with other swamp “conspirators.” But Trump does not have them
personally or at the Whitehouse.
***END, TEX comment, Part VI***

K. Craine

May 22, 2017 at 7:13 AM

***BEGIN, TEX comment, Part VII***
Comey learns he has been fired when the media broadcasts it in California. He
had no idea it was coming and he is ticked. On cue, the Democrat politicians and
media begin screaming about Trump’s “interference with the Russia
investigation” in accordance with the plan to set up Trump for that charge. The
Swamp wants to blow up the Russia narrative using Comey, and Comey is set to
testify before Congress to try to hurt Trump by saying he was interfering with
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191. Pettigrew, Lynne
192. Praiss, Donna
193. Quinn, Miriam
194. Reimers, Annette
195. Saindon, William
197. Siu, Stephen C. – Leader 3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)
198. Smith, James Donald
199. Smith, Neil
200. Snedden, Sheridan
201. Song, Daniel
202. Spahn, Gay Ann
203. Strauss, Mike
204. Timm, Catherine
205. White, Stacey
206. Zecher, Michael
Research Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google
search at the top of this webpage. That will
show you any relevant links within the sites
that we have been following and
investigating in the Leader v. Facebook
case. Vigilance everyone! Our American
Republic is at risk.

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A
UNIVERSITY
The following universities were announced as
participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph A.
Steinmetz's corrupt MOOC education initiative
named "University Innovation Alliance" (UIA).
We have identified the instructions and online
forms you need to file a complaint with the
participants. MOOC stands for "Massive Open
Online Course."
You should complain about:
(1) the intellectual property theft of social
networking source code from Leader
Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the
software engine running the UIA;
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the FBI investigation. Comey intends to follow through with the plan to take
down Trump.
But because of his brilliant timing on this, Trump has Comey’s files, documents
and information safely with Sessions at DOJ. Trump sends out a “crazy” tweet
that says: “James Comey better hope that there are no “tapes” of our
conversations before he starts leaking to the press.”
The media and the politicians go crazy about the “inappropriateness” of this
tweet. They accuse Trump of “taping” everyone at the WhiteHouse (forgetting
that the Presidents phone calls with foreign leaders have been “taped” without
his knowledge.)
Notice that Trump did not say he taped anyone, or that he has any tapes at the
White House. It seem apparent that Trump is telling Comey that the DOJ (who
has every legal right to possess it) has the surveillance information and files
from Comey’s office, the “tapes" obtained and kept by Comey. Comey and all
the Swamp Creatures understand the clear message… their plan has failed and
Trump’s DOJ is now holding all the cards.
The whole Russia interference scheme crashes and burns. While the mouthpiece
media, Hollywood and the insane fringe continue to scream about Russia and
Comey being fired, the politicians who will soon be in the crosshairs of a
legitimate (and ticked) FBI and DOJ are starting to fall strangely silent. Comey
realizes all the leverage is with Trump and that he will be lucky if he is not
added to the Clinton Death List because of his knowledge (better not take any
baths near an electrical outlet or get on any airplanes).
Comey tells Congress he will not testify and writes a public letter to the FBI
accepting his firing and telling them he does not want to discuss why or how he
was terminated. Senator Grassley and Senator Feinstein (she must be covering
her butt in fear …) issue public statements confirming that Comey told them
that the “Russia Investigation” does not involve President Trump personally.
AG Sessions and his Deputy AG use the Comey trove of information to determine
who has been part of the Comey Syndicate at the FBI. They will be appointing an
“interim” Director of the FBI shortly who has not been compromised by Comey,
Clinton or Obama. That “interim” Director does not have to be approved by
Congress or anyone, and can immediately begin cleaning house at the FBI of all
Comey/Clinton/Obama minions, initiating investigations of the Clintons, Clinton
Fund, violations of intelligence confidentiality laws by Susan Rice and Obama,
human trafficking in DC, political corruption… draining the Swamp. Using the
Comey files they can be fairly certain they are not getting another Comey as an
“interim", and they do not have to wait for the circus of appointing a new
permanent “Director” through Congressional approval. Most of the heavy lifting
on rooting out FBI corruption and starting investigations into the swamp will be
done by the “interim” before a new director is appointed. I suspect the Trump
administration hopes the approval FBI Director process will be slow and tedious,
so there is no political interference with the housecleaning that is starting.
In one masterstroke, Trump has eliminated a truly toxic and dangerous enemy to
his administration and our country, dealt a horrendous blow to the
Clinton/Obama and deep state machines, begun the restoration of the integrity
of the FBI and the DOJ, and gained incredible ammunition to begin hunting the
foul creatures in the swamp.
Happy Hunting President Trump… and God Bless!

(3) the mistreatement of OSU Marching Band
Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated Title
IX charges that were used to pave the way for
Steinmetz to announce UIA.
Universities pride themselves on protection of
intellectual property.
Therefore, these universities cannot
participate in this abuse of inventor
copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The
Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If
these universities participate knowingly with
Ohio State in its theft of intellectual
property, then they are aiding and abetting
the theft of intellectual property on a
"massive" scale... Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) also known as The Eclipse
Foundation.
1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer
2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about-us/howto-file-a-complaint.php
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/aboutus/complaint-form.php
3. FLORIDA
University of Central Florida
http://www.floridaoig.com/
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/Complain
tForm.aspx
4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University
http://oig.georgia.gov/
http://oig.georgia.gov/file-complaint
5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm
6. IOWA
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_
complaint/online_2.html
7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University
http://www.mfia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitCo
mplaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client

Reply

K. Craine

(2) the corruption at Ohio State University
and OSU's collusion with Battelle Memorial
Institute which helped steal the software
being used by UIA; and

May 23, 2017 at 5:35 AM

Email comment by GH:
RE: SETH RICH'S ASSASSINATION:
DNC knows this is 1000% true. An important piece of information. Follow this closely!
Full tweet:
https://t.co/ageQdeXBU3

Reply
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8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FileaComplaint.as
px
9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_
complaint.asp
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplai
nts/
10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
http://www.fraudguides.com/report/kansas.
asp
https://ag.ks.gov/about-the-office/contactus/email-us
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K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 5:38 AM

Email comment by GH:
Roger Stone. (May 22, 2017). PODESTA RECEIVED $35 MILLION FROM RUSSIA [FOR HIS
COMPANY JOULE UNLIMITED] WHILE ADVISING CLINTON AND OBAMA. StoneColdTruth.
John Podesta, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s 2016 national campaign chairman,
may have violated federal law by failing to disclose the receipt of 75,000 shares of stock
from a Kremlin-financed company when he joined the Obama White House in 2014.
The outlet also states that Podesta appears to be linked to a $35 million transaction
between a Kremlin-funded company and a company he sat on the board of.
Full story:
https://stonecoldtruth.com/podesta-received-35-million-from-russia-while-advisingclinton-and-obama/

https://ag.ks.gov/about-the-office/contactus/file-a-complaint/koma-kora-investigationrequest
11. TEXAS
The University of Texas
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oi
g_fraud.html
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx
Let's make sure that the "University
Innovation Alliance (UIA)" and "Massive Open
Online Course" MOOC never get off the ground
due to their corrupt foundations.
RESOURCE:
http://inspectorsgeneral.org/directory-ofstate-and-local-government-oversightagencies/

REAL NEWS LINKS

Reply
Replies

Bookmark: #real-news

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 5:40 AM

Email comment by GH:
Roger Stone. (OCt. 13, 2016). RUSSIAN MAFIA MONEY LAUNDERING, THE CLINTON
FOUNDATION AND JOHN PODESTA. StoneColdTruth.
NEW YORKThe attack on me by Clinton campaign Chief John Podesta is an attempt to
deflect attention from his criminal activities in the former Soviet Union. Podesta
is at the heart of a Russian-government money laundering operation that
financially benefits Podesta personally and the Clintons through the Clinton
Foundation.
To be clear, although I have had some back-channel communications with
Wikileaks I had no advance notice about the hacking of Mr. Podesta nor I have I
ever received documents or data from Wikileaks.
The charge that I am working for Russian intelligence or any Russian interest is
also false. Don’t confuse me with John Podesta’s brother, Tony Podesta, who
runs the firm that got $180,000 from Uranium One, the Russian government’s
uranium company to which Hillary Clinton transferred 20 percent of U.S.
uranium.

1. 12160.info - Resisting the New World
Order
2. 1791L
3. Abby Martin (The Empire Files)
4. Abel Danger
5. Aim4Truth.org
6. Alex Jones, InfoWars
7. America Talks (David Zublick)
8. American Intelligence Media (AIM)
9. Americans for Innovation (AFI)
10. American Thinker
11. Ann Coulter
12. Anthony Gucciardi
13. Before It's News
14. Bill Still
15. Bob Dylan's Plagarism of James
Damiano
16. Breitbart

Just how much money did Viktor Vekselberg, a controversial Russian billionaire
investor with ties to the Vladimir Putin and the Russian government, launder
through Metcombank, a Russian regional bank owned 99.978 percent by
Vekselberg, with the money transferred via Deutsche Bank and Trust Company
Americas in New York City, with the money ending up in a private bank account
in the Bank of America that is operated by the Clinton Foundation?

17. Catherine Austin Fitts (Solari.com)

Full story:

22. Conservative Daily Post

https://stonecoldtruth.com/russian-mafia-money-laundering-the-clintonfoundation-and-john-podesta/

18. Center for Public Integrity
19. Cernovich, Mike (Danger & Play)
20. Center for Self Governance
21. Charles Benninghoff / Pray For Us

23. Conservative Patriot Blog
24. Conservative Tribune
25. Counterpunch
26. Culture Shock News
27. Daily Caller

Reply

28. Daily Wire
29. Danger & Play (Mike Cernovich)
30. David Horowitz Freedom Center

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 5:53 AM

31. Dark Journalist

Email comment by GH:

32. David Knight (Libertytarian)

Brian Fraser. (May 21, 2017). As this week ends let's not forget #SethRich was killed 4
having info on #HillaryClinton. Have a look at this 👉

33. David Seaman

There were 3 other men who died just prior to Seth from her camp! I will find them and pin
them to my account ... they are just as important
https://twitter.com/twitswits/status/866552976458084352/photo/1
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34. David Vose
35. David Zublick (America Talks)
36. Deeper Than Drudge
37. Diplopundit
38. Discover The Networks / David
Horowitz
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Full tweet:

39. Doomsday Doug

https://t.co/hK4mIH69Gt

40. Drudge Report
41. Ed Magedson
42. Empire Files (Abby Martin)

Reply

43. En-Volve Conservative News
44. ExposeFacts.org (William Binney)

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 5:57 AM

Email comment by CM:
PART OF THE CIA EVIL EMPIRE, CORRECTION FACEBOOK, HAS SECRET RULES. IMAGINE MY
SHOCK. IT USES STOLEN INVENTIONS FROM REAL INVENTORS. ZUCKERBERG IS A FRAUD
ALONG WITH HIS LAWYER AND BANKER HANDLERS.
Nick Hopkins. (May 22, 2017). FACEBOOK'S SECRET RULES AND GUIDELINES EXPOSED. SciTech Today.
Facebook's secret rules and guidelines for deciding what its 2 billion users can post on the
site are revealed for the first time in a Guardian investigation that will fuel the global
debate about the role and ethics of the social media giant.

45. Faith Happens
46. FEDERICO InspoNews (Frederico
Cardella)
47. Free Our Internet
48. Free Thought Project (The)
49. FreedomWatch / Larry Klayman
50. Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson
51. Gateway Pundit (The)
52. GeoEngineering Watch
53. Georgia! KSCO
54. Gerald Celente / Trends Research

The Guardian has seen more than 100 internal training manuals, spreadsheets and
flowcharts that give unprecedented insight into the blueprints Facebook has used to
moderate issues such as violence, hate speech, terrorism, pornography, racism and selfharm.

55. Global Freedom Movement

There are even guidelines on match-fixing and cannibalism.

59. H.A. Goodman

The Facebook Files give the first view of the codes and rules formulated by the site, which
is under huge political pressure in Europe and the US.
They illustrate difficulties faced by executives scrabbling to react to new challenges such
as "revenge porn" -- and the challenges for moderators, who say they are overwhelmed by
the volume of work, which means they often have "just 10 seconds" to make a decision.
"Facebook cannot keep control of its content," said one source. "It has grown too big, too
quickly."

56. Gorilla Mindset by Mike Cernovich
57. Government Gone Wild
58. Glomar Disclosure

60. Hagmann Report
61. HANG THE BANKERS
62. HORN NEWS
63. Horowitz (David) Freedom Center
64. Howard Nema (Truth Talk News)
65. InfoWars, Alex Jones
66. Intrepid Report
67. Intercept (The)

Full story:
http://www.sci-tech-today.com/news/Facebook-s-Secret-Rules-Exposed/story.xhtml

68. International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)
69. Innovation Alliance
70. Jack Posobiec

Reply

71. James Wesley Rawles (SurvivalBlog)
72. Joel M. Skousen / World Affairs Brief

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:01 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:

73. Judicial Watch
74. Julian Assange (WikiLeaks)
75. Kaya Jones

Paul Bremmer. (May 23, 2017). DHS WHISTLEBLOWER: HERE'S WHAT COMEY SHOULD HAVE
DONE - Philip Haney reveals former FBI director's 'fatal error'. WND.

76. Larry Elder

It didn’t have to end this way for James Comey.

78. Laura Ingraham

77. Larry C. Johnson (No Quarter)

79. Lawless America
The former FBI director could have avoided the national embarrassment of being fired by
the president of the United States if he had only done one thing differently. So says a
former Department of Homeland Security officer and whistleblower.
“Mr. Comey made a fatal error, and I can tell you exactly when it was,” Philip Haney told
host John Wells on a recent episode of “Caravan to Midnight.” “When he finished his
investigation of the Hillary email stuff, he gave the press conference, and he came right up
to the ultimate edge of saying that she committed criminal acts, and then, all of a sudden,
in another blink, the next sentence he said, ‘But no reasonable judge would indict her on
criminal charges.’

80. LawNewz
81. Lee Stranahan
82. Lew Rockwell
83. Liberty Headlines
84. Liberty Writers News
85. Libertytarian) (David Knight
86. LifeZette (Laura Ingraham)
87. Lionel Nation / Media

“That was his fatal error, because what he should have done right there is simply said, ‘And
now, I’m going to give it to Loretta Lynch and let her make the final decision.’ That was the
moment right there. Everything else has been downhill from there.”
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/dhs-whistleblower-heres-what-comey-should-have-done/

88. Lisa Haven News
89. Mark Dice
90. Marshall Report (The)
91. Matt Drudge / Drudge Report
92. Middle East Eye
93. Mike Cernovich (Danger & Play)

Reply
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94. Millennium Report (The)
95. Milo Yiannopoulos
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96. Muckrock
K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:05 AM

97. Newsbud (Sibel Edmonds)
98. Newswars.com

Email comment by CM:

99. No More Games (Morgan Reynolds)
Staff. (Jan. 24, 2013). KIM DOTCOM WANTS TO ENCRYPT HALF OF THE INTERNET TO END
GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE. RT.

100. No Quarter (Larry C. Johnson)
101. Occupy Peace

The United States government says that Kim Dotcom, a German millionaire formerly known
as Kim Schmitz, masterminded a vast criminal conspiracy by operating the file-storage site
Megaupload. Dotcom, on the other hand, begs to differ. One year after the high-profile raid
of his home and the shut-down of one of the most popular sites on the Web, Dotcom hosted
a launch party for his latest endeavor, simply called Mega. On the anniversary of the end of
Megaupload, Dotcom discusses the year since his arrest and what the future holds in
regards to both his court case and the Internet alike. Speaking with RT's Andrew Blake from
his Coatesville, New Zealand mansion, Dotcom weighs in on the US justice system, the
death of Aaron Swartz, the growing surveillance state, his own cooperation with the feds
and much more.

102. Open Mind

Full story [VIDEO]

110. Prison Planet Live

https://youtu.be/3JKGAt1__-Q

111. Public Intelligence Blog (Robert David
Steele)

103. Pat Dollard - The War Starts Here!
104. Paul Joseph Watson
105. Peter Schiff
106. PJ Media
107. PoliZette
108. PragerU
109. Charles Benninghoff / Pray For Us

112. Real News with David Knight
113. Rebel Media

Reply

114. Right Side Broadcasting
115. Right Wing News (John Hawkins)
K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:28 AM

Email comment by GH:

116. Ripoff Report
117. Robert David Steele

DETAILS OF SETH RICH MURDER

118. Roger Stone, Stone Cold Truth
119. ROOT for America (Wayne Allyn Root)

The Dam is CRUMBLING.
@DNC is OVER.
Reward Now $255k
#Dems in #PanicMode
#SethRichAintRussia
#RussiaGate DONE
#JusticeForSethRich
#WikiLeaks

120. Sargon of Akkad

Full tweet:

126. State of The Nation (SOTN)

121. Save The American Inventor
122. SGTReport
123. Sharyl Attkisson
124. Sibel Edmonds (Newsbud)
125. Solari.com (Catherine Austin Fitts)

127. Stefan Molyneux
https://t.co/5nhYL5t5x2

128. StevenCrowder
129. Steve Pieczenik
130. Stone Cold Truth, Roger Stone

Reply

131. SurvivalBlog (James Wesley Rawles)
Replies

132. The Daily Caller

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:01 AM

Email comment by GH/JM-GN:
Heather Podesta, ex-wife of John Podesta's brother & HRC Super Lobbyist, is on
DC Police Foundation Board close to #SethRich investigation.
Full tweet:
https://t.co/cne6hAkYEs

133. The Free Thought Project
134. The Gateway Pundit
135. The HORN NEWS
136. The Intercept (Note: Most writers are
fair; but some are unalloyed fake
news leftists)
137. The Larry Elder Show
138. The Marshall Report
139. The Millennium Report
140. The Stone Zone
141. The Watchman's Report

Reply

142. Trends Research / Gerald Celente
143. Val Stillwell

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:30 AM

Email comment by GH:
Amy Moreno. (May 22, 2017). BREAKING: HANNITY IS PREPARING TO DROP A MOAB ON DEEP
STATE AND MEDIA. Truthfeed.
Conservative powerhouse Sean Hannity is preparing to drop a massive MOAB on Obama’s
Deep State and our fake news media.

144. Veterans Today (VT)
145. Vets For Child Rescue
146. Vidme
147. Washington Examiner
148. Wayne Madsen Report
149. WND (WorldNetDaily)
150. Whatever Happened to Common Sense
151. WikiLeaks (Julian Assange)
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Hannity announced, via a series of tweets, his plan to release a huge announcement.
Reports indicate that Hannity is about to expose the Wikileaks source who turned over the
DNC emails.

152. William Binney (ExposeFacts.org)
153. We Are Change
154. West New Jersey Tea Party
155. Western Journalism

Full story:

156. World Affairs Brief / Joel M. Skousen

http://truthfeed.com/breaking-hannity-is-preparing-to-drop-a-moab-on-deep-state-andmedia/75281/

157. Your Voice Radio
158. ZeroHedge

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:35 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:
THIS IS A MUST READ!!!
Jim Hoft. (May 22, 2017). COMEY INVESTIGATED CLINTONS FOUR TIMES: LET THEM OFF EACH
TIME WHILE HE AND HIS FAMILY BENEFITED FROM CLINTON RELATED WORK. The Gateway
Pundit.
Former FBI Director James Comey was involved in at least four different Clinton scandals
and in all cases he let them off!
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/james-comey-what-msm-wants-you-to-knowand-what-they-wont-tell-you/
WE HAVE EXTRACTED THE FOUR COMEY ENCOUNTERS WITH THE CLINTONS BELOW . . .
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:40 AM

***GH/JM COMMENT, Part I***
1st Encounter - WHITEWATER SCANDAL
Comey’s first encounter with the Clinton’s was in 1996 when he:
"served as deputy special counsel to the Senate special committee on the
Whitewater investigation, chaired by Republicans at the time, which linked
Hillary Clinton to the mishandling and destruction of documents.”
Comey reportedly dug into:
"allegations that the Clintons took part in a fraud connected to a Arkansas real
estate venture gone bust. No charges were ever brought against either Clinton,
but the scandal would eventually lead to independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s
probe that would result in the Lewinsky scandal.”

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:41 AM

***GH/JM COMMENT, Part II***
2nd Encounter - MARC RICH PARDON SCANDAL
Comey next was involved with the Clintons when in the early 2000’s when he
was:
"involved at both ends of the case of Marc Rich, a billionaire oil trader indicted
for tax fraud and trading with Iran during the hostage crisis, who was later
pardoned by President Bill Clinton during his final day in office in 2001. In a
letter to the Senate, Comey describes working as both the lead prosecutor in
New York on the original case against Rich in 1983 and then later, in 2002,
overseeing criminal investigations into Clinton’s last-minute pardons.
The investigations concluded there was no wrongdoing on the president’s part,
despite public outcry over evidence that Rich’s ex-wife had donated to Hillary
Clinton’s Senate campaign.”
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K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:48 AM

***GH/JM COMMENT, Part III***
3rd Encounter - BENGHAZI COVER-UP / HILLARY'S PRIVATE EMAIL SERVER
SCANDAL
Comey’s third encounter with the Clintons came before the 2016 Presidential
election. Hillary Clinton set up a private email server that she used when
Secretary of State under the Obama Administration. Government employees are
mandated to use government email accounts similar to employees in the private
sector. Hillary allowed others on her team to use her private email system as
well, including Huma Abedin, her assistant and close confidant.
Through a series of events Hillary’s email system was discovered and the FBI and
Comey got involved. One question that needed to be answered was whether
Hillary’s actions with her emails led to gross negligence with national defense
information which would be a serious crime according to the Espionage Act of
1913.
Hillary went to great lengths to hide the fact that she was using a private email
server and made many excuses which later turned out to be lies. For example,
she claimed that she didn’t know a ‘C’ on her emails meant classified.
Unfortunately, her emails contained at least five different emails that contained
information on the exact location or travel plans of US Ambassador Chris
Stevens, who was murdered in Benghazi. His killers knew exactly where he was
going to be when they got him.
Clinton’s team eventually deleted her emails and then cleaned her server with a
program called ‘Bleachbit’. They did this after these items were requested in
subpoenas from Congress.
On June 27th Bill Clinton met with US Attorney General Loretta Lynch in her
plane in Arizona for a half an hour. Comey never commented on this meeting but
within a week Lynch’s Department of Justice dropped the investigation into
Hillary’s emails and FBI’s Comey made the announcement. Comey’s statements
were later compared to Hillary’s prior statements –
-----Staff. (Jul. 05, 2016). Hillary Clinton vs. James Comey: Email Scandal
Supercut. ReasonTV.
https://youtu.be/wbkS26PX4rc
After FBI Director Comey announced that the FBI would not recommend criminal
charges be filed against Hillary, he was grilled in Congress by US Representative
Trey Gowdy –
-----Staff. (Jul. 07, 2016). Trey Gowdy Shreds Hillary Clinton’s Lies During
Hearing With FBI’s James Comey. Western Journalism.
https://youtu.be/6Z8pnk2rvYo
Trey Gowdy Shreds Hillary Clinton’s Lies During Hearing With FBI’s James Comey.
Western Journalism.
Americans were very upset with the FBI announcing that criminal charges were
not recommended against Hillary Clinton regarding her emails. Anyone who
looked into it knew she was guilty of numerous crimes.

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:51 AM

4th Encounter - ANTHONY WEINER / HUMA MAHMOOD ABEDIN PEDOPHILIA &
CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS LAPTOP SCANDAL
Comey’s fourth encounter with the Clinton’s came in late October 2016 when it
was announced that the FBI was reopening its investigation into Hillary’s emails.
Apparently emails recovered in the pervert Anthony Wiener case ended up being
related to the Hillary investigation. Wiener is the husband of Clinton confidant
Huma Abedin and reportedly Clinton emails were found on Huma’s computer
after Huma stated under oath that all her emails were turned over. At about the
same time an email released from WikiLeaks showed that Hillary’s longtime
assistant Cheryl Mills ordered Hillary’s email server to be bleached clean.
None of this mattered to Comey as a few days later, Comey announced that he
was letting Hillary off again with no charges filed.

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:54 AM

***GH/JM COMMENT, Part V***
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: LOCKHEED MARTIN, CLINTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE, HSBC,
CLINTON FOUNDATION, DLA PIPER
Comey’s Family and Their Clinton Related Activities
Comey served as general counsel at Lockheed Martin until 2010 when he
departed with over $6 million to show for it. That same year Lockheed Martin
became a member of the Clinton Global Initiative and “won 17 contracts from
the U.S. State Department, which was led by then-Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton,” Big League Politics reports.
Comey just so happened to have joined the board of the British bank HSBC
Holdings in 2013, which just so happens to be a Clinton Foundation partner.
However, one of the most important conflicts of interest is Comey’s brother
Peter Comey’s role at the Washington law firm DLA Piper, where he serves as
“Senior Director of Real Estate Operations for the Americas”.
As Big League Politics reported, “DLA Piper’s offices [shortly before the election]
. . . confirmed that the law firm immediately [patched] callers through to Peter
Comey’s direct line there.”
DLA Piper is one of the top ten all-time career campaign donors for Hillary
Clinton. On top of this, DLA Piper also happens to do the Clinton Foundation’s
taxes. DLA Piper performed the 2015 audit of the Clinton Foundation.
Big League Politics reported that:
Property records show that James Comey owns the mortgage on his brother
Peter Comey’s house in Virginia. Therefore, James Comey had a direct financial
relationship with a DLA Piper executive at the time he was investigating Clinton.

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 6:58 AM

***GH/JM COMMENT, Part VI***
VALERIE PLAME / C.I.A. / CRAZY MSM-GENERATED AND SUSTAINED RUSSIAN
CONSPIRACIES
Comey’s Attacks on Republicans
Note that Comey wasn’t always a softball throughout his career. During George
W. Bush’s Presidency Comey appointed:
"the special investigator to lead the probe into the leaking of CIA officer Valerie
Plame’s name, a politically charged inquiry that resulted in the conviction of
Vice President Dick Cheney’s adviser Scooter Libby.”
The Plume case was a sham from the start. Plume claimed that she was outed
by someone in the Bush Administration for being in the CIA yet it was reported
that she was outed as working at the CIA 2 years before she was supposedly
outed by the Bush Administration. The outcome of the case was months of
liberal media attention and Scooter Libby’s conviction for perjury for saying
something he could have just as easily pleaded the 5th. (It was a witch hunt!)
Comey also denied having any information about President Trump being
wiretapped and did nothing to shut down the crazy Trump/Russia conspiracy
that is promoted non stop by the MSM since Trump won the Presidency.
When you look into it, it looks like the firing of Comey was a giant step in
draining the swamp.
Jim Hoft. (May 22, 2017). COMEY INVESTIGATED CLINTONS FOUR TIMES: LET
THEM OFF EACH TIME WHILE HE AND HIS FAMILY BENEFITED FROM CLINTON
RELATED WORK. The Gateway Pundit.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/james-comey-what-msm-wantsyou-to-know-and-what-they-wont-tell-you/

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:11 AM
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Email comment by GH:
Jon Bowne. (May 22, 2017). DEEP STATE IS COMMITTING THE REAL IMPEACHABLE OFFENSE Even many left-leaning politicians have come out against the ongoing coup. Infowars.
Alex Jones details the fact that the patriotic voices in government, be they Republican or
Democrat, agree that the Deep State is endangering the United States of America with its
illegal take down of our Commander in Chief.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/deep-state-is-committing-the-real-impeachable-offense/

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:12 AM

Email comment by GH:
Alex Jones (@RealAlexJones) tweeted at 5:30 PM on Mon, May 22, 2017:
Democrats cry for impeachment without a shred of evidence for support.
Full tweet:
https://t.co/kktyT1wHzR
(https://twitter.com/RealAlexJones/status/866813436998557696?s=09)

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:14 AM

Email comment by GH:
Daniel Estulin. (May 23, 2017). VIDEO: DANIEL ESTULIN’S ‘BILDERBERG THE MOVIE’ TRAILER
- New film exposes the elite Bilderberg group. Infowars.
Daniel Estulin joins the Alex Jones show and unveils the trailer for his movie exposing the
dark secrets of the Bilderberg Group.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/video-daniel-estulins-bilderberg-the-movie-trailer/

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:19 AM

Email comment by GH:
THIS IS A MUST SEE SUMMARY OF THE DEEP STATE CONSPIRACY TO TAKE DOWN OUR DULY
ELECTED PRESIDENT
Alex Jones. (May 20, 2017). DENNIS KUCINICH: DEEP STATE OUT TO DESTROY PRESIDENT
TRUMP. Infowars.
Former Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio) said Americans must put party politics aside and
acknowledge that the federal government is “under attack from within.”
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/4bpr3C84GWA

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 7:23 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
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Jeff Dunham. (Sep. 22, 2016). WHY THEY WON'T MAKE JOKES ABOUT HILLARY CLINTON.
Achmed the Dead Terrorist, Walter, Peanut and Bubba J have been poking fun at Donald
Trump’s campaign for President. So, why won’t they make jokes about Hillary Clinton? The
guys tackle this subject head on in this Public Service Announcement!
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/A9jhD_W0p1o

Reply

K. Craine

May 23, 2017 at 9:03 AM

Email comment by AS:
Chistina Laila. (May 15, 2017). SCANDAL: TRUMP-RUSSIA CONSPIRACY THEORIST MAXINE
WATERS' RETIREMENT MONEY TIED TO RUSSIAN INVESTMENTS. Gateway Pundit.
It turns out that Maxine Waters has plenty of her own money invested in Russia.
According to Waters’ most recently available House financial disclosure documents, she
held $200,000 in Russia-linked retirement accounts. Tsk Tsk!
California Democrat Representative Maxine Waters held $200,000 in Russia-linked
retirement accounts in 2015, even while she hypocritically calls for President Donald J.
Trump’s impeachment over his financial connections to Russia, according to her most
recently available House financial disclosure documents.
Waters’s cash-grabbing shamelessness has never known bounds. In 2012, she barely
squeaked through a three-year House Ethics Committee investigation after abusing her
position to funnel $12 million in bailout money to her husband’s bank.
Her Russian investments will surprise no one in her district, where impromptu signs
declaring the congresswoman a “poverty pimp” and a race baiter have been popping up for
years.
Waters’ 2015 disclosure statement details her family’s investments in BlackRock’s Russiaconnected Global Allocation and Balanced funds.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/trump-russia-conspiracy-theorist-maxinewaters-retirement-money-tied-russian-investments/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 5:47 AM

Email by PJW:
Paul Joseph Watson. (May 24, 2017). FACEBOOK PUNISHED ME FOR COMPLAINING ABOUT A
DEATH THREAT - Social media giant threatened to terminate my account. Infowars.
Given that leftists are “tolerant progressives” and Islam is a “religion of peace,” you can
understand how I receive a lot of death threats for having a different opinion.
In the vast majority of cases, be it Facebook or Twitter, complaints about these death
threats are met with total inaction by both social media giants.
But Facebook has reached a new low in that it has now decided to punish me for
complaining about a direct death threat I received from an Islamist.
Last week, I received a message which read, “Hey you mother fucker, you keep mocking
allahu and sweet Islam. I fucking find you and kill you.”
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/facebook-punished-me-for-complaining-about-a-death-threat/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 5:53 AM
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Email by DL/GH/AJ:
Alex Jones. (May 23, 2017). TOMMY ROBINSON EXPOSES BRITISH HYPOCRISY OVER
MANCHESTER BOMBING. Infowars.
Tommy Robinson joins Alex Jones live via Skype from Manchester, UK, where the terror
attack took place the night before, and lays out the hypocritical actions of officials within
the British government.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/68XUjXRETbw

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 6:15 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:
BRENAN IS LYING. JUST WATCH AND LISTEN TO HIS BODY LANGUAGE.
READER NOTE: FORMER CIA DIRECTOR BRENNAN (DURING THE OBAMA REIGN) IS A CONVERT
TO WAHhABI ISLAM, THE MOST DISTORTED SECT OF ISLAM, ACCORDING TO MODERATE
MUSLIMS.
Samuel Ezerzer. (May 23, 2017). Former CIA Director Snaps at Trey Gowdy; 'DID EVIDENCE
EXIST'?? C-SPAN3.
CIA Director Brennan Snaps at Trey Gowdy; 'DID EVIDENCE EXIST'??
"I appreciate that you don't do evidence, Director Brennan. Unfortunately, that's what I do,"
Gowdy fired back. "That's the word we use, you use the word assessment, you use the word
tradecraft. I use the word evidence. And the good news for me is lots of my colleagues on
the other side of the aisle use the word evidence, too. One of my colleagues said there is
more than circumstantial evidence of collusion between the Russians and the Trump
campaign."
Full story:
https://youtu.be/uX5QIKSisiE

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 7:45 AM

Email comment by GH:
Carter. (Apr. 19, 2017). LEAKED EMAIL SHOWS GEORGE SOROS' MEDIA MATTERS
ORCHESTRATED O'REILLY SMEAR CAMPAIGN. Gateway Pundit.
Fox News has removed their ratings king – Bill O’Reilly – E-mail shows that MEDIA MATTERS
was behind smear campaign.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/04/leaked-email-shows-george-soros-mediamatters-orchestrated-oreilly-smear-campaign/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 7:49 AM

Email comment by GH:
WOW. THE GREAT ISLAMIC LIAR CHRISTIAN BARACK OBAMA IS GOING TO CELEBRATE THE
500TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE REFORMATION. DISGUSTING HYPOCRISY. THIS GUY IS NOW
BEING EXPOSED AS THE FRAUD HE ALWAYS HAS BEEN.
Staff. (May 24, 2017). THE LATEST: SECURITY HIGH IN BERLIN AHEAD OF OBAMA VISIT.
Associated Press.
BERLIN (AP) -- Police in Berlin have stepped up security in preparation for major events in
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the German capital, days after the deadly attack in Manchester.
Some 100,000 people, including former U.S. President Barack Obama, are expected to
attend a gathering starting Wednesday of German Protestant Church members as the
country marks the 500th anniversary of the Reformation.
Full story:
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/E/EU_GERMANY_SECURITY

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 7:59 AM

Email comment by KL:
David Brody. (Jan. 27, 2017). BRODY FILE EXLUSIVE: PRESIDENT TRUMP CALLS MAINSTREAM
MEDIA THE 'OPPOSITION PARTY'. CBN News.
In an exclusive interview with The Brody File, President Donald Trump says the media in
America is the, “opposition party.” “I think the media is the opposition party in many
ways,” Trump tells me during our sit down interview at The White House. “I’m not talking
about everybody, but a big portion of the media, the dishonesty, total deceit and
deception. It makes them certainly partially the opposition party, absolutely. I think they’re
much more capable than the opposition party. The opposition party is losing badly. Now the
media is on the opposition party’s side.” Trump’s comments come a day after Steve
Bannon, one of his top advisors stated that the media was the, “opposition party.”
Full story:
http://www1.cbn.com/thebrodyfile/archive/2017/01/27/brody-file-exclusive-presidenttrump-calls-mainstream-media-the-ldquo-opposition-party-rdquo

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 8:23 AM

Email comment by GH:
BROCK USED TO BE A "CONSERVATIVE" ACTIVIST UNTIL THAT DIDN'T PAY SO WELL.
CAN ANYONE SAY MERCENARY?
Gabriel Debenedetti. (Jan. 21, 2017). Brock groups set $40 million budget to
fight Trump. Politico.
VENTURA, Fla. — The constellation of political groups in Democratic strategist
David Brock’s network are aiming to raise roughly $40 million in 2017, the
Clinton antagonist-turned-top ally told roughly 120 donors gathered here on
Saturday.
Speaking shortly before a forum of the candidates for Democratic National
Committee chair on the third day of his weekend conference at the Turnberry
Isle golf resort, Brock told the wealthy party members that approximately half
of the money would go into 501(c)(3) arms of the organizations, and the rest
would be for the 501(c)(4) or super PAC sides.
Brock’s groups include Media Matters, a liberal news media watchdog;
ShareBlue, a liberal news site; American Bridge, the party’s primary opposition
research organization; and Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington
(CREW), which carries out legal actions. CREW will be a particular locus of
activity this year, according to donors briefed on the plans.
Full story:
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/david-brock-fundraising-trump-233974

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 8:26 AM
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Email comment by GH/JM:
Luke Rosia. (May 24, 2017). Wasserman Schultz Threatened Police Chief For Gathering
Evidence On Her IT Staffer’s Alleged Crimes [VIDEO]. The Daily Caller.
Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz threatened the chief of the U.S. Capitol Police with
“consequences” for holding equipment that she says belongs to her in order to build a
criminal case against a Pakistani staffer suspected of massive cybersecurity breaches
involving funneling sensitive congressional data offsite.
The Florida lawmaker used her position on the committee that sets the police force’s
budget to press its chief to relinquish the piece of evidence Thursday, in what could be
considered using her authority to attempt to interfere with a criminal investigation.
Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/05/24/wasserman-schultz-threatened-police-chief-forgathering-evidence-on-her-it-staffers-alleged-crimes/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 8:30 AM

Email comment by GH:
ClimateChngeSurvivor (@Blurred_Trees) tweeted at 6:18 PM on Tue, May 23, 2017:
Can you see it happening?
John Stockwell, former CIA official and author:
"It is the function of the CIA to keep the world unstable, and to propagandize and teach the
American people to hate, so we will let the Establishment spend any amount of money on
arms."
Full tweet:
https://t.co/pCz85EjMAF
https://twitter.com/Blurred_Trees/status/867187999142023169?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 8:32 AM

Email comment by GH:
BRIAN FRASER (@bfraser747) tweeted at 10:17 AM on Tue, May 23, 2017:
🚨🚨 PAY ATTENTION
"We finally have proof of inappropriate financial dealings with Russia." ~ @Liz_Wheeler
#TippingPoint #Trump45 #MAGA
Full tweet:
https://t.co/i4TESZkm0U
https://twitter.com/bfraser747/status/867066899565232128?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 8:35 AM

Email comment by GH:
Sean Hannity. (May 24, 2017). Mediamatters is hoping advertisers will give into the pressure
and they will silence freedom of speech. Liberals, do you support this effort. Twitter.
Full tweet:
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https://t.co/TtknEQnvTa
https://twitter.com/seanhannity/status/867389676398751746

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 11:02 AM

Email comment by CM:
Coleen Rowley. (May 18, 2017). 9/11 WHISTLEBLOWER ROWLEY ON MUELLER'S HISTORY OF
"COVER-UP". IPA.
Rowley, a former FBI special agent and division counsel whose May 2002 memo to then-FBI
Director Robert Mueller exposed some of the FBI’s pre-9/11 failures, was named one of
TIME magazine’s “Persons of the Year” in 2002. She just appeared on The Real News report
“Special Counsel Investigating Trump Campaign Has Deep Ties to the Deep State,” about
Mueller being appointed to investigate the Trump campaign’s ties to Russia.
While Mueller has been widely described as being of impeccable character by much of
official Washington, Rowley said today: “The truth is that Robert Mueller (and James Comey
as deputy attorney general — see my New York Times op-ed on day of Comey’s confirmation
hearing) presided over a cover-up …”
Full story:
http://www.accuracy.org/release/911-whistleblower-rowley-on-muellers-history-of-coverup/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 11:17 AM

Email comment by CM:
AFI IS AHEAD OF THE NEWS YET AGAIN!!!
Rick Wells. (May 24, 2017). Special Prosecutor MUELLER PURGED FBI Training Docs After
9/11, Compromised FBI. Rickwell.us.
Special Prosecutor MUELLER PURGED FBI Training Docs After 9/11, Compromised FBI
Former FBI Assistant Director James Kallstrom spoke to Maria Bartiromo earlier this month,
prior to Robert Mueller being named as special prosecutor and chief phantom Russian
chaser in the leftist attempt to destroy the Trump Presidency. The topic of the interview
shifted to the issue of the real collusion, that of the Muslim Brotherhood and CAIR taking a
prominent role and infiltrating the FBI. He describes how the White House, under both
George W. Bush and the Obama regime and the FBI, including specifically Robert Muller,
changed to accommodate the demands of the terrorist front organization after the Twin
Towers came down.
Kallstrom says, “You know, right after 9/11, in my view, Bob Mueller, who was then the
director, sort of acquiesced with CAIR, which is actually a front group, in my view, of the
Muslim Brotherhood. And there was a lot of connections to the Muslim Brotherhood in the
White House, without getting into detail.”
Full story:
http://rickwells.us/special-prosecutor-mueller-purged-fbi-training-docs-911-compromisedfbi/

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 11:21 AM

Email comment by CM:
Julia Limitone. (May 18, 2017). THE UNMASKING COULD BE ONE OF THE BIGGEST US
SCANDALS EVER, SAYS FBI'S KALLSTROM. Fox Business.
James Kallstrom on special counsel: Collusion isn't actually a crime
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Former FBI Assistant Director James Kallstrom on the Department of Justice's appointment
of Robert Mueller as special Counsel and the search for a new FBI Director.
The Justice Department appointed Robert Mueller as special counsel on Wednesday to
oversee the federal investigation into alleged collusion between Russia and the Trump
campaign during the 2016 presidential election. But former FBI Assistant Director James
Kallstrom said Mueller should focus on the other investigations.
“This is a foreign intelligence investigation and collusion isn’t actually a crime,” Kallstrom
said during an interview on the FOX Business Network. “The fifth column certainly is doing
a good job of keeping it the talk of the town, but what about the thousands of people that
were apparently unmasked? That lost their Fourth Amendment rights? A good portion of
them probably. What about the leaks? What is going on with these other investigations?”
Full story:
http://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/2017/05/18/unmasking-could-be-one-biggest-usscandals-ever-says-fbi-s-kallstrom.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 2:43 PM

Email comment by MK:
Douglas V. Gibbs. (May 24, 2017). Trey Gowdy ► It’s Right Here! Proof Hillary Clinton and
FBI Are Corrupt! Before It's News.
Full story [VIDEO]:
http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2017/05/trey-gowdy-%E2%96%BA-its-righthere-proof-hillary-clinton-fbi-are-corrupt-3284338.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 24, 2017 at 2:45 PM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Jacob Kastrenakes. (May 24, 2017). 2.6 million comments in, the FCC has changed almost
nothing about its net neutrality proposal. The Verge.
Since taking over the FCC earlier this year, commission chairman Ajit Pai has released the
text of most proposals a month before they’re voted on. This is done in the name of
transparency, so the public knows what the commission is up to. But it’s also done so that
the commission can begin receiving comments and factor them in to the revised version of
each proposal that it ends up voting on.
This is the same process that happened with the commission’s proposal to kill the 2015 net
neutrality rules. An initial draft was published last month, and yesterday we got to see the
revised draft that ended up being voted on. In between, there were plenty of comments
made for the FCC to look at: 2.6 million as of today. (Though tens of thousands appear to
be fake.)
Full story:
https://www.theverge.com/2017/5/24/15682240/fcc-net-neutrality-proposal-sees-fewchanges

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 5:32 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Garth Kant. (May 25, 2017). TRUMP URGED TO APPOINT SPECIAL PROSECUTOR ON OBAMA'S
SPYING - Suggestion also includes worrisome proposal for Hillary Clinton. WND.
WASHINGTON – It’s the kind of crazy scenario that only Washington could invent: Democrats
are now accusing the president of covering up a non-crime.
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The good news for President Trump is that the Russia collusion scandal appears to be dying
because there is no evidence.
The bad news is, an obstruction of justice scandal is just heating up, even though there was
no apparent wrongdoing or collusion by his team with Russia.
And now, with the Democrats pushing the bizarre notion there was a cover-up, even if
there was no crime, one of the nation’s top political minds says there is only one way to
stop the endless cycle of attacks on the administration: switch from defense to offense.
Writing in National Review, former federal prosecutor Andrew McCarthy suggests President
Trump should flip the script on his inquisitors in three bold moves that would turn
Democrats from hunters into the hunted:
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/democrats-claim-cover-up-but-cant-find-a-crime/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 5:36 AM

Email comment by GH:
Alex Jones. (May 24, 2017). CRITICS OF ISLAM CENSORED AS WORLD BRACES FOR MORE
TERROR - As the left covers up for Islamic terrorists, people who speak out are being
silenced. Infowars.
***ISLAM IS BEING USED AS THE SWORD OF SECULAR IF NOT SATANIC GLOBALISM***
Those who dare speak out against the incredibly evil carnage of the ISIS attacks against
children are being silenced by the cabal that controls western media.
Also, those who encourage the slaughter of innocents are being given full reign to amplify
their hateful message.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/critics-of-islam-censored-as-world-braces-for-more-terror/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 8:28 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
ALL ARABS, IMAGINE THAT. BUT I'M AN IDIOT RACIST WHO SHOULD NOT USE HIS BRAIN AND
INTUITION. SORRY BUDS, NOT BUYING YOUR PRETEXTS.
Luke Rosiak. (Feb. 04, 2017). EXCLUSIVE: House Intelligence, Foreign Affairs Committee
Members Compromised By Rogue IT Staff
Three brothers who managed office information technology for members of the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and other lawmakers were abruptly relieved
of their duties on suspicion that they accessed congressional computers without permission.
Brothers Abid, Imran, and Jamal Awan were barred from computer networks at the House
of Representatives Thursday, The Daily Caller News Foundation Investigative Group has
learned.
Three members of the intelligence panel and five members of the House Committee on
Foreign Affairs were among the dozens of members who employed the suspects on a shared
basis. The two committees deal with many of the nation’s most sensitive issues and
documents, including those related to the war on terrorism.
Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/04/exclusive-house-intelligence-it-staffers-fired-incomputer-security-probe/

Reply
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K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 8:32 AM

Email comment by GH
Stephen Dinan. (May 24, 2017). OBAMA ADMIN KNEW GANG MEMBERS WERE PART OF ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANT SURVE: WHISTLEBLOWER. The Washington Times.
The Obama administration knowingly let in at least 16 admitted MS-13 gang members who
arrived at the U.S. as illegal immigrant teenagers in 2014, a top senator said Wednesday,
citing internal documents that showed the teens were shipped to juvenile homes
throughout the country.
Sen. Ron Johnson, chairman of the Senate Homeland Security Committee, said a
whistleblower turned over Customs and Border Protection documents from 2014 detailing
the 16 people who were caught crossing the border.
“CBP apprehended them, knew they were MS-13 gang members, and they processed and
disbursed them into our communities,” Mr. Johnson, Wisconsin Republican, said.
The gang members were part of the surge of UAC, or “unaccompanied alien children,” as
the government labels them, who overwhelmed the Obama administration in 2014, leaving
Homeland Security struggling to staunch the flow from Central America.
Full story:
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/may/24/whistleblower-dhs-knowingly-letms-13-gang-members/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 8:59 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
THIS IS CERTAINLY NO SURPRISE TO AFI READERS. AFI EXPOSED THIS FIVE YEARS AGO!!!!!
WHERE'S THE CREDIT TO AFI FROM THESE MSM LATECOMERS?
Staff. (May 24, 2017). REPORT: OBAMA'S NSA VIOLATED PRIVACY PROTECTIONS, DOCS SAY.
Newsmax.
The National Security Agency under former President Barack Obama frequently violated
privacy protections while scouring through overseas intercepts – and failed to disclose the
extent of the problems until late last fall, Circa reported Wednesday.
According to the outlet, declassified documents unveil serious constitutional abuses by the
intelligence community – showing more than 5 percent of searches seeking internet data on
Americans inside the NSA's controversial Section 702 database violated safeguards.
The Obama administration disclosed the problems at a closed-door hearing last Oct. 26
before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, Circa reported.
The court even rebuked administration officials, saying the failure to disclose the extent of
the violations earlier amounted to an "institutional lack of candor" and the improper
searches constituted a "very serious Fourth Amendment issue," Circa reported, citing a
court document from April.
Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/national-security-agency-privacyNSA/2017/05/24/id/792192/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:05 AM

Email comment by Pete:
WAT? SCUMBAG ATTORNEYS FABRICATING DOCUMENTS? IMAGINE MY SHOCK.
Solange Reyner. (May 24, 2017). WASH POST: COMEY USED POSSIBLY FAKE DOCUMENT TO
JUSTIFY DECISION TO END CLINTON PROBE. Newsmax.
Former FBI Director James Comey used a possibly fake Russian document to justify his
decision to end the investigation into Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server to send
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classified information during her tenure as Secretary of State, The Washington Post
reported.
The document, received by the FBI in March 2016, mentioned a supposed email between
then-Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman-Schlultz and Leonard
Benardo, an official at the Open Society Foundations founded by George Soros, where
Wasserman-Schultz said then-Attorney General Loretta Lynch told a top Clinton campaign
aide she would not allow the Clinton probe to go too deep.
Comey might have used the document to go public with his decision in order to make it
clear the FBI, and not the Justice Department, was making the call, the Post reported.
"It was a very powerful factor in the decision to go forward in July with the statement that
there shouldn't be a prosecution," a person familiar with the matter to the Post. "The point
is that the bureau picked up hacked material that hadn't been dumped by the bad guys [the
Russians] involving Lynch. And that would have pulled the rug out of any authoritative
announcement."
The FBI, though, later found the document to be bad intelligence and some sources
believed it to be a fake planted to confuse the agency. Wasserman Schultz and Bernardo
told the Post they do not know each other and have never communicated. The Clinton
campaign aide, Amanda Renteria, said she does not know Lynch. People close to Lynch said
she does not know Renteria.
"It didn't mean anything to the investigation until after [senior FBI officials] had to defend
themselves," one person familiar with the matter told the Post. "Then they decided it was
important. But it's junk, and they already knew that."
Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/James-Comey-FBI-fake-news-private-emailserver/2017/05/24/id/792177/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 10:47 AM

Email comment by GH:
Charlie Daniels. (May 24, 2017). CHARLIE DANIEL'S OPEN LETTER TO CHUCK SCHUMER:
YOU'VE OPENED PANDORA'S BOX. CNS.
Sen. Schumer, I don't live in your constituency, but in the larger picture, you live in mine
and every other legal, taxpaying American citizen who is affected by the power you hold in
your political party, your blind allegiance to it and the obstructionist posture to anything
that doesn't directly benefit it.
There's something sinister about seeing you bent over the lectern in the Senate Chamber,
your countenance resembling what I would imagine Edgar Allen Poe's would look like
reciting one of his macabre tales of doom and gloom, as if there is not one drop of
happiness in your life, forecasting a dismal future for America if anything President Trump
proposes passes both houses, is signed and becomes law.
Full story:
http://www.cnsnews.com/commentary/charlie-daniels/charlie-danielss-open-letter-chuckschumer-youve-opened-pandoras-box

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 8:54 PM

Email comment by DL/GH:
CUTSIE GLOBALIST LOSER JOHN KERRY TAKES CHEAP SHOTS AGAINST PRESIDENT TRUMP IN
HARVARD COMMENCEMENT. WOW, SUCH AN INSPIRATION AND EXAMPLE FOR PLIABLE YOUNG
MINDS. HIS PETTINESS IS PATHETIC.
Robbie Gramer, Emily Tankin. (May 24, 2017). John Kerry Slams Trump Administration in
Harvard Commencement Speech. FP.
Former Secretary of State John Kerry largely held his tongue on Donald Trump’s raucous and
controversial presidency — until now. In a commencement speech Wednesday before
Harvard University’s Kennedy School, Kerry slammed Trump and the noxious political
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environment in Washington in which politicians and former politicians slam each other.
“I did not come here to be partisan or political or pessimistic. But I did come here to tell
the truth,” he said, before launching into a partisan, political, and somewhat pessimistic
tirade.
Full story:
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/05/24/john-kerry-slams-trump-administration-in-harvardcommencement-speech/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 8:58 PM

Email comment by GH:
Edmund Kozak. (May 25, 2017). MONTANA ASSAULT WITNESS CHANGES STORY, SAYS NO NECK
GRAB - Reporter says firsthand account misstated key aspect of Gianforte incident.
LifeZette.
A reporter who was a firsthand witness to an incident late Wednesday involving Montana
GOP candidate Greg Gianforte and a reporter for the Guardian now admits she may have
misstated some details of her initial story.
Guardian reporter Ben Jacobs claimed Gianforte, locked in a hotly contested special
election for Congress, body-slammed him and broke his glasses at a campaign event
Wednesday. Local authorities have brought misdemeanor assault charges against Gianforte.
“You know, and I’m the one who said that … I saw both his hands go up … I guess it could’ve
been on his clothes, I don’t know.”
There is, so far, no direct video of the incident; only audio has been produced publicly.
Among the small handful of eyewitnesses was Fox News reporter Alicia Acuna.
Acuna wrote a report published on Fox News that detailed what happened as Jacobs
aggressively questioned Gianforte.
Full story:
http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/bombshell-montana-assault-witness-changes-storyadmits-no-neck-grab/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:01 PM

Email comment by GH:
Jim Hoft. (May 24, 2017). DNC, MEDIA AND JOHN PODESTA BLOCK DISCUSSION OF SETH
RICH'S MURDER . . . EVEN USING 'BOTS' TO TRASH HANNITY ON RICH COVERAGE. The
Gateway Pundit.
Mainstream Media (MSM) is pushing invalidated, unsubstantiated and crazy conspiratorial
stories about President Trump colluding with Russia to win last year’s election. But liberal
media won’t touch the story about former DNC staffer Seth Rich being gunned down in
Washington DC last year.
Democrats and their media continue to push the false tale that Trump worked with Russia
to steal the 2016 Presidential election. This lie is being promoted on all media outlets as a
matter of fact even though there is no evidence to support the accusation. Democrats and
the MSM have argued that Trump somehow supplied DNC emails to WikiLeaks that impacted
the election and gave the victory to Trump. This is of course is false on all levels. For
example, DNC emails were released by WikiLeaks before the election but for the most part
the MSM ignored them. Also, the emails did contain information that showed unethical, if
not criminal, actions by John Podesta and Hillary Clinton before the campaign, but there is
no information to date that proves that the emails released were in any way false or made
up.
Hillary Clinton’s creepy former Campaign Manager John Podesta has a history of seedy and
alleged illegal activity. The late Andrew Breitbart, entrepreneur and creator of
Breitbart.com knew this back in 2012 (warning on language):
Full story:
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http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/why-are-the-dnc-and-john-podesta-doing-allthey-can-to-silence-the-seth-rich-story-and-probable-unsolved-murder/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:02 PM

Email comment by GH/JM:
Paul Joseph Watson (@PrisonPlanet) tweeted at 2:32 AM on Thu, May 25, 2017:
Seth Rich's dad says Brad Baumann was assigned to them by the DNC and he has no idea
why.
Full tweet:
https://t.co/91WopIDngg
https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/867674830505742337?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:03 PM

Email comment by GH/CM:
Mr. Trumpism™ (@Team_Trump45) tweeted at 6:53 AM on Thu, May 25, 2017:
BING BING !!!! BREAKING !!
Shocking NEW EVIDENCE Obama knowingly VIOLATED the Constitution for years !!!
#ObamaGate #LockHimUp #CBOSCORE
Full tweet:
https://t.co/PvBPKIQ7zH
https://twitter.com/Team_Trump45/status/867740371241099268?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:06 PM

Jon Fingas. (May 24, 2017). CONGRESSIONAL INTERNET PRIVACY BILL WOULD COUNTER FCC
ROLLBACKS - Even civil liberties advocates aren't entirely happy with it, however. Engaget.
The US House of Representatives may have voted to roll back the FCC's privacy rules and let
internet providers sell your browser history without your explicit permission, but there's a
proper replacement waiting in the wings... maybe. Tennessee Representative Marsha
Blackburn has proposed a bill, the Browser Act, that would have both internet providers
and content providers (like Facebook or Google) get your permission before selling data.
They couldn't refuse service if you disagreed, either. The measure would theoretically
please both privacy advocates as well as those telecoms that saw the FCC's ISP-only
regulation as unfair, such as AT&T. However, there are still serious areas of concern -- it's
possible that this bill would anger both sides.
Most notably, the bill would prevent both the FCC and states from pursuing similar online
privacy regulations. Is a privacy issue better-suited to the FCC than Congress? Too bad. And
civil liberties groups aren't entirely convinced that the Browser Act is as much of a boon to
privacy as it could be. The ACLU's Neema Singh Guliani tells Recode that "gutting" the FCC
regulation wasn't the answer to privacy issues -- there should have been a "replacement,"
she says.
Full story:
https://www.engadget.com/2017/05/24/browser-act/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:08 PM
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Email comment by JM/GN:
Jon Fingas. (May 24, 2017). FCC STONEWALLS FOR EVIDENCE OF CYBERATTACK - There are
concerns it's trying to hide grassroots support for net neutrality. Engaget.
The FCC swears that a denial of service attack hit its servers hours after Last Week Tonight's
John Oliver rallied support for net neutrality, but where's the evidence? Well, don't expect
it any time soon. In an interview with ZDNet, the regulator's David Bray says the FCC won't
release the logs that might show who was responsible for the incident. The logs contain
private info like IP addresses, he says. Bray does note that there wasn't a botnet involved,
though -- instead, the traffic came from commercial cloud services using the FCC's public
programming interface. But if it wasn't a botnet, then who was involved? Some critics are
concerned that the FCC isn't exactly being forthright.
The advocacy group Fight for the Future tells ZDNet that the FCC should disclose
information "to the appropriate authorities and to journalists" to have them investigate the
data while maintaining privacy. And if there's an organization behind the attack, the group
says, the FCC should divulge who it is. That it isn't is worrying -- does the Commission not
know, or is it trying to hide the origins? Fight for the Future is concerned that the traffic is
either from net neutrality supporters (and thus evidence that the FCC couldn't/wouldn't
handle opposition to its net neutrality rollback) or opponents trying to stifle criticism.
Full story:
https://www.engadget.com/2017/05/24/fcc-wont-show-evidence-of-cyberattack/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:10 PM

Email comment by GH:
Debra Heine. (Mar. 29, 2017). RUSSIAGATE: HILLARY CLINTON AND JOHN PODESTA'S
TROUBLING TIES TO RUSSIA. PJMedia.
In this photo taken Oct. 5, 2016 file photo, Hillary Clinton's campaign manager John
Podesta speaks to members of the media outside Democratic presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton's home in Washington. Hacked emails reveal internal disagreement among top
Clinton aides about her determination to hold a Clinton Foundation summit in Morocco that
later drew attention over its reliance on large donations from foreign governments. (AP
Photo/Andrew Harnik, File)
Peter Schweizer, president of the Government Accountability Institute and the author of
“Clinton Cash,” explained on Fox News Tuesday how a Russia connection to the Clinton
campaign and Obama presidency is much bigger and more troubling than anything
Democrats have accused Team Trump of.
During his appearance on “Fox & Friends,” Schweizer alleged that Clinton campaign chair
John Podesta probably violated federal law when he failed to disclose his stock holdings in
a Kremlin-funded company.
“In 2011, John Podesta joins the board of this very small energy company called Joule
Energy based out of Massachusetts," Schweizer said. "About two months after he joins the
board, a Russian entity called Rusnano puts a billion rubles -- which is about 35 million
dollars -- into John Podesta’s company. Now, what is Rusnano? Rusnano is not a private
company, Steve. It is a fund directly funded by the Kremlin. In fact, the Russian science
minister called Rusnano Putin’s child. So you have the Russian government investing in one
of John Podesta’s businesses in 2011, while he is an advisor to Hillary Clinton at the State
Department.”
Full story:
https://pjmedia.com/trending/2017/03/29/russiagate-hillary-clinton-and-john-podestastroubling-ties-to-russia/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:15 PM

Email comment by CM/GH/JM/GP:
(May 23, 2017). SETH RICH BOMBSHELLS WILL BRING HILLARY & PODESTA TO THEIR KNEES -Bix Weir. SGT Report.
The Seth Rich bombshells that are being dropped now are earth shattering, and according
to sources, there is absolute panic at the highest levels of the DNC in Washington.
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World Net Daily investigative journalist Liz Crokin is breaking huge news regarding the Seth
Rich murder investigation, or the complete lack thereof. Crokin has discovered that DC
police failed to visit the last bar at which Seth Rich was seen alive - it appears that even
the most cursory investigation has been avoided. According to Crokin, the bar owner told
her no one showed up to interview him, or any one else, nor was he ever asked for any bar
video surveillance that might have been recorded of Rich's final moments.
Additionally, Kim Dotcom has publicly confirmed that he KNOWS that Seth Rich WAS the
DNC Wiki-leaker. Dotcom says he is willing to share everything he knows with US
government officials IF they can guarantee his safe passage into and out of the United
States.
Dotcom says, "I KNOW THAT SETH RICH WAS INVOLVED IN THE DNC LEAK, If my evidence is
required to be given in the United States I would be prepared to do so if appropriate
arrangements are made. I would need a guarantee from Special Counsel Mueller, on behalf
of the United States, of safe passage from New Zealand to the United States and back."
Full story:
https://youtu.be/clhke0lHm0Q

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:19 PM

Email comment by CM:
Sharyl Attkisson. (May 25, 2017). OBAMA-ERA SURVEILANCE TIMELINE. Full Measure.
You can find many timelines that follow allegations of Russia tampering in the U.S. election
and alleged involvement of Trump officials. But I couldn’t find any comprehensive timelines
cross-referencing Obama-era surveillance of whistleblowers, journalists and other U.S.
citizens with Russia surveillance allegations. So I built one. Please note: temporal proximity
of events doesn’t necessarily imply a connection.
January 21, 2009:
President Obama takes office; pledges unprecedented transparency.
April 2009:
Someone leaks the unmasked name of Congresswoman Jane Harmon to the press. According
to news reports, the Bush administration NSA incidentally recorded and saved Harmon’s
phone conversations with pro-Israel lobbyists who were under investigation for espionage.
The story is first broken by Congressional Quarterly’s Jeff Stein.
...
Full story:
https://sharylattkisson.com/obama-era-surveillance-timeline/

Reply

K. Craine

May 25, 2017 at 9:21 PM

Email comment GH:
Jim Hoft. (May 25, 2017). BREAKING: GOP Lawmaker Calls for Federal Investigation of Seth
Rich Murder. Gateway Pundit.
Famous Internet entrepreneur and hacker, Kim Dotcom set social media ablaze recently
when he tweeted out that he knew slain DNC staffer, Seth Rich and was involved in the DNC
leak to Wikileaks.
There is complete panic in the highest levels of the DNC over the Seth Rich murder
investigation which makes us even more suspicious that the DNC had something to do with
it.
Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/breaking-gop-lawmaker-calls-federalinvestigation-seth-rich-murder/
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Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 5:44 AM

Email comment by AD:
Hey AFI, your research is spreading like a brush fire! Good job!
Anonymous Patriots. (Mar. 27, 2017). SWAMP FOUND. REVEALS WEAPON OF MASS
INTELLIGENCE. American Intelligence / AIM4TRUTH.
FACEBOOK WEAPONIZATION DISCLOSED
READER BONUS: WE FOUND THE SWAMP
IBM PATENT THEFT CREATED APPLE AND FACEBOOK
Full story:
https://aim4truth.org/2017/03/27/swamp-found/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 5:55 AM

Email comment by SA:
Jerome Corsi. (Jul. 08, 2016). COMEY HAS LONG HISTORY OF CASES ENDING FAVORABLE TO
CLINTONS. WND/SON.
In Berger probe said ‘we take issues of classified information very seriously’
NEW YORK – FBI Director James Comey has a long history of involvement in Department of
Justice actions that arguably ended up favorable to the Clintons.
In 2004, Comey, then serving as a deputy attorney general in the Justice Department,
apparently limited the scope of the criminal investigation of Sandy Berger, which left out
former Clinton administration officials who may have coordinated with Berger in his
removal and destruction of classified records from the National Archives. The documents
were relevant to accusations that the Clinton administration was negligent in the build-up
to the 9/11 terrorist attack.
Full story:
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=42388

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 5:58 AM

Email comment by SA:
[EDITOR: OF COURSE SHARYL'S QUESTION IS RHETORICAL. THE ANSWER: IF WE DON'T TAKE
THE MISUSE SERIOUSLY, THE NATION WE KNEW AS AMERICA IS NO MORE.]
Sharyl Attkisson. (May 25, 2017). Does Possible Political Misuse of Intel Tools Deserve
Greater Scrutiny? Full Measure.
- Investigations into admitted violations seem lackluster to date.
- Nobody has been publicly held responsible for breaches acknowledged last October.
- Is the intel community withholding information on “unmaskings”?
The following is a news analysis and commentary
Many politicians, pundits and members of the press are consumed by Russia’s alleged
attempts to interfere in our election. Recent testimony by former CIA Director John
Brennan addressed whether he saw evidence of “collusion” between President Trump (or
anyone on his campaign) and the Russians. Brennan simply argued “I don’t do evidence.”
He also stated that his suspicions were raised simply because, “I know what the Russians try
to do.”
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“I don’t do evidence…I know what the Russians try to do.”–Former CIA Director John
Brennan on whether he saw any evidence of collusion between Trump campaign and
Russians
Full story:
https://sharylattkisson.com/does-possible-political-misuse-of-intel-tools-deserve-greaterscrutiny/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:08 AM

Alex Jones.(May 25, 2017). INSIDER: DEMOCRATS PLAN ON IMPEACHING TRUMP WITHIN 6
MONTHS - Breaking information reveals the hopes of the global elite. Infowars.
Larry Nichols joins Alex Jones via Skype to dish out intelligence on the deep state’s moves
to impeach President Donald Trump.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/insider-democrats-plan-on-impeaching-trump-within-6-months/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:11 AM

Email comment by OS:
Owen Shroyer. (May 25, 2017). CLINTON OPERATIVE DAVID BROCK GETS PUT IN HIS PLACE!
Globalist puppet Brock accused of falsifying expenditures. Infowars.
It is called the Bauman foundation and on the Board of Directors sits David Brock, a selfloving, narcissistic, ego-maniac who has made a career of attacking people on both sides of
the aisles, but since 1997 has aligned himself with the Clintons, Soros, and the ravenous,
illiberal left.
He is the founder of Media Matters for America, Correct the Record, and Shareblue.
Brock is known for his use of “censorship” and “online harassment”.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/clinton-operative-david-brock-gets-put-in-his-place/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:16 AM

Email comment by JM:
THE UTTER HYPOCRICY OF THE RADICAL LEFT. PREACH NO BORDER WALL TO PROTECT OUR
COUNTRY WHILE YOU BUILD A BORDER WALL AROUND YOUR PROPERTY!
Kyle Olson. (May 25, 2017). UPDATE: Wall around Obama’s DC home complete! The
American Mirror.
As Barack Obama waxes eloquent about the supposed negative impact of walls on humanity,
crews have completed the wall surrounding his Washington, DC home.
Grabien reports:
Sitting alongside German Chancellor Angela Merkel, former President Obama lectured the
current administration about its immigration policy Thursday.
While not mentioning President Trump by name, Obama made clear to whom he was
leveling his criticism.
“In this new world that we live in we can’t isolate ourselves,” Obama said. “We can’t hide
behind a wall.”
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But that’s exactly what Obama is doing in his Washington, DC and Chicago homes.
Crews have completed the brick and metal wall surrounding his home in the tony Kalorama
neighborhood in DC.
Full story:
http://www.theamericanmirror.com/update-wall-around-obamas-dc-home-complete/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:21 AM

LORD HAVE MERCY. MORE BARBARISM FROM THE RELIGION OF PEACE.
RT. (May 26, 2017). DOZENS DEAD AS GUNMEN AMBUSH CONVOY CARRYING EGYPTIAN
COPTIC CHRISTIANS - Gunmen opened fire on two buses and a truck carrying Coptic
Christians in Minya, Egypt on Friday, killing at least 23 and injuring 25. Infowars.
Gunmen opened fire on two buses and a truck carrying Coptic Christians in Minya, Egypt on
Friday, killing at least 23 and injuring 25.
The attack happened as the victims traveled from Beni Suef province to the Anba Samuel
monastery near the southern city of Minya, according to local security sources, cited by
Haaretz.
There is no immediate claim of responsibility.
The provincial governor, Essam al-Bedaiwy, confirmed the preliminary death toll, reports
Reuters.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/dozens-dead-as-gunmen-ambush-convoy-carrying-egyptiancoptic-christians/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:48 AM

Lavrenti Beria, Joseph Stalin's NKVD chief, the predecessor to the KGB:
"Show me the man and I’ll find you the crime."
Todd Beamon. (May 25, 2017). ALAN DERSHOWITZ: CIVIL LIBERTIES THREATENED WITH
KUSHNER PROBE. Newsmax.
Harvard Law School professor emeritus Alan Dershowitz said Thursday that reports that
White House senior adviser Jared Kushner was under FBI scrutiny on Russia pointed to an
inquiry that was "being done backwards" and "raises great concerns about civil liberties."
"Usually, you can point to a statute and say, 'We're investigating crime under this statute,'"
Dershowitz told Anderson Cooper on CNN before referencing special prosecutor Robert
Mueller.
"What Mueller seems to be doing is saying: 'We don't like what happened. Maybe there was
some collaboration. But I can't figure out what statute was being violated.'
...
Dershowitz had some advice for Gorelick, whom he said was a former student.
"I would say, first to the investigators: 'Before you talk to my client, I want to know what
your authority is. What your jurisdiction is.'"
Laking that foundation, Dershowitz likened the Kushner inquiry to the words of Joseph
Stalin's secret police chief, Lavrentiy Beria: "Show me the man and I’ll find you the crime."
Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/alan-dershowitz-civil-liberties-jaredkushner/2017/05/25/id/792471/
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Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 6:51 AM

Life News. (May 26, 2017). VIDEO CATCHES PLANNED PARENTHOOD ABORTIONIST JOKING
ABOUT EYEBALLS FROM ABORTED BABIES “ROLLING INTO OUR LAPS” - The new undercover
video shows Planned Parenthood executives and other top abortion advocates making
shocking comments about abortions. Infowars.
A shocking new video from the Center for Medical Progress catches Planned Parenthood
executives discussing gruesome abortion procedures and the sale of body parts from
aborted babies for profit.
The video shows top Planned Parenthood staffers attending meetings of the National
Abortion Federation in 2014 and 2015 and it is the latest in a series of over a dozen videos
from the organization showing the Planned Parenthood abortion business and others
engaging in potentially illegal sale of body parts of aborted babies.
The new undercover video shows Planned Parenthood executives and other top abortion
advocates making shocking comments about abortions.
Several attendees made jokes about eyeballs from aborted babies and other aborted baby
body parts “rolling down into their laps.”
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/video-catches-planned-parenthood-abortionist-joking-abouteyeballs-from-aborted-babies-rolling-into-our-laps/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 8:58 AM

BREAKING!
Dave Hodges. (May 25, 2017). DEEP STATE CONTROLLED ISIS ATTACKS PHILIPPINES FOR
PROSECUTING CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING. The Common Sense Show.
The Deep State is attacking the Philippines and they are using ISIS to do the deed. The goal
is destabilize the Duterte’s rule in the Philippines. Why? Because after meeting with
President Trump, Duterte promptly returned home, prosecuted 3,000 online child sex
traffickers. He later found that the Deep State has positioned ISIS to destabilize the
Philippines with the goal of regime change.
ISIS is actually an occupying terrorist inside the Philippines.
This is a breaking story and I will have a full-length follow-up in the morning.
Meanwhile, here is the breaking report.
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2017/05/deep-state-controlled-isis-attacksphilippines-for-prosecuting-child-sex-trafficking-2481685.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 12:39 PM

Email comment by GH:
WAT? THE LADY IS MENTAL.
Kyle Olson. (May 26, 2017). NANCY PELOSI COMPLAINS TRUMP NOT VISITING COUNTRIES IN
ALPHABETICAL ORDER. The American Mirror.
Has Nancy Pelosi completely lost her mind? Or does she just have to complain about
everything President Trump does?
During a press briefing on Thursday, the House Minority Leader criticized the president’s
choice of visiting Saudi Arabia first during his inaugural foreign trip.
“I thought it was unusual for the President of the United States to go to Saudi Arabia first.
Saudi Arabia!” Pelosi said.
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“It wasn’t even alphabetical. I mean, Saudi Arabia.”
Full story [C-SPAN VIDEO PROOF]:
http://www.theamericanmirror.com/nancy-pelosi-complains-trump-not-visiting-countriesalphabetical-order/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 12:42 PM

Email comment by MK:
Staff. (May 19, 2017). Harvard Study Reveals Huge Extent of Anti-Trump Media Bias.
Heatstreet.
A major new study out of Harvard University has revealed the true extent of the
mainstream media’s bias against Donald Trump.
Academics at the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy analyzed coverage
from Trump’s first 100 days in office across 10 major TV and print outlets.
They found that the tone of some outlets was negative in as many as 98% of reports,
significantly more hostile than the first 100 days of the three previous administrations:
Full story:
https://heatst.com/culture-wars/harvard-study-reveals-huge-extent-of-anti-trump-mediabias/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:00 PM

David Knight. (May 26, 2017). FISA COURT: OBAMA’S POLITICIZED NSA “A VERY SERIOUS 4TH
AMENDMENT ISSUE” - The Russian collaboration narrative is simply a distraction from
Obama’s crimes. Infowars.
The secretive FISA Court, which is usually a rubber-stamp for the surveillance state,
accused the Obama administration of a “lack of institutional candor” — i.e. his intelligence
services are community of lying bureaucrats.
The FISA court opinion accused the Obama admonition of improper searches that
constituted a “very serious Fourth Amendment issue”.
This is what’s really behind the Red Herring of RussiaGate — trying to cover their tracks for
illegal spying on political opponents, using the NSA, CIA and other bureaucracies like
Watergate burglars.
Even the FISA Court is alarmed.
Will the American people care?
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/fisa-court-obamas-politicized-nsa-a-very-serious-4thamendment-issue/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:03 PM

Steve Watson. (May 25, 2017). HARVARD STUDY: TWO THIRDS OF AMERICANS BELIEVE
MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS ‘FAKE NEWS’ - “Much of the media is now just another part of the
partisan divide in the country." Infowars.
A Harvard University study has confirmed that a majority of Americans across the political
spectrum believe that the mainstream media publishes ‘fake news’.
The survey found that a whopping 65 percent of voters do not trust the media, and concur
with President Trump that the likes of CNN and the Washington Post push false information.
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The poll indicated that 80 percent of Republicans, 60 percent of independents and 53
percent of Democrats all share the opinion. The results were provided exclusively to The
Hill.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/harvard-study-two-thirds-of-americans-believe-mainstreammedia-is-fake-news/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:06 PM

Wesley Pruden. (May 25, 2017). THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE PRESIDENT IN EXILE. The
Washington Times.
The government in exile — the real one, according to the media — has had a busy week at
home and abroad. “President Obama” has given up leading from behind and presumes now
to lead from overseas. His secretary of state has a new mission, as missionary to the safe
places where snowflakes fall.
Mr. Obama joined German Chancellor Angela Merkel in Berlin to lecture America and the
West to quit being so beastly to the strivers of the Third World, and open wider the borders
of the West. “We can’t isolate ourselves,” the former president said from a platform at the
Brandenburg Gate. “We can’t hide behind a wall.”
This is the message that resonates with Mrs. Merkel and many of the Europeans, even it
strikes a sour note at home and even in Britain, coming just days after the spawn of a
Libyan immigrant murdered nearly two dozen Britons, including several children, and then
blew himself up at a concert arena in Manchester.
Timing is everything, as the man said, and the president in exile used his appearance in
Berlin as a coming-out party after nearly six months of playing celebrity in borrowed houses
across the South Seas and the Caribbean, playing at golf instead of government. But
boredom set it and when Frau Merkel agreed to receive him as a fellow head of state, well,
why not? She knew she could count on him to deliver platitudes and goo-goo worthy of an
American president in exile.
Full story:
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/may/25/obama-attempts-government-inexile/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:19 PM

Email comment by GH:
WAT? CNN IS THROWING COMEY UNDER THE BUS. WOW.
YOU KNOW, THE CIA NEWS NETWORK!
Washington (CNN)Then-FBI Director James Comey knew that a critical piece of information
relating to the investigation into Hillary Clinton's email was fake -- created by Russian
intelligence -- but he feared that if it became public it would undermine the probe and the
Justice Department itself, according to multiple officials with knowledge of the process.
As a result, Comey acted unilaterally last summer to publicly declare the investigation over
-- without consulting then-Attorney General Loretta Lynch -- while at the same time stating
that Clinton had been "extremely careless" in her handling of classified information. His
press conference caused a firestorm of controversy and drew criticism from both Democrats
and Republicans.
Comey's actions based on what he knew was Russian disinformation offer a stark example of
the way Russian interference impacted the decisions of the highest-level US officials during
the 2016 campaign.
The Washington Post reported Wednesday that this Russian intelligence was unreliable. US
officials now tell CNN that Comey and FBI officials actually knew early on that this
intelligence was indeed false.
Full story
http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/26/politics/james-comey-fbi-investigation-fake-russian-
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intelligence/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:31 PM

Jamie White. (May 26, 2017). VETS BOYCOTT USAA FOR PULLING HANNITY ADS - USAA joins
leftist campaign to shut down free speech. Infowars.
USAA is the latest company to pull its advertising from Sean Hannity’s show following a
string of ad cancellations from numerous companies after the Fox News host started
focusing on murdered DNC staffer Seth Rich and his reported ties to WikiLeaks.
The financial services company, which caters to military members and their families, made
a statement on Twitter that it had discontinued running its ads during Hannity because it
was against company policy to have “ads running during certain opinion-based programs” –
a policy which USAA apparently didn’t enforce before.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/vets-boycott-usaa-for-pulling-hannity-ads/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:35 PM

Bob Unruh. (May 26, 2017). JUDGE ORDERS PROTECTION SCHEME FOR ABORTIONISTS Censors media's presentation of jokes about 'eyeballs in laps' and 'pull off a leg, or 2'. WND.
A federal judge in California, appointed under the pro-abortion agenda of Barack Obama,
was infuriated that a newly released undercover video revealed abortionists at the top
level of the U.S. industry joking about “eyeballs in laps” and other horrific incidents, and
has censored the news media’s delivery of that information to the American public.
The video, which appeared Thursday, included abortionists chuckling among themselves
about the hardships of their work, including “heads that get stuck” and baby-parts
customers who say they “want brain.”
Judge William Orrick III late Thursday ordered the organization that has released more than
a dozen undercover videos, all legally, revealing Planned Parenthood’s baby body parts
trade to remove the video.
The order immediately rippled through the Web, imposing Orrick’s prior restraint decision
on media outlets that also had posted the information.
The video, produced by the Center for Medical Progress, was posted on the website of one
of the attorneys defending the group’s leaders.
See it:
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/judge-orders-protection-scheme-for-abortionists/

Reply

K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:46 PM

David Zublick. (May 22, 2017). BOMBSHELL! SETH RICH MURDER WAS A PIZZAGATE MOB HIT.
America Talks / USA News.
On July 10, 2016, amidst the Hillary Clinton campaign and DNC being roiled by Wikileaks
publications of DNC emails and John Podesta emails, Seth Rich, a DNC data analyst, was
shot two times in the back, murdered. At the time, Wikileaks had made it abundantly clear
that despite reports claiming the DNC and the Clinton campaign had been hacked, the
information given to them came from a "leak," not a hack. After the murder, Wikileaks first
offered a $20,000 reward and second, Wikileaks founder Julian Assange was interviewed,
spoke directly about the "risks" that leakers faced, then used Seth Rich's murder as an
example of those risks. Was the murder of Seth Rich a PizzaGate "mob hit"? in this special
report, David Zublick interviews Thomas Horan, who believes that the information Rich
gave to Wikileaks contained evidence of email communications regarding the pedophile sex
trafficking scandal that is rocking Washington, D.C. and the rest of the country, and that a
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contract was put out on his life for doing so. This scandal is a worldwide crime syndicate
that will eventually bring down some very powerful people...people whose lust for power
has put them in some compromising positions, which, when exposed, will rock the very
foundation of our country But many have already lost their lives for getting too close to
exposing these people. The truth about Seth Rich's murder is about to be unsealed!
Full story:
https://youtu.be/4OBdbYTDaug

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 26, 2017 at 1:50 PM

Dave Hodges. (May 23, 2017). DNC OFFICIALS ARE PANICKED OVER SETH RICH PODESTA HAS NOWHERE TO HIDE. The Common Sense Show.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/oNj95FvZyMc

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:23 AM

THE FBI'S UTTER LAWLESSNESS ON DISPLAY HERE. Q: SINCE WHEN DID FBI SPECIAL COUNSELS
HAVE MORE POWER AND AUTHORITY THAN THE PEOPLE'S HOUSE? A: SINCE THE DEEP STATE
SHADOW GOVERNMENT TOOK OVER.
Jack Davis. (May 26, 2017). Chaffetz Fires Back After FBI Won’t Give Him Comey’s Memos
On Trump
“Congress and the American public have a right and a duty...". Western Journalism.
House Oversight Committee Chairman Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah, is not taking no for an
answer.
The FBI told Chaffetz on Wednesday that it would not, for now, hand over documents that
included former FBI Director James Comey’s internal memos of his meetings with President
Donald Trump. Published reports based on leaked excerpts from those memos have
portrayed Comey as saying he felt pressured by Trump to drop investigations into former
national security adviser Michael Flynn and Russian meddling in the 2016 election.
The FBI did not refuse ever to supply the documents, but said that it could not hand the
documents over in light of the appointment of Robert Mueller as special counsel to
investigate issues related to alleged Russian collusion with the Trump campaign.
“Congress and the American public have a right and a duty to examine this issue
independently of the special counsel’s investigation,” Chaffetz said in reply. “I trust and
hope you understand this and make the right decision – to produce these documents to the
committee immediately and on a voluntary basis.”
Full story:
http://www.westernjournalism.com/chaffetz-fires-back-after-fbi-wont-give-him-comeysmemos-on-trump/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:31 AM

THE WASHINGTON D.C. MAYOR, MURIEL BOWSER, IS A HILLARY CLINTON OPERATIVE. NOW
PRESSURING THE SETH RICH FAMILY AND HER OWN POLICE TO SHUT DOWN THE
INVESTIGATION INTO WHAT WAS VERY EVIDENTLY A POLITICAL ASSASSINATION TO PUNISH
RICH FOR LEAKING DNC EMAILS TO WIKILEAKS.
Alicia Powe. (May 27, 2017). D.C. MAYOR: OF COURSE SETH RICH MURDERED DURING 1 OF
OUR ROBBERIES - 'Any homicide in the District of Columbia gets the full attention of the
police'. WND.
WASHINGTON – Responding to claims that Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser directed
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the Metropolitan Police Department to stop investigating the murder of DNC staffer Seth
Rich, the mayor’s office insisted to WND that Rich was killed in an attempted robbery and
police are committed to bring closure to his case.
“This is a robbery that ended tragically. Any homicide in the District of Columbia gets the
full attention of the Metropolitan Police Department,” Bowser’s deputy press secretary,
Susana Castillo, told WND in statement Friday. “In fact, MPD has a cold case unit that
focuses on solving homicides in D.C. no matter how old they are.”
While Castillo maintains that Bowser’s office “will continue to work with the Rich family to
bring closure to this case as MPD does with all homicide cases,” private investigators have
told WND they are certain Bowser has ordered a halt to the investigation.
Jack Burkman, the head of the private, Washington, D.C.-based Profiling Project
investigative team, claimed to WND on Wednesday that D.C. police officials have colluded
with the mayor to suspended the investigation.
While police initially cooperated with his team of private investigators, now they refuse to
cooperate with any parties involved and are withholding key evidence from the public and
obstructing the investigation for political purposes, Burkman alleges.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/d-c-mayor-of-course-seth-rich-murdered-during-1-of-ourrobberies/#GHzW9oWhMIgl02BP.99

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:33 AM

See this photo of the cute CLINTON-BOWSER couple:
http://www4.pictures.zimbio.com/gi/Muriel+Bowser+Hillary+Clinton+Meets+DC
+Mayor+IEgSCyTJ-F1l.jpg

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:37 AM

Email comment by GH (cough, cough):
Staff. (May 26, 2017). WATCH: HILLARY REFERENCES PIZZAGATE DURING COMMENCEMENT
SPEECH - Slams online trolls and President Trump. Infowars.
Failed Democrat presidential candidate Hillary Clinton made reference to the “Pizzagate”
conspiracy during a commencement speech at Wellesley College Friday in Massachusetts.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/watch-hillary-references-pizzagate-during-commencementspeech/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:41 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:
LIKE BOSS, LIKE EMPLOYEE?
Larry Celona, Rebecca Rosenberg and Bruce Golding . (May 26, 2017). DE BLASIO [NY
MAYOR] EMPLOYEE ARRESTED FOR CHILD PRONOGRAPHY. New York Post.
A leading young Democrat and de Blasio administration employee has a secret taste for
sickening kiddie porn that involves baby girls as young as 6 months old, court papers
revealed Friday.
Jacob Schwartz, 29, was busted for allegedly keeping more than 3,000 disgusting images
and 89 videos on a laptop after downloading the filth from the internet.
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The illegal smut shows “young nude females between the approximate ages of 6 months
and 16, engaging in sexual conduct… on an adult male,” court papers say.
Schwartz’s father — labor lawyer and Democratic insider Arthur Schwartz — called his son’s
case “a personal tragedy.”
Full story:
http://nypost.com/2017/05/26/de-blasio-staffer-arrested-for-child-pornography/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 4:50 AM

Email comment by GH:
BUZZFEED IS A DEEP STATE GLOBALIST PROPAGANDA ORGAN TWICE AS BAD AS THE OLD
SOVIET PRAVDA NEWS
Buzzfeed Investors include Marc Andreessen (Facebook, Instagram director; Larry Summers,
Sheryl Sandberg protege), NBC-Comcast-Vox, General Atlantic)
Josh Gerstein. (May 26, 2017). RUSSIAN BANK OWNERS SUE BUZZFEED OVER TRUMP DOSSIER
PUBLICATION. Politico.
The owners of a Russian bank are suing BuzzFeed for publishing a dossier containing
unproven claims that the businessmen were involved in bribing Russian President Vladimir
Putin years ago and took part in an alleged Russian government scheme to influence the
2016 U.S. presidential election.
Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven and German Khan of Alfa Bank filed the defamation lawsuit
Friday in state court in Manhattan, seeking unspecified damages from BuzzFeed as well as
editor-in-chief Ben Smith, reporter Ken Bensinger and editors Miriam Elder and Mark
Schoofs.
The suit seized on Smith admitting that at the time BuzzFeed published the dossier in
January he knew aspects of the dossier were wrong and that other aspects of it were
unproven. That admission indicates BuzzFeed had knowledge sufficient to meet the legal
standard for libel, the court complaint says.
Full story:
http://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2017/05/26/trump-dossier-russian-bankowners-sue-buzzfeed-238876

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 5:36 AM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 26, 2017). BREAKING: WHITE HOUSE MOLE IDENTIFIED, WHAT SHOULD TRUMP DO
WITH THEM? Tea Party.
(Got News) – Presidential Adviser Dina Habib Powell can’t stop betraying President Donald
J. Trump by leaking to New York Times White House Correspondent Maggie Haberman,
according to sources close to GotNews and patriot pundit Mike Cernovich.
Dina Habib Powell is only the latest national security threat in the White House GotNews
has exposed. In February, we revealed Deputy Chief of Staff Katie Walsh as a White House
leaker to the Times’s Haberman, resulting in Walsh’s firing.
On Tuesday, GotNews revealed Powell to be a leaker, and can now report Haberman
received classified information from her.
https://www.teaparty.org/breaking-white-house-mole-identified-trump-239363/#.WSgQPzphmI.twitter.

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 5:43 AM
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Email comment by GH:
Sean Adi-Tabatabai. (May 26, 2017). VOTER FRAUD FEDERAL INVESTIGATOR FOUND
MURDERED. YourNewsWire.com
A federal prosecutor involved in the investigation of voter fraud connected to the DNC was
found dead on a Miami beach on Wednesday.
According to reports, Beranton J. Whisenant Jr was discovered in the water by a passer-by
on Hollywood Beach on Wednesday at 4.30am. His death bares striking similarities to the
death of murdered DNC whistleblower Seth Rich.
The prosecutor had been shot in the head, according to police. Residents who spotted the
body claim he had all of his personal effects on him when he was discovered, which rules
out the likelihood of a robbery.
Whisenant worked for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Miami in its major crimes unit. He was
investigating a mail theft case involving voter fraud.
Full story:
http://yournewswire.com/voter-fraud-investigator-murdered/

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 5:55 AM

Email comment by GH:
RottingataDeskOH. (May 26, 2017). His name was Beranton J Whisenant Jr and
he was murdered to cover up DNC criminal activity.IMPORTANT (i.redd.it).
The_Donald.
Full post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6dgudf/his_name_was_bera
nton_j_whisenant_jr_and_he_was/

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 5:58 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:
Carter. (May 26, 2017). Federal Prosecutor Investigating Fraud Found Dead in
Debbie Wasserman Schultz’s District. The Gateway Pundit.
A federal prosecutor’s body was discovered on a Hollywood, Florida beach with
potential head trauma.
Federal Prosecutor Investigating Fraud Found Dead in Debbie Wasserman
Schultz’s District
Carter May 26th, 2017 5:37 pm 376 Comments
A federal prosecutor’s body was discovered on a Hollywood, Florida beach with
potential head trauma.
Brandon J. Whisenant, Jr.’s body was found Wednesday by a random individual.
The police are attempting to determine if Whisenant’s death was a “homicide,
suicide, or something else.”
The AP reports:
Hollywood police spokeswoman Miranda Grossman said Thursday that the body
of 37-year-old Beranton J. Whisenant Jr. was found early Wednesday by a
passerby on the city’s beach. She said detectives are trying to determine if the
death was a homicide, suicide or something else.
Whisenant worked for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Miami in its major crimes
unit. He had joined the office in January. Court records show he had been
handling several visa and passport fraud cases.
Acting U.S. Attorney Benjamin G. Greenberg said in a statement that Whisenant
was a “great lawyer and wonderful colleague.” The office declined to comment
on the investigation.
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Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/federal-prosecutor-investigatingfraud-found-dead-debbie-wasserman-schultzs-district/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 6:18 AM

Email comment by KL:
FINALLY, BANNON IS BACK IN CHARGE OF STRATEGY INSTEAD OF THE POLITICAL HACKS AND
TOO-YOUNG-TO-LEAD RELATIVES. WARNING: MARC KASOWITZ IS A HACK TOO. GOES TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER. NOT PRINCIPLED IMHO.
Chistopher Wallace. (May 26, 2017). Steve Bannon to head Trump's Russia war room of legal
'A-Team,' street fighters and surrogates. FoxNews.
Steve Bannon is not a lawyer, but the chief White House strategist is poised to become the
senior partner in a heavyweight firm of bareknuckle barristers at the center of President
Trump's counter-offensive against Russia collusion claims.
Bannon, the former Breitbart executive whose no-holds-barred approach served Trump well
in the homestretch of his presidential campaign, headed home from Trump's foreign trip
and is reportedly the quarterback of an emerging war room of high-powered lawyers,
surrogates and researchers.
Their mission: Respond, rebut and refute bad press and legal issues emanating from the
special counsel probe led by former FBI Director Robert Mueller into Russian influence on
the 2016 election.
Bannon relishes a good fight.
"Steve is super savvy dealing with the media and dealing with crises," Newsmax CEO
Christopher Ruddy told Axios.
While Bannon is poised to oversee the entire operation, the legal team being assembled is
an eclectic roster of seasoned streetfighters and well-known litigators.
Full story:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/26/steve-bannon-to-head-trumps-russia-warroom-legal-team-street-fighters-and-surrogates.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 6:48 AM

Email comment by JM:
Leo Hohmann. (May 26, 2017). WHY THIS G7 NATION HAS NO PROBLEM WITH ISLAMIC
TERRORISM - Globalist force-feeding of 'refugees' firmly rejected, without apology. WND.
President Trump proposed a temporary halt on refugee resettlement from six countries
known to harbor Islamic terrorists, and the U.S. establishment went into convulsions, a
level of hysteria not seen over any policy ever proposed by a modern-day president.
But in Japan there is no such debate about refugees. That’s because the Asian nation has a
permanent ban on refugees from Muslim countries.
John Bolton, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, referred to the lack of a
problem with terrorism in Japan in an interview Friday on Fox News.
“This [G7 meeting] is being held in Sicily. The Italians are the hosts this year. And Sicily is
one of the places in Southern Europe where so many of the refugees from North Africa
come,” Bolton said.
“We’ve just seen an attack in Egypt this morning on a busload of Coptic Christians by
Islamic terrorists. So, I think this issue of how to deal with terrorism and how to deal with
the refugee so-called problem, how to work better together in light of the Manchester
attack, really this is the time to be very realistic about the threats that everybody, with the
exception of Japan, around that table is facing.”
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Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/why-this-g7-nation-has-no-problem-with-islamic-terrorism/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 6:52 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Staff. (May 26, 2017). HILLARY CLINTON ► ONE STEP FROM PRISON. To Tell The Truth.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/yw57kdfIvGY
Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 7:05 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
PART I - ANONYMOUS: WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE DEEP STATE - INTERVIEW.
Begins with John F. Kennedy's 1961 warning about the Deep State.
Who are the people who run the show? Are we living in a controlled society? What do we,
anonymous, know about the deep state? Well, this is what you should also know about it!
Watch this interview to find out more about the anonymous deep state conspiracy, as
related by one of the top US official. Is Donald Trump just another puppet of the elites?
Will Donald Trump be impeached this year? Watch this anonymous update to find out!
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/dInm788KnPQ

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 7:08 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
PART II - ANONYMOUS: WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE DEEP STATE - INTERVIEW.
What do we know about the deep state? This is the second part of the interview
we uploaded on May 24th. We will now expose how the shadow government pulls
the strings and the tactics they use to manipulate us. Exposing the shadow
government, or the deep state is not an easy job. Are they trying to impeach
Donald Trump? Are they trying to orchestrate worrying events? This is what they
don't want you to know about the shadow government and the elite. Latest
anonymous message from 2017: This could be of interest to you! Important
events could take place this year. Will 2017 be the year of the change? Watch
the following anonymous update to find out!
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/V1EVOn1bYxA

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 7:12 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
GOLLY GEE BEAVER, WERE WE WRONG? SHUCKS, WE'RE SORRY. IF WE LET THEM GET AWAY
WITH THIS WITHOUT GOING TO JAIL, WE'RE DUMBER THAN A PILE OF ROCKS.
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Tim Johnson. (May 27, 2017). SECRET COURT REBUKES NSA FOR 5-YEAR ILLEGAL
SURVEILLANCE OF U.S. CITIZENS. Miami Herald.
WASHINGTON
U.S. intelligence agencies conducted illegal surveillance on American citizens over a fiveyear period, a practice that earned them a sharp rebuke from a secret court that called the
matter a “very serious” constitutional issue.
The criticism is in a lengthy secret ruling that lays bare some of the frictions between the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court and U.S. intelligence agencies obligated to obtain
the court’s approval for surveillance activities.
The ruling, dated April 26 and bearing the label “top secret,” was obtained and published
Thursday by the news site Circa.
It is rare that such rulings see the light of day, and the lengthy unraveling of issues in the
99-page document opens a window on how the secret federal court oversees surveillance
activities and seeks to curtail those that it deems overstep legal authority.
The document, signed by Judge Rosemary M. Collyer, said the court had learned in a notice
filed Oct. 26, 2016, that National Security Agency analysts had been conducting prohibited
queries of databases “with much greater frequency than had previously been disclosed to
the court.”
It said a judge chastised the NSA’s inspector general and Office of Compliance for
Operations for an “institutional ‘lack of candor’ ” for failing to inform the court. It
described the matter as “a very serious Fourth Amendment issue.”
Full story:
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article152948259.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 7:15 AM

Mark Wilson. (May 26, 2017). MICROSOFT: 'WINDOWS 10 CHINA GOVERNMENT EDITION'
GRANTS CHINA BACK DOOR TO EVERYTHING. Technocracy News.
Pandora’s Box has been opened as Microsoft caves to China’s demands for full control over
encryption and telemetry. This allows China a ‘back door’ to spy on everyone and every
thing in its society. China is an autocratic Technocracy that is consumed with the micromanaged engineering of its entire society. Now, other nations will demand that Microsoft
build ‘back door’ versions for them as well, and you can bet that the U.S. will be at the
head of that line. ⁃ TN Editor
Microsoft’s event in Shanghai today may have been mainly about the Surface Pro, but there
was also news of a new version of Windows 10. The new version — which we reported about
a couple of months ago — is called Windows 10 China Government Edition and it makes a
number of concessions to keep Chinese officials happy.
It’s a release that raises a lot of questions. The Windows 10 China Government Edition
allows the country to not only use its own encryption, but also to control updates, remove
unwanted apps, and manage telemetry. Users around the world will almost certainly be
asking why control over telemetry is not an option for them, and what the implications of
making changes for the Chinese government could be.
Full story:
https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/05/26/windows-10-china-governmentedition-grants-china-back-door-everything/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 10:00 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Paul Sperry. (May 26, 2017). HOW TEAM OBAMA TRIED TO HACK THE ELECTION. New York
Post.
New revelations have surfaced that the Obama administration abused intelligence during
the election by launching a massive domestic-spy campaign that included snooping on
Trump officials.
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The irony is mind-boggling: Targeting political opposition is long a technique of police
states like Russia, which Team Obama has loudly condemned for allegedly using its own
intelligence agencies to hack into our election.
The revelations, as well as testimony this week from former Obama intel officials, show the
extent to which the Obama administration politicized and weaponized intelligence against
Americans.
Thanks to Circa News, we now know the National Security Agency under President Barack
Obama routinely violated privacy protections while snooping through foreign intercepts
involving US citizens — and failed to disclose the breaches, prompting the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court a month before the election to rebuke administration
officials.
Full story:
http://nypost.com/2017/05/26/how-team-obama-tried-to-hack-the-election/
Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 10:05 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
ZUCKERBERG JUST PROVED AGAIN THAT HE IS NOTHING BUT A GLOBALIST SHILL, A HACK, A
FRAUD, A LIAR. SHAME ON HARVARD FOR PLAYING ALONG. SHAME ON TIME FOR GIVING HIM
SO MUCH COVERAGE. SHOWS TIME'S ALLEGIENCES TOO.
FREE MONEY FOR EVERYONE? THAT'S THE ULTIMATE FRAUD OF THE WELFARE STATE. TAKE
OUR MONEY AND WE WILL OWN YOU.
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg thinks society should consider giving everyone a
universal basic income—a flat salary, regardless of employment, wealth, or need.
And who does Zuckerberg think would pay for such handouts? Rich people like he will.
Full story:
http://time.com/money/4795625/mark-zuckerberg-harvard-speech-universal-basicincome/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 10:14 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Alex Jones. (May 26, 2017). DOJ NEEDS TO GO AFTER ANTAGONISTS TO TRUMP’S AGENDA Globalists within the Trump administration are doing all they can to derail him. Infowars.
Donald Trump is being subverted in every area of government by those who do not wish to
see the swamp drained and globalism destroyed.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/doj-needs-to-go-after-antagonists-to-trumps-agenda/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 1:54 PM

Email comment by DL:
AH! THE ODOR OF CORRUPTION. JUDGE AMY BERMAN JACKSON - OBAMA APPOINTEE.
Andrew Blake. (May 27, 2017). Lawsuit by Benghazi families targeting Hillary Clinton
dismissed by Obama-appointed federal judge - Her private email use was ‘in the scope of
her employment’. The Washington Times.
A federal judge on Friday dismissed a lawsuit brought against former Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton by relatives of two Americans killed during the 2012 attack in Benghazi,
Libya.
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Mrs. Clinton neither enabled the Benghazi attack by using her now-infamous private email
server nor defamed its victims’ parents afterwards, U.S. District Court Judge Amy Berman
Jackson ruled Friday in Washington, D.C., casting aside claims raised on behalf of parents
of slain State Department information officer Sean Smith and late CIA operative Tyrone
Woods.
The Smith and Woods families sued Mrs. Clinton last August in D.C. federal court alleging
she caused their sons’ deaths by discussing sensitive State Dept. matters over an insecure,
nongovernmental email system while secretary of state, supposedly providing terrorists
with information used to plot the Sept. 11, 2012 ambush, according to the lawsuit.
Any emails sent by Mrs Clinton were within the scope of her position as secretary of state,
the Obama-appointed judge ruled Friday, giving the court sufficient reason to dismiss the
wrongful death claim on technical grounds, Politico first reported.
Full story:
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/may/27/hillary-clinton-cleared-benghazilawsuit-brought-v/

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 2:34 PM

JUDGE AMY B. JACKSON AKA AMY SAUBER BERMAN IS DEEP STATE DIRTY
AFI carried an expose on Judge Berman back in Dec. 2013! Spread the word.
She's Deep State, no question about it.
Berman even holds stock in JPMorgan which benefited directly from AR-15
assault rifle sales in Operation Fast and Furious.
AFI. (Dec. 17, 2013). Fast and Furious Judge (Amy Berman Jackson) tied to
assualt weapons sales by JPMorgan client. Americans For Innovation.
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2013/12/fast-and-furious-judgetied-to-assualt.html
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/afi/2013-12-17-FAST-AND-FURIOUS-JUDGETIED-TO-ASSUALT-WEAPONS-SALES-BY-JPMORGAN-CLIENT-Americans-ForInnovation-Dec-17-2013.pdf

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 2:35 PM

Here's the link to the Berman / Fast & Furious comment directly above:
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-muellercannot-be.html?showComment=1495920854341#c7756056904141468824

SPREAD THE WORD. JUDGE BERMAN IS A DEEP STATE SHILL WHO SHOULD BE
IMPEACHED.

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 2:52 PM

Email comment by KL:
Paul Bremmer. (May 27, 2017). LEFT'S BIGGEST LIES EXPOSED ON MAJOR TV SHOW - Watch
'Marketing of Evil' author show how everything from Constitution to Christianity gets
perverted. WND.
The legal principle of “separation of church and state” is enshrined in the Constitution,
right? After all, Americans hear it all the time from their politicians and judges and
mainstream journalists. Authorities and “experts” would never tell such a huge lie, would
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they? Wouldn’t they be afraid of being found out?
But as psychologists have observed over the decades, repeat a lie often enough, no matter
how blatantly false it is, and many people come to believe it.
“Separation of church and state,” in fact, is never mentioned in the Constitution or Bill of
Rights, yet the left in politics, academia, law and the media have drilled it into Americans’
consciousness as though it were true.
That’s just one of many key insights from the popular book “The Marketing of Evil” that
best-selling author and WND Managing Editor David Kupelian discussed recently on an
internationally broadcast Christian TV show.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/lefts-biggest-lies-exposed-on-major-tv-show/

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 2:59 PM

Email comment by LP:
Capt. Dave Bertrand (ret.). (May 27, 2017). BOMBSHELL INTEL ON FORMER FBI COMEY.
Before It's News.
Bertrand Daily Report The War For Our Mind & Soul
(Twitter) #Dave Bertrand (@bertranddave1)
Ed Note: This intel report comes from our own (New York insider) Ziad Abdelnour
(Blackhawk Partners) and he wants you to know the extent of how serious the Trump /
Swamp situation is and for this intel to be spread worldwide via your contacts. He also
states that President Trump is fully aware of each detail of this report. Corporate
Fakestream Media have strict orders to avoid discussion of Comey’s close ties with the
Clinton crime network. –Dave Bertrand
Ed Note from Ziad :
For those of you folks who want to know the TRUTH and real story behind this dirty snake
Jim Comey…..
There are very few crime/mystery novels that approach this true story for compelling
drama, intrigue and brinkmanship (with the nation in the balance).
Don’t believe the fake-media story that Trump made a mistake or huge gaffe by firing
Comey.
Don’t believe the media narrative from the left that it was an attempt to silence Comey
from some investigation into Trump.
Don’t believe the RINO narrative that Comey is a good guy just trying to do his job in
terrible circumstances and the timing was bad.
Don’t believe the lie that Comey was admired and respected by career FBI investigators and
agents.
Don’t believe the lie that Trump’s “tweets” are not professional and have no strategic
purpose. His tweets are weaponized and deadly.
James Comey is a poisonous snake of the highest order… a deep-water Swamp Denizen who
has been highly paid to deliberately provide cover for high-level corruption by the Clintons
and Obama. He is has been central to trying to destroy the Trump campaign and then the
Trump administration from the start.
He is as dirty as they come in DC. He had highest-level cover (the FBI no less) and was deep
into an effort to eliminate Trump. Trump had to move hard, fast, and at exactly the right
time to cut the head off the snake without getting bitten by the snake or being finished by
the other swamp denizens.
Begin by noticing how the President fired Comey when Comey was 3,000 miles away from
his office, that Comey had no inkling he was being cut, that all his files, computers, and
everything in his office were seized by his boss Sessions and the justice department. This
was not a violation of protocol, it was tactical.
Notice how Prez Trump compartmentalized the strike and did not inform any of his White
House “staff” to prevent leaks. Notice how he emasculated Comey and the swamp denizens
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by letting them know in a tweet that the Attorney General got information (surveillance
“tapes” from the seizure of Comey’s office) to let Comey and his handlers know that
Trump’s DOJ has the goods on them.
This was a brilliant, strategic and totally imperative move at exactly the right time against
horrible, evil and corrupt powers infesting our government.
The swamp is on notice that the President is on to them, they are sweating bullets because
their criminal games of corruption are being pursued and they know it. They are screaming
and ranting because they are desperate denizens of the swamp who are beginning to
realize they are roadkill.
THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE COMEY SCAM. Taken from credible public
sources (readily available if you want to look or want me to send them to you), with a few
reasonable “fill in the blank” conclusions of my own.
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/spies-and-intelligence/2017/05/bombshell-intel-on-former-fbicomey-2450729.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 27, 2017 at 5:18 PM

TUESDAY MAY 30, 2017: DEEP STATE LAWLESSNESS WILL BE UNMASKED.
Alex Jones. (May 25, 2017). TRUMP HAS DISCOVERED WHY DEEP STATE IS DESPERATE TO
STOP HIM. Infowars.
Alex Jones covers BREAKING news straight from Infowars' very own Washington D.C. insider
Dr. Jerome Corsi.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/TRkNp64S-xU

Reply

K. Craine

May 28, 2017 at 4:36 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Greg Corombos. (May 28, 2017). TRUMP BUDGET PLAN PRAISED FOR GOING 'RIGHT PLACE' Representative with 20 years as econ prof: President on track. WND.
President Trump’s budget proposal for the coming fiscal year is coming under fierce
criticism from Democrats and the media but a House Budget Committee member who spent
20 years as a college economics professor is impressed by Trump’s goals while warning that
the president will need to address entitlement spending at some point.
The Trump administration released its $4 trillion budget proposal while Trump himself was
overseas. It calls for robust increases in national security spending while calling for
considerable cuts to various government departments.
Democrats have claimed the budget is cruel and likely to cause children to die. Republicans
warn the final appropriations bills probably won’t look much like the Trump plan.
Rep. Dave Brat, R-Virginia, spent 20 years as an economics professor at Randolph Macon
College. He believes Trump is generally on the right track.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/trump-budget-plan-praised-for-going-right-place/

Reply

K. Craine

May 28, 2017 at 4:39 AM

Email comment by GH:
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Staff. (May 28, 2017). BREAKING: TED CRUZ GOES AFTER SOROS AND OBAMA WITH
STUNNING NEW INVESTIGATION. The Washington Feed.
The Left and hypocrisy go hand in hand. Since Obama has left office, the hypocrisy is more
apparent than ever.
One such example was highlighted by a true conservative, Senator Ted Cruz. Cruz is calling
for an investigation into Obama’s meddling of other countries’ elections. Isn’t that what
the Left is accusing Putin of doing? (via Free Beacon).
The Obama administration is guilty of the same thing they accuse Putin of doing. The Left
doesn’t even try to hide its hypocrisy anymore. Thank goodness conservatives like Ted Cruz
are ready to dig deep into the Obama scandals.
After eight years of Obama, it is a miracle that we are still a superpower. That man was
determined to undermine our position in the world. He claims it took “political courage” to
not bomb Syria after the Syrian government used chemical weapons against their own
people. What a joke.
Does it take political courage to send taxpayer money to violent militias in order to
overthrow their governments? Does it take political courage to interfere in other nations’
elections? These are all questions the globalists need to ask themselves.
Full story:
http://washingtonfeed.com/breaking-ted-cruz-goes-after-soros-and-obama-with-stunningnew-investigation.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 28, 2017 at 4:46 AM

Email comment by Joseph Farah:
"ISLAM ITSELF IS THE PROBLEM"
Art. Moore. (May 28, 2017). GEERT WILDERS: WORDS OF SHOCK 'HOLLOW' AFTER
MANCHESTER - No solution to threat unless Western leaders admit 'Islam is the problem'.
WND.
One day before the [Manchester UK] attack, Wilders told WND in an interview in Southern
California shortly after President Trump’s speech in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, that while world
leaders insist on separating from Islam the ideology that motivates terrorism, he believes
Islam itself is the problem.
[Geert Wilders, the leader of the Dutch Party for Freedom, the second largest]
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/geert-wilders-words-of-shock-hollow-aftermanchester/#iEZvDkvdUrJJwjQ3.99

Reply

K. Craine

May 28, 2017 at 4:49 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Craig Sawyer. (May 26, 2017). DOJ NEEDS TO GO AFTER ANTAGONISTS TO TRUMP’S AGENDA Globalists within the Trump administration are doing all they can to derail him. Infowars.
Donald Trump is being subverted in every area of government by those who do not wish to
see the swamp drained and globalism destroyed.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.infowars.com/doj-needs-to-go-after-antagonists-to-trumps-agenda/

Reply

K. Craine

May 28, 2017 at 1:49 PM
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Trent Baker. (May 27, 2017). O'REILLY ON REPORTS OF STRIFE IN THE WH: 'FAKE' NEWS,
'CRISIS IS BEING MANUFACTURED'. Breitbart.
Thursday on his “No Spin News” podcast, Bill O’Reilly weighed in on CNN reporting that
there was a crisis within the members of the White House.
According to O’Reilly, the supposed crisis is “fake” and is being “manufactured” by
mainstream media to hurt President Donald Trump’s ability to govern.
Full story:
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2017/05/27/oreilly-on-reports-of-strife-in-the-wh-fakenews-crisis-is-being-manufactured/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:09 AM

Email comment by GH:
Victorious Annie👅 (@Anncostanza1) tweeted at 6:41 PM on Sat, May 27, 2017:
#IFinallyUnderstand Liberals will never accept POTUS but Trump knocked it out of the park
on his first foreign trip & Its driving them crazy
Full tweet:
https://t.co/shCXkVnUEP
https://twitter.com/Anncostanza1/status/868643443781894144?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:12 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:
Trump A Team 🇺🇸 (@TrumpATeam1) tweeted at 9:21 AM on Sun, May 28, 2017:
#SethRich oops what's this?
Eye witnesses in a report also state Seth Rich was sitting and speaking to police as
paramedics readied him for transport to the hospital.
Full tweet:
https://t.co/ZOL7Aphzrk
https://twitter.com/TrumpATeam1/status/868864849287282689?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:14 AM

Email comment by GD:
Kit Daniels. (May 27, 2017). RED ALERT: ELITES TRYING TO CENSOR PRESIDENT TRUMP - By
censoring Trump on Twitter, elites can isolate president from American people. Infowars.
White House officials want to police President Trump’s tweets, which will no doubt isolate
Trump from his power base: the people who voted him into office:
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/red-alert-elites-trying-to-censor-president-trump/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:16 AM
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Email comment by GH/KL:
Full doc: April 26, 2017 FISA court order against the NSA for five years of illegal spying on
US citizens
Full doc:
https://t.co/5lXP3CwsEs

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:20 AM

Email comment by GH:
MUELLER WAS FBI DIRECTOR IN CHARGE OF THIS FBI COVER-UP!!!
Craig McKee. (Nov. 30, 2010). EXPLOSIONS BEFORE PLANE IMPACT: THE 9/11 ACCOUNT OF
WILLIAM RODRIGUEZ. Truth and Shadows.
It’s something you won’t hear about in the mainstream media. A loud, devastating
explosion in the sub-basement of the World Trade Center’s North Tower BEFORE the impact
of an airplane that hit between the 93rd and 99th floors.
That was the account of William Rodriguez, who was a 20-year employee of the World Trade
Center until the towers were destroyed on Sept. 11, 2001. He was later hailed as a national
hero for pulling people out of the buildings, saving a number of lives that morning. He was
believed to be the last person to escape the North Tower before it fell. He was even
photographed with President George W. Bush. Now, the government doesn’t want to hear
anything he has to say.
No matter how well known he is within the 9/11 Truth movement (in fact he’s one of its
best known figures), very few others have heard the things he has to say – things that make
the purveyors of the official story very nervous.
Full story:
https://truthandshadows.wordpress.com/2010/11/30/explosions-before-plane-impact-the911-account-of-william-rodriguez/

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:23 AM

[EDITOR]
This Rodriguez testimony is consistent with that of CIA Asset turned
whistleblower Susan Lindauer.
See her video testimonay here:
AFI. (May 09, 2017). Dismantle the rogue C.I.A. Americans for Innovation.
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-roguecia.html#cia-susan lindauer

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:27 AM

Email commeht by GH:
George Washington. (Jun. 25, 2010). 4 Reasons the Twin Towers Could NOT Have
Been Brought Down With Explosives On 9/11. ZeroHedge.
[Don't be thrown off by the tongue-in-cheek opening]
"There are literally hundreds of other witnesses who heard explosions.
Indeed, witnesses heard explosions even before the planes hit ..."
Full story [incl. many VIDEOS]:
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http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-25/4-reasons-twin-towers-could-nothave-been-brought-down-explosives-911

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:39 AM

Email comment by GH:
MORE PROOF THAT FBI DIRECTOR ROBERT MUELLER HAS BEEN COVERING UP THE
CONTROLLED DEMOLITION OF THE TWIN TOWERS.
Dave Heller. (Taking a Closer Look: Hard Science and the Collapse of the World
Trade Center. Garlic & Grass.
Full story:
http://www.garlicandgrass.org/contact.cfm?sprout=80

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:49 AM

Email comment by GH:
STILL MORE PROOF THAT FBI DIRECTOR ROBERT MUELLER COVERED-UP THE CIA
OPERATION TO DEMOLISH THE WORLD TRADE CENTER AS A PROPAGANDA FALSE
FLAG TO FOOL THE WORLD.
Engineers. (Jan. 11, 2014). THE PROOF THAT NO REAL PLANES WERE USED ON
9/11. 9/11 Planes Hoax.
1. Newton’s Third Law of Motion: “For every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction.” An aluminum plane hitting a thick steel beam will have the
same effect as steel beam being swung at the same speed and hitting the plane.
It makes no difference which one is moving as to the effect on the plane and the
beam. In both cases the thick steel beam will do damage to the plane and the
beam will emerge relatively undamaged. The faster the speed at the point of
impact, the more damage that will be done to the plane. Try punching a steel
girder. No matter how fast your hand is traveling, you will not be able to break
through it; you will eventually break your hand. It matters not if the girder is
swung at your hand or you swing your hand at the girder; assuming the impact is
at the same speed, the injury to your hand would be the same.
Full story:
https://911planeshoax.com/2014/01/11/proof-that-no-real-planes-were-usedon-911/

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 5:56 AM

Email comment by GH:
FINALLY MORE CIA PEOPLE ARE STARTING TO SPEAK UP ABOUT THE 9/11
COVERUP THAT FBI MUELLER DIRECTED.
Baxter Dmitry. (Jul. 22, 2016)
Ex-CIA and commercial jet pilot John Lear claims that the Twin Towers were not
bought to the ground by planes crashing into them on 9/11, and now detailed
information has been posted online corroborating his account.
In Lear’s expert opinion the official claim that two planes crashed into the
towers is actually “physically impossible.”
With reports from the Kremlin that President Putin will release satellite images
proving that the Twin Towers were destroyed by “controlled demolition” rather
than by the force of two planes, enormous strides towards disproving the official
9/11 Commission version are taking place.
The grandson of Learjet founder Bill Lear, John Lear is a retired airline captain
and former CIA pilot who has flown over 100 different types of plane during 40
years of active flying. He holds more FAA airman certificates than any other FAA
certified pilot, and has flown secret CIA missions in Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe
and the Middle East.
Full story:
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http://yournewswire.com/cia-pilot-presents-evidence-that-no-planes-hittowers-on-911/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:05 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:
Sharyl Attkisson. (May 28, 2017). THE PRICE OF POWER: CONGRESS' MADDENING CASH
QUOTA SYSTEM. Full Measure.
Here is an exclusive first look at a new report that says you can put a price on success when
it comes to Congress. The report by “Issue One” exposes the secretive money system in
which members of Congress “buy” top spots on the most powerful committees. To raise the
money, they often collect from the very interests their committees are supposed to
oversee…
As an example, ordinary Republicans have six-figure party “dues.” But it takes more to
make the ranks of leadership…
Full story:
https://sharylattkisson.com/the-price-of-power-congress-maddening-cash-quota-system/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:12 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:
Daily Caller. (May 29, 2017). TRUMP RETURNS TO US, IMMEDIATELY SLAMS ‘FAKE’ NEWS
MEDIA ON TWITTER - President blasts 'leaks' as fake media lies. Infowars.
President Trump resumed one of his favorite activities on Sunday, just hours after returning
to the U.S. following his first presidential overseas trip.
The Republican blasted the “fake” news media in a series of tweets, accusing reporters of
fabricating anonymous sources for some stories.
Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
It is my opinion that many of the leaks coming out of the White House are fabricated lies
made up by the #FakeNews media.
9:33 AM - 28 May 2017
15,782 15,782 Retweets 61,453 61,453 likes
Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
Whenever you see the words 'sources say' in the fake news media, and they don't mention
names....
9:34 AM - 28 May 2017
16,977 16,977 Retweets 66,135 66,135 likes
Donald J. Trump ✔ @realDonaldTrump
....it is very possible that those sources don't exist but are made up by fake news writers.
#FakeNews is the enemy!
9:45 AM - 28 May 2017
11,627 11,627 Retweets 49,640 49,640 likes
Trump had avoided publishing any controversial tweets during his 9-day foreign visit. He did
tweet some, but mostly about his travels and meetings with foreign leaders.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/trump-returns-to-us-immediately-slams-fake-news-media-ontwitter/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:22 AM
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Email comment by Joseph Farah:
Joseph Farah. (May 29, 2017). WHY DEMOCRATS WANT YOU TO FORGET THE CONFEDERACY Exclusive: Joseph Farah spills dirty little secret behind left's assault on statues, flags,
memorials. WND.
Have you noticed the movement to remove statues, memorials, flags and markers that
commemorate the historical reality of the Confederacy in America?
Earlier this month, we saw another vivid example of this when New Orleans removed the
last of three statues of Confederate heroes – Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis and P.T.
Beauregard.
It’s happening in dozens of states – not just Southern. Some of these monuments have been
around for nearly 150 years.
What’s this new war on the Confederacy all about?
I have a theory. I don’t think it explains the phenomenon in its entirety. But I definitely
think it’s part of the explanation for the scorched-earth policy against American history, the
attempt to erase any historical vestige of the most costly war in our history.
First, you will notice that Democrats are nearly always at the forefront of this kind of
activity.
Why would that be?
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/why-democrats-want-you-to-forget-the-confederacy/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 2:20 PM

Email comment by CM:
This Should Be All Over The #MSM. Justice Must Be Served For The Murder Of #SethRich
#SethRichCoverUp
Full tweet:
https://twitter.com/GeorgiaDirtRoad/status/866690577231998976

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 2:22 PM

Email comment by GH:
Emily Shugerman. (May 27, 2017). JAMES COMEY 'KNEW CLINTON INTELLIGENCE WAS FAKE'
AND ACTED ON IT ANYWAY - Sources say the former FBI director feared the intelligence
would discredit his investigation if leaked. Independent.
A central piece of intelligence in the FBI’s investigation of Hillary Clinton’s private email
server was fake – and FBI Director James Comey acted on it anyway, CNN reports.
The Washington Post reported last week that the FBI had obtained intelligence alleging
then-Attorney General Loretta Lynch had conspired with former Democratic National
Committee Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz to limit the FBI’s investigation into Ms Clinton.
That piece of intelligence helped convince Mr Comey to announce his department's findings
independently of the attorney general – an untraditional move that generated outcry on the
left and the right.
Full story:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/james-comey-knewhillary-clinton-email-investigation-document-was-fake-fbi-a7758646.html

Reply
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K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 2:31 PM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 29, 2017). BREAKING: Georgia Just Forced All Food Stamp Recipients to Get a
Job. Here Are The Results. TeaParty.org.
(Angry Patriot) – Freeloaders, beware — Georgia will no longer pay for your slovenly
lifestyle.
A new law in Georgia requiring food stamp recipients to find work has led to a 62 percent
drop in enrollment. Over 7,000 residence have withdrawn from food stamp benefits since
the requirement was implemented. (via The Atlantic Journal-Constitution)
The new rules require anyone who is able-bodied and child-free to work at least 20 hours a
week, be enrolled in a work training program, or volunteer at a state-approved non-profit
group (or charity).
Over 11,000 food stamp recipients were targeted in the second phase of the work
requirement roll out. About 100,000 food stamp recipients are able bodied and without
children across Georgia.
Full story:
https://www.teaparty.org/breaking-georgia-just-forced-food-stamp-recipients-get-jobresults-240078/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 2:34 PM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 29, 2017). George Soros’ secret plan to destroy Trump in 7 months (using the
economy). The HORN NEWS.
George Soros’ secret plan to destroy Trump in 7 months (using the economy)
Newly released records show that George Soros plans to turn a huge profit by bringing
America down.
His stock portfolio reveals that Soros stands to make a fortune if the U.S. economy tanks —
and he’s figured out the easiest way to do that would be to have President Donald Trump
impeached and removed from office by the end of the year.
The shadowy, leftist billionaire hates all-things Trump, but having him impeached isn’t just
personal anymore; it’s business, too.
According to public filings, Soros Fund Management LLC invested $764.3 million betting
against the two greatest measures of U.S. business strength this year.
The S&P 500 measures the value of larger U.S. businesses, and the Russell 2000 measures
smaller, publicly traded U.S. businesses.
Full story:
https://thehornnews.com/records-show-george-soros-secret-plan-destroy-trump-usingeconomy/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:20 PM

Email comment by CM:
Absolutely incredible ICE- Immigration and Customs Enforcement crimes. Obama is a
despicable criminal.
Full story:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/2QOwAJ2ez6U?rel=0

Reply
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K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:22 PM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Staff. (May 29, 2017). MICHAEL SAVAGE: LET COUNTER-TERROR 'ANTIOXIDANTS' DO THEIR
JOB - Government failure due to unwillingness 'to name the enemy'. WND.
It’s widely accepted that antioxidants are healthy because they slow down the oxidation of
certain chemicals in the human body. Left unchecked, oxidation damages cells. But what if
you injected yourself with a substance that blocked the antioxidants from doing their job?
Would that make any sense?
That was the analogy Michael Savage presented to his listeners in a recent episode of “The
Savage Nation.” The oxidants that damage cells represent terrorists who want to damage
society. The antioxidants represent police and intelligence agencies.
“Now put between the antioxidants and the oxidants something that prevents the
antioxidants from stopping the oxidants from damaging our cells, and you’ll have the
lawyers and the media,” the popular talk radio host said.
Savage’s guest, WND news editor Art Moore, agreed with the analogy.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/michael-savage-let-counter-terror-antioxidants-do-theirjob/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 6:27 PM

Email comment by AL:
Moivhod. (Aug. 16, 2010). Emergency, everybody to get from street. The Russians are
coming!
Here's one of my favorite movie lines from the 1966 Carl Reiner movie, The Russians Are
Coming. In the movie, a Russian ship was stranded off the coast of the U.S. and some of the
crew came ashore and tried to "blend in" with the locals with this famous line....(watch
video)
The GOP should use this to poke fun at the phony threats that have been continuously in
the news for months.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=El03KPUeQc4

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:23 PM

Email comment by GH:
Ever wonder why Debbie Wasserman Schultz Never Went to Jail? Here's a Hint. That's her
brother... They're all Crooked, folks. #WithRefugees
Full tweet:
https://t.co/VnVtTmP95u

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:25 PM
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Email comment by GH:
BRIAN FRASER (@bfraser747) tweeted at 1:48 PM on Mon, May 29, 2017:
Anyone who thinks #HillaryClinton wouldn't have #SethRich killed for have info on her needs
to look at this 👉
Full tweet:
https://t.co/QBlOesVmqJ
https://t.co/ilXw6OYkNs
https://twitter.com/bfraser747/status/869294275321765888?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:26 PM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 29, 2017). Venezuela opposition accuses Goldman Sachs of financing
dictatorship. Reuters.
The president of Venezuela's opposition-run Congress on Monday accused Wall Street
investment bank Goldman Sachs of "aiding and abetting the country's dictatorial regime"
following a report that it had bought $2.8 billion in bonds from the cash-strapped country.
The Wall Street Journal on Sunday said Goldman paid 31 cents on the dollar for bonds
issued by state oil company PDVSA that mature in 2022, or around $865 million, citing five
people familiar with the transaction.
Full story:
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN18P1Z5

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:28 PM

Email comment by CM:
@Liz_Wheeler. (May 18, 2017). We finally have proof of inappropriate financial dealings
with Russia. OAN.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/UkcxeJCPgz0

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:30 PM

Email comment by GH:
Alex Jones. (May 29, 2017) BOMBSHELL: COMEY ADMITS HE LIED TO CONGRESS - Admission
derails anti-Trump crusade. Infowars.
Roger Stone calls for a ‘special counsel’ to investigate all the leaks going on and also look
into the Clinton Foundation for their multi-million dollar bribes:
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/bombshell-comey-admits-he-lied-to-congress/

Reply

K. Craine

May 29, 2017 at 8:33 PM

Email comment by GH:
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Amy Mek. (May 28, 2017). Angela Merkel is working with Twitter & The EU to BAN accounts
like mine that report truthfully on the Migrant Crimes taking place in Europe. Twitter.
Full tweet:
https://twitter.com/AmyMek/status/868927688521781258

Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 5:41 AM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (Feb. 02, 2017). URGENT! New Report EXPOSES 6 Top Republicans On George Soros
Payroll! Guess Who’s Being Paid To Stop Trump? Liberty Writers.
We always knew that there were RINOS in Washington, but Opensecrets.org just revealed
that some of those RINOS are actually traitors.
“The non-profit, non-partisan research group based in Washington, D.C., that tracks the
effects of money and lobbying on elections and public policy, revealed that while George
Soros is responsible for funding Democrats and progressive causes, he has also bankrolled
Senator John McCain and a small but select group of other Republicans.
Unsurprisingly, all of the names revealed to receive funding from George Soros have a track
record of opposition to President Trump.”
The GOP recipients of the Soros Fund Managment are:
Sen. John McCain, (R-AZ)
House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI)
Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL)
Gov. John Kasich, (R-OH)
Sen Lindsey Graham (R-SC)
Rep Carlos Curbelo (R-FL).
A list of all recipients can be found HERE.
John McCain has been especially critical of Trump, even blasting him today for his stern
phone call with the Australian Prime Minister. McCain and Graham also attacked Trump for
implementing an immigration ban.
“We fear this executive order will become a self-inflicted wound in the fight against
terrorism,” McCain and Graham said in a joint statement, adding that Trump’s executive
order “may do more to help terrorist recruitment than improve our security.”
It seems that every move Trump makes, the same characters are quick to delegitimize the
president. Now it all makes sense.
Full story:
https://libertywriters.com/2017/02/urgent-new-report-exposes-6-top-republicans-georgesoros-payroll-guess-whos-paid-stop-trump/

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 5:44 AM

This is only the money Soros reported (to make everything look legit). Never
mind all the slush funds, offshore accounts and perks lavished on these men
behind the scenes.
Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 5:43 AM

Email comment by GH:
Philip Schuyler (@FiveRights) tweeted at 8:37 AM on Sun, May 28, 2017:
Rich's girlfriend:
Seth killed bc he discov huge scam: DNC duplicated polling places, voting machines, &
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votes to cheat Sanders in primaries
Full tweet:
https://t.co/vnz8h62oH4
https://twitter.com/FiveRights/status/868853669252517888?s=09
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DA7JF_QXYAEZH0I.jpg:large

Reply
Replies
K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 5:56 AM

Email comment by GH:
Kevin W. (@kwilli1046) tweeted at 5:56 PM on Sun, May 28, 2017:
The Seth Rich Assassination Timeline
Full tweet:
https://t.co/x090LqHtyr
https://twitter.com/kwilli1046/status/868994382376161281?s=09

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 6:05 AM

Email comment by GH:
Pamela Moore (@Pamela_Moore13) tweeted at 6:09 PM on Mon, May 29, 2017:
5 mysterious deaths connected to the DNC...
There must be an investigation!
RT IF YOU AGREE! #SethRich
Full tweet:
https://t.co/TNutj3iQ1H
https://twitter.com/Pamela_Moore13/status/869359975822483457?s=09

Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 5:55 AM

Email comment by GH:
Paul Webber. (Mar. 15, 2017). Ted Cruz LAUNCHES Investigation Into Soros/Obama Ties. New
American News.
Well, it is happening.
Ted Cruz is leading a group of U.S. Senators calling for an investigation into tax payer funds
being filtered through the State Department to back groups associated with liberal
billionaire George Soros and also, allegedly funding the meddling of foreign elections.
FREE BEACON – A GROUP OF LEADING SENATORS IS CALLING ON NEWLY INSTALLED
SECRETARY OF STATE REX TILLERSON TO IMMEDIATELY LAUNCH AN INVESTIGATION INTO
EFFORTS BY THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION TO SWAY FOREIGN ELECTIONS BY SENDING
TAXPAYER FUNDS TO “EXTREME AND SOMETIMES VIOLENT POLITICAL ACTIVISTS” THAT
PROMOTE LEFTIST CAUSES, ACCORDING TO A COPY OF THE LETTER.
Full story:
http://newamericannews.com/ted-cruz-launches-investigation-sorosobama-ties/
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Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 6:00 AM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 27, 2017). Nancy Pelosi's Son Arrested For Murder. News Feed Hunter.
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi's son, Johnathon, was booked into the Orange County
jail on charges that he murdered his daughter's boyfriend's stepfather during a dispute over
a rule in a little league baseball game.
...The liberal press is keepng this one down hard.
Full story:
http://newsfeedhunter.com/nancy-pelosis-son-arrested-for-murder/

Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 6:03 AM

Email comment by GH:
Staff. (May 30, 2017). LEAKED DOCUMENTS REVEAL CHUCK SCHUMER AS MOST CORRUPT
POLITICIAN IN HISTORY OF USA. The Washington Feed.
We all know Chuck Schumer and the Democrats are hopelessly corrupt. It is baked in their
DNA and there is no changing them. They have denied their corruption for years but newly
leaked court transcripts destroy this false narrative.
Supporters of Bernie Sanders are suing the DNC for rigging the primaries. And the defense
Chuck as the leader of the democrats employs in the just released transcript will ruin him
forever.
Sanders supporters accused the DNC of fraud and playing favorites to pick Hillary Clinton
and rampant corruption and enrichment.
Full story:
http://washingtonfeed.com/leaked-documents-reveal-chuck-schumer-as-most-corruptpolitician-in-history-of-usa.html
Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 6:09 AM

Email comment by JC:
Dr. Jerome Corsi. (May 30, 2017). SETH RICH MYSTERY: DNC LEAKS CAME FROM INSIDE, NOT
RUSSIAN HACKERS - Evidence reveals emails leaks an inside job not due to hacking.
Infowars.
This article is Part 2 in a series of three articles investigating the Seth Rich murder. Read
Part 1 HERE.
Part 1 developed the following: Hillary’s campaign, lax on cybersecurity and working with
the DNC to make sure Sanders did not have a chance of winning, invited multiple attacks
from both hackers on the outside and from leakers on the inside.
Part 2 makes clear the multiple hacks and multiple leaks that plagued Hillary’s 2016
presidential campaign came from multiple sources.
The breakthrough in this series of articles is the attempt to apply intelligence analytical
techniques to sort out the various known cybersecurity attacks on the Democrats during the
2016 presidential campaign to determine the rogue agent responsible for each separate
known cybersecurity attack.
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Hillary’s 2016 presidential campaign was hit by so many hack attacks
and so many leaks, the CSI problem is almost impossible to decipher.
By election day, Hillary Clinton’s electronic campaign began to resemble a corpse killed by
multiple gunshot wounds.
The pattern of wounds upon wounds evident in the corpse were so combined and so
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confused, it is today hard to tell – if not impossible – how precisely many shooters there
were or who fired the fatal round.
To sort this out, we begin with the first hack attack on Clinton emails, the hack that began
with Guccifer in March 2013.
Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/seth-rich-mystery-dnc-leaks-came-from-inside-not-russianhackers/

Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 3:31 PM

Email comment by GH:
Dr. Eowyn. (May 29, 2017). JOHN PODESTA IN A FRENZY CONVERTING $40B CLINTON
FOUNDAITON ASSETS INTO GOLD, DIAMONDS & ARTWORK. D.C. Clothesline.
Independent journalist George Webb says that after President Trump fired FBI director
James Comey, longtime Democrat operative and Clinton loyalist John Podesta is in a frenzy
to unload $40 billion from the Clinton Foundation — by buying up art, gold and diamonds,
and spreading them out all over the world — before those assets are seized by a new FBI
director.
Beginning at the 0:30 mark in the video above, Webb says:
“Right now . . . John Podesta is buying up artwork between every Jewish art dealer.”
Webb is asked: “How do you know that?”
Webb answers:
“I have a contact within the French intelligence that’s told me that. So they’re buying up
artwork right now in every, they know every art dealer that he’s buying art from . . . . What
you’re dealing with is Trump could go get that 40 billion dollars right now and seize those
assets. So before a new FBI director is named — [Acting FBI Director Andrew] McCabe knows
all about the $40 billion — you start moving this stuff to gold, diamonds, artwork and so
forth, and you put it in your network . . . out into as many different countries as possible,
so it’ll be so difficult to actually go seize. You have a contractual issue or an international
issue every time you try to get some of this stuff that’s been moved. The money right now
is being moved by John Podesta to artwork, diamonds and gold.“
Full story:
http://www.dcclothesline.com/2017/05/29/john-podesta-in-a-frenzy-converting-40bclinton-foundation-assets-into-gold-diamonds-artwork/

Reply

K. Craine

May 30, 2017 at 8:01 PM

Bob Unruh. (May 30, 2017). DID DEMS' 'RUSSIAN CONNECTIONS' CLAIM JUST DISINTEGRATE?
Man who started investigation admits no evidence and has been caught lying to Congress.
WND.
Did the Democrats’ orchestrated attempt to catch the Trump administration in a major
scandal with Russia just blow up?
The Washington Times reported it was President Obama’s CIA director, John Brennan, who
prompted the investigation into claims the Trump campaign had inappropriate contacts
with the Russian government.
But that’s the same John Brennan who, like other top Democrats, has stated he has seen no
evidence of collusion with the Russians, and the same John Brennan who, among the other
indiscretions, was caught lying to Congress.
The Times reported on Memorial Day that the reason the Obama administration last
summer started investigating the Trump campaign “has come into clearer focus following a
string of congressional hearings on Russian interference in the presidential election.”
“House of War: Islam’s Jihad Against the World” conveys what the West needs to know
about Islam and the violent, expansionary ideology that seeks the subjugation and
destruction of other faiths, cultures and systems of government
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“It was then-CIA Director John O. Brennan, a close confidant of Mr. Obama’s, who provided
the information – what he termed the ‘basis’ – for the FBI to start the counterintelligence
investigation last summer. Mr. Brennan served on the former president’s 2008 presidential
campaign and in his White House,” the report said.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/did-dems-russian-connections-claim-just-disintegrate/

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 8:57 AM

Email comment by Sen. Rand Paul:
SIGN THE DECLARATION OF PRIVACY
http://randpac.com/declaration-of-privacy
You've probably seen it all over the news. I’ve tried to get the word out.
Your government is spying on you. Yes, you. They’re violating the privacy rights of innocent
Americans.
How are the doing it and getting away with it?
That’s a good question, so follow along for a minute with me, and then let me tell you how
we have a vital opportunity this year.
Much of the information we collect in our intelligence agencies is supposed to be collected
from and about foreign sources and potential overseas threats. The collection of this data
uses a different standard than what can be gathered from most Americans.
But the NSA and other agencies use a “backdoor” loophole in federal law to reach many
Americans and capture our information too, just because we spoke to someone overseas or
used certain keywords in our emails.
None of our information is safe from this government abuse of power.
I want to make sure it ends. As you know, I’ve long fought against such abuses of our rights.
Whether it is the Patriot Act or the CIA/NSA abuses, I’ve led the fight each and every time –
with your help.
Help me today by telling the federal government – HANDS OFF. Add your name to the
Declaration of Privacy Rights
Why does it matter now? First you’ve seen the many news stories about the Trump
administration and also other Presidential campaigns being spied on by the Obama
administration. I have had multiple sources tell me it is true.
Second, the law they use to collection this information EXPIRES at the end of this year.
That’s right, we don’t have to kill it – they have to keep it, which is a lot harder.
Help me make sure they don’t get to renew these unconstitutional powers: Sign the
Declaration
You can make the difference today, because we may well have the administration on our
side here, considering how President Trump is one of the victims of this abuse.
Let’s make sure that’s what happens. Also, please help RANDPAC spread the word. If we are
going to win this fight, we will have to make sure it is a nationwide effort, with maximum
possible attention. Share this email and the Declaration of Privacy after showing your
support.
Stop the government from spying on all of us and demand they bring back our constitutional
rights.
I’ll keep you updated, this battle is going to heat up quickly. And as you can imagine, the
establishment, the power of the government and the media will be against me.
That’s why I’ll need to make sure YOU are by my side. Thanks for reading this, and for all
you do.
In Liberty,
Rand Paul
SIGN THE DECLARATION OF PRIVACY
http://randpac.com/declaration-of-privacy
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Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 11:05 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
David Knight. (May 31, 2017). OBAMA FOR PRISON: FISA COURT SAYS HE BROKE THE LAW.
Infowars.
Today Carter Page said the Obama Administration “falsified FISA warrants” against him.
This follows charges last week that the Obama administration broke the law and abused
their powers of surveillance. Those charges were not an “anonymous source” but the FISA
Court itself who said not only did Obama break his own rules (that relaxed restrictions on
spying on Americans) but called his actions a “very serious Fourth Amendment issue”. And
the violations have now spread beyond the NSA to Comey’s FBI.
Full story:
https://youtu.be/C1noondJRwg

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 11:11 AM

Email comment by JM-GN:
Paul Joseph Watson. (May 19, 2017). Paul Joseph Watson Destroys Maxine Waters. Infowars.
Paul Joseph Watson exposes Maxine Waters double standard on Presidential Impeachment
and points out her lack of evidence when trying to tie Trump and Putin together.
Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/5KHNCqCnta0

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 12:14 PM

Email comment by Dave Hodges.
Dave Hodges. (May 30, 2017). WHICH FALSE FLAG WILL THE DEEP STATE USE TO START A
COUP? Before It's News / The Common Sense Show.
The way that illegitimate regimes come to power, is through the use of false flags. If
Pedogate forces the Deep State out of the shadows, they will surely have their “Reichstag”
event.
The following video contains a list of possible false flag events. Leave a comment for the
false flag that is most likely to be used by the Deep State.
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2017/05/which-false-flag-will-the-deepstate-use-to-start-a-coup-2481773.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 12:18 PM

Email comment by Dave Hodges.
Dave Hodges. (May 31, 2017). ROTHSCHILDS BUY UP ALL OF THE GOLD SIGNALLING WORLD
BANKING COLLAPSE (VIDEO). Before It's News.
(N.Morgan) Jacob Rothschild has recently announced his intentions to buy up all remaining
gold to replace stock market and currency exposure, due to the world’s central banks being
“out of control”, signalling what could be the biggest financial crisis since the Lehman
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Brothers crash in 2008.
The biggest bank in Germany is on the verge of collapse which is set to send massive
reverberations throughout the EU, the US and around the world. The predicted global
banking collapse seems even more imminent as the Rothschild’s signal more warning signs
by buying up gold.
FreeThoughtProject reports: The prospect of a cataclysmic global banking collapse of this
nature has not been seen since the implosion of Lehman Brothers in 2008, and subsequent
fallout in the global banking world.
Full story:
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/proof-robert-mueller-cannot-be.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 12:24 PM

Claire Bernish. (May 31, 2017). SNOWDEN SMASHES THE POLICE STATE IN MOST EPIC RANT
EVER, ‘Terrorists Don’t Take Our Rights, Govt Does’. The Free Thought Project.
“Terrorists don’t hate us for our freedom,” the former NSA contractor asserted, “they don’t
even know what our freedoms are... Terrorists are incapable of destroying our rights or
diminishing our society they lack the strength — only we can do that.” - Edward Snowden
Whistleblower Edward Snowden does not mince words, and his ardent assessment of our
perpetually-dwindling rights in the United States and around the world — offered live in a
teleconference Tuesday — certainly didn’t break that mold.
“Government will not act in accordance with the public interest unless it is made to,”
Snowden contended, beginning what would arguably be one of the most powerful public
appearances since he blew the whistle and the U.S.’ Intelligence Community’s expansive
surveillance programs in 2013.
“You may never be safe in any country — whether it’s Brussels, or Russia, or Portugal, or the
United States — to speak a necessary, but inconvenient, truth,” he continued, addressing
the erosion of free speech, and a lack of justice for those who exercise that right.
Full story:
Read more at http://thefreethoughtproject.com/snowden-smashes-police-state-terroristsgovt/

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 12:46 PM

Staff. (May 31, 2017). BARRON TRUMP THOUGHT BEHEADED IMAGE WAS HIS DAD. Trump Jr
Blasts Kathy Griffin For Beheaded Effigy Hollywood Video! Before It's News.
Barron Trump was watching television Tuesday at home with Melania when Kathy Griffin‘s
photo appeared on the screen, and his initial reaction was that something terrible
happened to his father.
Trump family sources tell us Barron was in front of the TV watching a show when the news
came on and he saw the bloody, beheaded image. We’re told he panicked and screamed,
“Mommy, Mommy!”
As it was put to us, “He’s 11. He doesn’t know who Kathy Griffin is and the head she was
holding resembled his dad.”
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/obama-birthplace-controversy/2017/05/barron-trump-thoughtbeheaded-image-was-his-dad-trump-jr-blasts-kathy-griffin-for-beheaded-effigy-video-inhollywood-2509432.html

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 2:12 PM
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Bob Unruh. (May 31, 2017). HANNITY: SEE WILDEST 'FRINGE CONSPIRACY THEORIES'
PROMOTED BY LEFT - Did you hear the one about Rachel Maddow's view on assassinations as
a political tactic? WND.
It has long been a key part of the left’s playbook to smear conservative political opponents
in broadcasting by creating a “controversy,” linking the opponent to the controversy and
then asking advertisers why they associate with someone who is so “controversial.”
The result, all too often, has been predictable: Companies want to avoid offending any
customers so they withdraw their advertising from those unfairly labeled.
But now it’s time for the “equalizer,” or in this case the MediaEqualizer.com, which is doing
for liberals and progressives the same thing far-left operations like Media Matters claim to
have been doing to conservatives for years: exposing them.
The newly launched website on Wednesday displayed headlines including “Why does Rachel
Maddow so often embrace fringe conspiracy theories?” and “Rachel Maddow Show:
Advertisers and contact information.”
The conservative pushback comes just as the attacks against Fox News’ Sean Hannity have
reached their peak.
Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/hannity-see-wildest-fringe-conspiracy-theories-promotedby-left/

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 2:58 PM

Staff. (May 31, 2017). [MUST SEE] CNN HOST SPEECHLESS WHEN TOLD TO "EAT CROW". The
Horn News.
CNN host Alysin Camerota was ripped to shreds by former White House Chief of Staff John
Sununu for the media’s irresponsible coverage — and the brutal tongue lashing left the nowliberal host speechless on live television.
After leaving Fox News three years ago, Camerota “fell in lock step with the CNN’s leftward
slant almost from day one,” according to Red State.
Sununu, the former Republican governor of New Hampshire that later served in George
H.W. Bush’s administration as Bush’s Chief of Staff, came on Camerota’s show New Day on
Tuesday to talk about the investigation into Donald Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner — and
Sununu wasn’t there to take prisoners.
Sununu quickly attacked the irresponsible reporting by the mainstream media on
“hypotheticals” without a “single piece of evidence.”
Full story:
https://thehornnews.com/must-see-cnn-host-speechless-told-eat-crow/

Reply

K. Craine

May 31, 2017 at 3:02 PM

Email comment by LH:
Lisa Haven. (May 31, 2017). IT'S ALL COMING TO AN END: CLINTON INSIDER LEAKS CRITICAL
DETAIL PERTAINING TO TRUMP IMPEACHMENT AND AMERICA! Before It's News.
Clinton Insider, Larry Nichols — the man who exposed numerous Clinton scandals including
Monica Lewinsky, Whitewater and others — shares some of the most critical, crucial and
concise information about what’s about to slap America and President Trump dead in the
face. Everything from a FEMA provisional takeover, to planned civil riots; it’s all coming to a
climactic end…UNLESS we the people take action.
I HIGHLY, HIGHLY encourage you to watch the video in its entirety and SHARE it with
everyone you know. This information will not only blow your mind wide open, but it will
reveal what our future holds.
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Please, please don’t miss this vital report…
Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2017/05/its-all-coming-to-an-end-clinton-insider-leakscritical-detail-pertaining-to-trump-impeachment-and-america-2913771.html
http://www.larrynicholsbooks.com (Please note that the order came from Lisa Haven)
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